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Abstract

The Relationship Between Different
Organizational

Structures and Perceived Control and

Satisfaction

Of Organizational Members

John Ronald Collins:

Directed by:

B.

S.,

M.

B.

Dr.

Boston College
A.,

University of Massachusetts

Frederic E.

Finch

The research study traced the development of
icipative model through the
management theory,

literature on the evolution of

university governance and

university dormitories.
participative model has

Recent
its

studies

studies on

suggested

limitations.

perceived control was reviewed and
v/ere recast

The literature on

The

participative management and perceived control

trol and
flicted

control

its membership.

"decision to participate"

The participative

studies

literature on
suggested that

structures elicited more perceived con¬

satisfaction for
v/ith the

that the

some participative

in control graph terminology.

the more participative

the part¬

This concept con¬
of March and

Simon.

literature suggested that organizational

structure was an independent variable v^hich affected

perceived control and satisfaction.

The literature

search on

Ill

dormitories

suggested that academic major and age also

affected residents'
cluded as

satisfaction and therefore were

independent variables.

in three types of dormitories:

in¬

The study was conducted
All

Student Run,

Staffed

Coed and Traditional.
Hypothesis
their

I

suggested that the

level of average control.

structures differed

Hypotheses

failed to show a correlation between
control to higher

II and

in

III

increased participative

levels of average control and to more

democratic distributions of control,

respectively.

Hypothesis

IV suggested that the lower end of the control hierarchy de¬
sired more control,

yet Hypothesis V suggested that this

increased control was to be gained at the expense of the
higher end of the hierarchy.
organizational members,
same

level of

Hypothesis VI

across

structures,

suggested that
experienced the

satisfaction.

Hypothesis VII

suggested a correlation between member

self-selection to academic major while Hypothesis VIII
this correlation to be for the more non-vocational
to reside
IX

in the more participative structures.

showed

students

Hypothesis

suggested that students by academic major were equally

satisfied with their

structure.

Hypothesis X demonstrated a correlation by age to satis¬
faction with structure.

The older

students resided

in the

more participative

structures yet members were eaually

satisfied,

with their structure.

by age,

IV

Overall,

the study failed to

increased participative control
control and

satisfaction.

The

show a correlation between
to higher

levels of perceived

study revealed a correlation

between dormitory residency to academic major and age.
These results

support the March and Simon concept of organ¬

izational participation rather than the concept that the m.ore
participative

structures are more

satisfyina.

These results

suggest the need to continue to offer a variety of organiz¬
ational
The

structures to meet varying needs.
study considered the affects of its results on

theory and was concluded with suggestions

for

further research.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Overview.
effects

This

research project seeks

that varying the degree of participatory organiza¬

tion has upon the perceived control
the occupants
will have
first,

to examine the

and satisfaction of

of those organizations.

four major thrusts

in its

Thus,

the research

literature search:

a review of the evolution of management theory;

secondly,

a review of the development of university govern¬

ance structure;

thirdly,

a review of the evolution of resi¬

dence hall governance systems;
considers perceived control
perceived control

and finally,

and the

a section which

interrelationship of

and participation.

The discussion of the - evolution of management theory
is given to set a base upon which the models

adopted by

both the university itself and the residence halls
ically have been made.

The importance of this

specif¬

section

cannot be understated because of its profound impact on the
governance systems

of universities

and residence halls.

The evolution of management theory considers

the effects

of participation upon the members of an organization.
recent years,

In

the trend in organizational design has been

toward increased participation by members of an organization.
This

trend has been based upon the stated,

or at times

2

implicit,

assumption that

increased participation is

desired and demanded by the organization's members

and

the result of increased participation will be increased
efficiency and productivity for the organization and uni¬
versal

satisfaction for the organization's members.

Con¬

sideration will be given to the March and Simon concept
of

"The Decision to Participate."

These authors

suggest

that an individual will participate in an organization only
as

long as

the organization's

membership.
"Do all

This

tion?"

concept opens

individuals

organizations

they

Authors

rewards

exceed the costs of

the way for the question--

seek to satisfy the same needs
join and to the same

like Korten,

Hersey and Blanchard,

level of

in the

satisfac¬

Fiedler, White and Lippitt,

Morse and Lorsch,

and Given as well

as March and Simon offer insight into the answer to this
question.
The second section of the
deal with the statements

literature search will

and studies

as

they relate

participation to the governance of the university.
Hodgkinson suggests the evolution of the governance model
used in the university has been parallel to that of man¬
agement theory but with a considerable time
Ikenberry,
faculty,

lag.

Mann,

and Wilson suggest that the relative roles of

administration and students must be defined.

Deegan et al and Antes

suggest that students are not

3

partipating even when given the chance and therefore the
model must be changed.

Wilson and Weissman,

Shoben,

Stumer and the experiment at the University of Waterloo
are discussed to review some of the combinations that can
be used to reduce the three power groups into a bicameral
or even unicameral mode of governance.

The next group

of authors will discuss the areas in which students should
be given participation.

The two major areas identified

are academics and matters relating to student affairs.
This section will be followed by a discussion of student
participation "Yes or No."

The arguments, both pro and

con, are summarized and presented by Hodgkinson.

Yet,

it

will be noted that there is considerable argument that
students should be allowed control over their life style
as long as their decisions do not violate legal statutes.
In the final section relating to university governance the
need to participate will be examined.

Locklin and Stewart,

Bilorusky, Penton and Gleason and Duling will note differ¬
ing needs to participate among students.
The third section of the literature search will consid¬
er the residence hall system.

The hypotheses generated by

the literature search will be tested in residence halls.
The governance structures used in residence halls appear to
be borrowed from the industrial studies.

The evolution of

the governance systems in residence halls appears to be the

4

slowest.

That

is when compared to the

first two areas

considered above.
The presentation in this
search parallels
ments

section of the

the prior two sections.

literature

First the argu¬

for increased control and participation will be pre¬

sented.

This

section will be

followed by a discussion of

the need to evaluate residence hall experiments,

and some

of the methodology that can be used to evaluate residence
halls

is presented.

Then supportive and discrepant research

will be reported on the question of increased participation
in the residence hall system.
ture will be

concluded with

This

section of the

litera¬

a discussion of what should be

considered when designing a residence hall government
structure.
The

final section of the

sider perceived control.
the works

literature search will con¬

The discussion will center on

of Tannenbaum and his

tance of control,

associates.

The

impor¬

the control graph and the concept of

ceived control will be presented.

per¬

The discussion will then

turn to the supportive research using control graph theory.
A section designed to

interpret some of the other studies

presented in control graph terminology will then be present¬
ed.
amine

The
the
The

concluding section on perceived control will ex¬
interrelationship of control and participation.
literature search will then be summarized.

This

5

summary will unite the
ature search.

four prior sections of the

liter¬

The parallel evolution of governance model

will be discussed.

Consideration will also be given to

the differing needs of individuals

and the matching of in¬

dividual needs with the organization structure.
The hypotheses

and test methodology will be presented

in Chapter III.

This

major sections.

The

hypothesis.
potheses

chapter will be divided into

five

first will consider the non-operational

This will be

followed by the operational hy¬

and test methodology.

The specific test to be

used will be reported right after the presentation of the op¬
erational

hypothesis

and its

rationale.

The third and

fourth sections of the chapter will discuss
validity respectively.

This

reliability and

chapter will be

concluded with

a discussion of the test sites.
The analysis of the data and results will be presented
in Chapter IV.

The research study will be concluded with

the presentation of Conclusions

in Chapter V.

This overview was designed to give the reader an
outline of what this research study will consider and the
order of its
this

consideration.

The reasons

for undertaking

research study will be presented next.

Rationale Of The Research Study

This

author has been intrigued by the increased use of

6

the participatory model.
university campuses
of governance.

as

This

It has been hailed by many on

the sole solution to

the problem

solution has been advocated for use

both on a total university governance level and in the
residence halls.

Yet some authors have found that the

participatory model has
stances .

It has been suggested that people differ in their

need to participate.
this

not worked under certain circum¬

Let us

examine the four reasons why

research study has been conducted.
First,

Maier.

the Effective Decision concept presented by

Maier defines

the effective decision as;

"Effective decisions = Quality x Acceptance."^
The author notes

that the multiplication sign indicates

that if either the quality or the acceptance is
the effectiveness
the

"quality" of

In this

is

zero.

For purposes

the decision to be

case the greater the

the greater will be

the

conducted by Hoffman,

zero then

of decision assume

any positive number.

"acceptance"

of the decision

"effective decision."

Baker and Maier,

In a study

the authors

that participation in problem solving makes

found

the decision

satisfying and acceptable.

This

more a member participates,

the more influence he attempts

and the more
this

study suggests

influence he has over the decision.

increased influence that causes

faction.

2

Thus,

that the

It is

acceptance and satis-

this research line when extended to its

7

logical

end

suggests

ipation will
the
is

first
to

reason

determine
The

is

result

to

the

in higher

for the
if

this

second reason

examine

continued

increase

level

of

for conducting

the breakeven concept

the

of

utility

concept of

economics.

concepts

suggest

that

is

is

does

a point

at which

in increased
empirical
Likert.
these

as

for entering

second reason

These

authors will

are

be

to

study.

Thus,

research

be

research

The
is

to

third

or the participation model

research

reason

control.

The

utility.

given

to

the

support

the

is

and

first
the
to

participation
reaches
If

the

third

a
latter

reason

study.

for conducting

identify variables

perceived

study

supported—the

attention should be
this

and Simon,

opposed

the

result

have

diametrically

point or point of marginal

conducting

also

there

not

fields.

breakeven

for

that

presented which

no

then

increased

suggest

of March

and the

these

at which

concepts

model has

true

study

study

specific

into

to

determine which theory will

is

Both of

concepts

for conducting this

bounds

research

increased participation does

applied

concepts

research

accounting,

a point

in the writings

Many other

concepts

reason

These

satisfactions.

support

These

there

not pay off.

this

Then

true.

marginal

input

satisfaction.

conducting of
is

in partic¬

which

this

research

study

effect participation and

study will

examine

the

effects

8

independent variables such as:
structure,
iables

of

degree of participatory

age and academic major upon the dependent var¬
perceived

control and satisfaction.

The final reason for conducting this research study
is to extend the application of Control Graph Theory.
This methodology has been applied to industry,

unions,

voluntary organizations and in both capitalistic and
socialistic settings.

This represents the first applica¬

tion of Control Graph Theory in university residence halls.

Definitions

Before turning to a discussion of the relevant lit¬
erature,

the research study will present the definition

of a number of terms that will be used throughout the
rest of this study.

Control has been defined by many

theorists in many ways but it is generally considered to
be the ability to influence or manipulate the means to
achieve the desired end.

The concept of control can be

considered from two points of view.

First,

the member

trying to control his organizational environment and
secondly,

the environment's control of the members of

the organization.
Perceived control.

This concept is based on the

methodology developed by Tannenbaum.

Members of an organ¬

ization are asked to evaluate the amount of control

9

exercised by different groups in the hierarchy of
control.

The amount of perceived control for each

position in the hierarchy is derived by computing the
average score given by each member in the organization.
The members of the organizations considered in this
research study will be asked to measure both the
actual perceived control
perceived control

(actual control)

(ideal control).

and the ideal

The actual control

measures the distribution of control as it is now in the
organization while the ideal control measures the distri¬
bution of control as it should be in the future.
Organization structure.
structure,

The term organizational

as used in this research study considers the

composition of the staff within a residence hall,

the

student governance officers and the immediacy of student
input into the decision process.

The degree of partici¬

pation is increased when the student is given increased
opportunity to effect the decisions in his residence hall.
Thus,

the organizational structure becomes more partici¬

patory when the composition of students to staff increases,
the role of representative democracy is decreased and/or
the input of the students becomes more immediate.

Ex¬

amples of increased participation would be the all student
run dormitory or the use of a "town meeting "vs.,

the

10

the representatives elected from the corridor to act on
one's behalf.
With the above discussion in mind,
are made explicit.

First,

Structure is the method

two more definitions

the Organizational Control

(the structural composition)

through which the decisions are made in a dormitory.

Thus,

students can vary from a "town meeting" to the traditional
electing of a corridor representative to the dormitory
governance board.
Secondly,

the term Participatory Structure refers to

the amount of participation an individual can have in the
decision process.

Thus,

as a structure allows for immedi¬

acy of individual input and representation it becomes
more participatory in its structure.

11

Footnotes

1.

Norman R. F. Maier, Problem Solving and Creativity In
Individuals and Groups (Belmont, California:
Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1970), p. 277.

2.

Ibid., pp.

278-285.
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CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE SEARCH

The literature search chapter of this research paper
is divided into four major sections.

The first section

discusses the evolution of management theory and its im¬
plications upon management and organizational theory.

The

second section discusses the literature relating to uni¬
versity governance and how it has been affected by the
participative literature.

The third section, which is

parallel in design to the second section,

discusses the

literature relating to residence halls and how it has been
affected by the participative literature.

The final sec¬

tion of the literature search discusses the theory of per¬
ceived control and relates relevant research studies.

This

section also considers the interrelationship of control and
participation.

The second chapter is concluded with a

summary which draws upon the four sections to produce a
basis for the hypotheses presented in Chapter III.
The relevant literature is gathered from both theoret¬
ical and empirical sources and from a variety of organiza¬
tional settings.

The literature review will begin with the

theoretical implications for member participation based
upon the chronological evolution of management and organ¬
izational theory.

13

Evolution of Management Theory

Rational-economic man.
and his followers in

The early studies of Taylor

"Scientific Management" were embodied

in the work of industrial engineers or psychologists doing
time-and-motion studies of workers and tasks.

The employee

was merely considered as another economic input into the
production process.

The organizational member didn't have

any say about how his work was to be done and was consider¬
ed to be motivated by purely economic gain.

This descrip¬

tion of the industrial worker coincides with the
Economic Man" of Schein.^

"Rational-

At this point in history the

individual's participation was equal to that of the other
raw materials.

All members were controlled without regard

to their feelings,

desires or needs.

The basis for this

concept of participation was the economic doctrines of
Adam Smith, which were built on the assumption that the
relationship between the organization and its members was
parallel to that of the market place between customer and
buyer and both should be left alone because the separate
pursuits of self-interest would regulate the market relationship optimally.
Social man.

2

Then during the 1920's a study was under¬

taken by Mayo, Roethlisberger and Dickson in the Hawthorne
plant of the Western Electric Company in Chicago,

Illinois.

The study originally was to determine the effects of the
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"non-human environment"

(lighting,

length of work day,

length and frequency of rest pauses)
tivity of the workers.

upon the produc¬

"For Elton Mayo, the evidence of

the Hawthorne studies and the subsequent data obtained
in interviews with workers were convincing proof that in¬
dustrial life had taken the meaning out of work and
frustrated man's basic social needs."

3

Thus, Mayo devel¬

oped a set of assumptions about the nature of man which
were quite different from those concerning rational
economic man:
"a)

b)

Man is basically motivated by social
needs and obtains his basic sense of
identity through relationships with
others.
As a result of the industrial revo¬
lution and the rationalization of
work, meaning has gone out of work
itself and must therefore be sought
in the social relationships on the

job.
c)

Man is more responsive to the social
forces of the peer group than the in¬
centives and controls of management.

d)

Man is responsive to management to
the extent that a supervisor can meet
a subordinate's social needs and
needs for acceptance."^

Thus the theory of organizational management,

in its

change from rational-economic to social assumptions, did
not disregard man's economic motivation but also took into
consideration man's social needs.

The implied strategy

then became to give more attention to the social needs of
the employees.

Recognition and acceptance of the work

group as an organizational reality and use of group incen
tives rather than individual incentives became vital
aspects of the theory.

The theory suggests that it is

better for management to create satisfactory conditions
to avert workers feelings of frustration and alienation
so that they won't form groups whose norms run counter
to the goals of the organization.

5

Self-actualizing man. The next stage in the evolu¬
tion of the industrial literature and the theory of organ
izational management has been to the concept of selfactualizing man.

This concept is based upon the theories

of Argyris, Maslow and McGregor.

Basically,

they all

argue that man has an inherent need to use his capabilities and skills in a mature and productive way.
assumptions which are implied by this theory are:
"a)

Man's motives fall into classes which
are arranged in hierarchy.
(Maslow's
Hierarchy of Needs.)

b)

Man seeks to be mature on the job
and is capable of being so.

c)

Man is primarily self-motivated and
self-controlled; externally imposed
incentives and controls are likely to
threaten the person and reduce him to
a less mature adjustment.

d)

There is no inherent conflict between
self-actualization and more effective
organizational performance."^

The
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An organization utilizing the self-actualizing man
concept has implied managerial strategies.

First of all,

the locus of control has shifted from external to internal.
The control no longer flows from a position of authority or
a superior

(both of which are external to the individual)

but from the task itself.

The nature of the task provides

the individual with pride and self-esteem.
suggested that

Finally it is

"an organization which is operating accord¬

ing to these assumptions

(self-actualizing man)

will have a

much broader power distribution or will tend toward what

g
Leavitt has called "power equalization."
Thus, the evolution of the theory of organizational
management has effected participation of organizational
members in both a qualitative and quantitative nature.
Member participation has gone from mere passive economic re¬
sponse to social participation and finally to "power equal¬
ization" in the concept of self-actualizing.

Yet before we

leave the theoretical considerations and examine the empircal research,
conception.

Schein considers man in another theoretical
Schein considers man as

Complex man.

He states

"man is a more complex indi¬

vidual than rational-economic,
man.

"Complex Man."

social or self-actualizing

Not only is he more complex within himself, being

possessed of many needs and potentials, but he is also
likely to differ from his neighbor in the patterns of his
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own complexity."

9

Thus,

Schein warns the student of or¬

ganizational theory of just how complex an organism he
is dealing with when he considers man.
The student of management and organizational theory
should bear in mind the evolution of this theory.

As

research contributed more and more to the understanding
of man's motivation and needs,
complex man is v/ithin himself.

it has become apparent how
Schein,

in his final

stage of organizational development, notes that man is
not only complex but his complexity may vary from neigh¬
bor to neighbor.

One interpretation of this evolution of

theory is that it stands as a warning against a universal
explanation of the total motivation of all men.
say that no two individuals
same.

This is to

are motivated exactly the

The theory would then charge the organizational

theorist with the responsibility to empirically measure
needs of individuals and formulate structures which meet
those needs.

Supportive Research

Industrial.

In 1949, William B.

Given, Jr.

advocated

the concept of participatory management in his book BottomUp Management.

He was president of American Brake Shoe

Company and his book is a case study of that firm.

Mr.
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Given states

"Fundainental to bottom-up management is the

practice of listening to the people all down the line.
A management habit of treating every suggestion,
idea,

every reasonable criticism, with respect, gives each

man the feeling of being an important part of
ment."^^
ed,

every

his depart¬

These practices lead to members feeling support¬

appreciated and fulfilled.

Mr.

Given summarized how

a firm must act in order to succeed and grow.

He stated

that the employees must be provided with what they want
out of a job; pride in the job and company,

job security,

adequate pay and opportunity for promotion and this can
only be provided when the firm is economically successful.
All of the above criteria have the best chance of occur¬
ring according to Mr.
ment.^^

Thus, Mr.

Given,

under participative manage¬

Given from his personal experience at

American Brake Shoe Company advocates self-actualization.
He states that a firm must meet the needs of the employee.
That is,

the firm must meet all the needs of the employee

including pride in the job and company.
It was the works of Coch and French
Bowers,

and Seashore

(1967);

and Likert

(1948); Marrow,
(1961,

1967) which

established the empirical base for participative manage¬
ment.

Their results have extended the theory of partic¬

ipative management to many other organizational settings.
Concepts of participative managerial practices have been
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applied in public administration,
and voluntary organizations
industrial sector.

as well

research study.

The Coch and French study

12

is

"Overcoming Resistance

to

the classic study in the area of participa¬

tive management.
in the process
periencing

as extended in the

Examples of these extensions will be

reported throughout this

Change"

educational institutions

The study dealt with a firm that was

of changing its production methods

and ex¬

"grievance about the piece rates that went

with the new method,

high turnover,

very low efficiency,

restriction of output and marked aggression against management."

13

The

authors

decided to study the effects of

participation upon the problem areas

outlined above.

They

set up three experimental groups with differing input into
the decisions

relating to the changes

process.

first group was basically a control group

and had

The

"no participation"

production process.

in the determination of the

This was

input they had at that time.
was

in the production

really no change

The second group's variation

"participation through representation"

designing the changes

to be made in the

of workers

jobs.

really the basis of representative democracy.
and final group's variation consisted of
pation" by all the members
changes.

from the

This

in

is

The third

"total partici¬

of the group in designing the
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The results of the experiment supported the theory
of participative management.

"The no participation group

improved little beyond their early efficiency ratings
standard set time and motion studies).

(the

Resistance

developed almost immediately after the change occurred.
Such as

conflict with methods engineers,

hostility against the supervisor,
of production,
visor."

14

expression of

deliberate restriction

and lack of cooperation with the

There was

a 17%

filed about the piece rate.

super-

turnover and grievances were
The representative group

showed an unusually good relearning curve for their jobs.
The attitude of the workers was

cooperative and permissive.

They worked well with the methods engineer,
staff and the supervisor.

the training

There were no quits in the

40 days of the new production procedure.

There was only

one act of aggression against the supervisor in the
40 days.

The

first

total participation group showed the fastest

adjustment to the new rate of production.
eventually showed an increase of
level of production.
ors

first

14%

This group

above their prechange

They worked well with their supervis¬

and no indications of aggression were observed from

their group.

There were no quits

of the new production procedure.
The authors,
more effectively,

in the first 40

15

to reinforce and make
ran another

days

their point even

"total participation"
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experimental group made up of the
the original
later.

"no participating"

13

remaining members of

group two and a half months

The new job was of comparable difficulty and no

reference was made to their prior experience
ticipation group.
were

The results of this

in sharp contrast to the

responded
recovered

✓
as

first.

in the no par¬

second experiment
This

same group now

the other total participation groups.

They

their previous efficiency and went on to higher

levels of production.
turnover in the group

There were no acts of aggression or
for 19 days

after the change.

This

was a marked modification of their previous behavior after
a process or rate change.
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The

implications of this

study

were best summarized by the authors;
"The first experiment showed that the rate
of recovery is directly proportional to the
amount of participation, and the rates of
turnover and aggression are inversely propor¬
tional to the amount of participation.
The
second experiment demonstrated more conclu¬
sively that the results obtained depended on
the experimental treatment rather than on
personality factors like skill or aggressive¬
ness, for identical individuals yielded
markedly different results in no participation
treatment as contrasted with the total par¬
ticipation treatment.
Apparently total participation has the same
type of effect as participation through repre¬
sentation, but the former has a stronger
influence."17
Marrow,

Bowers

and Seashore conducted a longitudinal

study of the effects of management by participation on
the members of an organization.

The Coch and French
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study was

conducted in the Harwood Manufacturing Corpor¬

ation and this study was

conducted in the same firm after

it had acquired a new subsidiary - the Weldon Company.
The Harwood Manufacturing Corporation was

a pioneer in

the application of behavioral science concepts
problems

of management.

to the

On the other hand, Weldon op¬

erated under the traditional authority-obedience system.
The newly merged firm was

to be managed in a participa¬

tive manner.

tested the workers of Weldon

The authors

to determine the

type of management that existed in the

firm prior to merger,
in the

future.

at that time and what was desired

The employees were asked to fill out a

rating form on

43 dimensions of organizational function¬

ing which were grouped into seven topical areas.
was

The

firm

trying to determine if it was moving in its desired

direction - toward participative management.

The

on the rating form referred to an organization's
ing in the context of
"System 1"

of managerial

(exploitative-authoritative)

the manager's

job as decision,

relying primarily
making

four types

scales
function¬

systems.

characterizing

direction and surveillance,

upon coercion as

a motivating force and

little or no provision for the effects of human

emotion and interdependence.
largely as

The employee was

a marketable commodity.

"System 2"

considered

18

(benevolent-authoritative)

characterizes
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management as
adds

decision,

direction and surveillance but

a fourth managerial duty - expurgating the

effects of subordinate members.

annoying

The removing or control¬

ling of objectionable behaviors of subordinates was
achieved by increasing subordinate participation.

This

system permits

some small amount of upward and lateral

communication,

although most is

downward and sizable

distortion of communication usually exists.
are established and basic decsions

Policies

are made by upper manage¬

ment with opportunity for comment from subordinate super¬
visory levels.

Only minor implementation decisions

allowed to be made at lower

levels

carefully prescribed limits

set by the top echelon.

employee

is

considered to be

the market is

are

and then only within
The

a marketable commodity yet

an imperfect one.

That is,

an employee can

be replaced through the market system but the new commodity
is

not completely equal in so far as he may need job train¬

ing.

Very little cooperation exists between management

and employee.

Attitudes

toward superiors

and hostility is prevalent.
good,

although high costs,

frequently occur.

This

are subservient,

Performance may be fair to
absence and manpower turnover

form of management structure allows

for some increased participation and partially implements
the results of the Hawthorne studies.

It allows

for social
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interchange.
ponds

19

This

form of management structure corres¬

to the Social Management Theory reported in Schein's

book.
"System 3"
tasks
as

as

(consultative)

decision and direction,

a major function.

The employee is

not considered as

a moderate

surveillance

to coercion occurs.

a marketable commodity.

through consultation.

This practice

amount of upward communication,

lateral communication is
to-man,

but removes

Little recourse

Employee involvement is
causes

characterizes management's

limited by the prevalence of man-

rather than group,

decision-making.

Decisions

made by top management and specific objectives
ation are made at lower levels.
identification,

This

and quality problems

costs,

absence,

are no cause

decisions

are

to implement¬

increased goal
Performance

and turnover moderate;

for major concern.

form of management structure allows
participation.

causes

production and satisfaction.

is ordinarily good;

although

This

for quite a bit of

With the ability to make

"implementation"

some ego involvement and self-actualization can

be achieved.

Note that this

form of management satisfies

some of the needs of the self-actualizing management theory
reported in Schein's book.
"System 4"
ment as

(participative group)

realizing that;

characterizes manage¬
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"Employees are an essential part of an
organizational structure which has been built
at great cost and necessarily maintained with
the same attention and care given more tang¬
ible assets.
It conceives of decision as a
process, rather than a prerogative with
the manager's responsibility consisting
not of himself deciding, but of making sure
that the best possible decisions result.
In
this light, he focuses his efforts upon
building an overlapping structure of cohesive,
highly motivated, participative groups, co¬
ordinated by multiple memberships.
Within
this highly coordinated and motivated
system, characterized by high mutual con¬
fidence and trust, communication is adequate,
rapid and accurate.
Because goals are
established and decisions made with the
participation of all those affected,
objectives are comparatively closely
aligned with the needs and interests of
all members, and all motivational forces
push in the direction of obtaining
the established objectives.
The closely
knit system in addition permits supervisors
and subordinates alike to exercise great
control over the work situation.
Employees
at all levels are highly satisfied, but
without complacency, and feel great re¬
ciprocal respect and trust.
Performance
is very good; costs, absence and turnover
are low; and high quality is the natural
concern of all."21
This
tion.

form of management structure has total participa¬

All employees participate to their fullest and the

benefits

of total dedication helps

satisfy the worker.

Note

structure best typifies

that this

the

form of management

the self-actualization theory of

management reported in Schein's book.
by these authors

firm and completely

The results obtained

during their longitudinal

study supported
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participative management.
the employees

The testing in 1964

felt that before acquisition they fell at

the borderline between

"exploitative-authoritative"

"benevolent-authoritative"
dicated they were at
ployees

all

System 4,

systems.

"consultative"

"participative"

level while the em¬

system.

further to the
The testing in 1966

showed that the change was

a durable one.

firm had reached System 4

(participative group).

study was
changes

able to measure the effects

on attitudes,

turnover,

behavior,

In

fact the
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The

of the purposeful

production,

absenteeism,

cost per unit and 'finally net profit.

experiment at Weldon-Harwood shows

and

At that time they in¬

shared the desire to move

the

showed that

The

the improvements

that

can be made through participative management.
Just as

the evolution of management theory has

its mark on the

four types of management structures refer¬

red to by Marrow,
(1961,

1967)

Bowers

adds more

ipative management.
are his concepts of
asset accounting.

considers

and Seashore,

the work of Likert

to the theoretical

aspects of partic¬

The two major contributions of Likert
"linking-pin" memberships
(Note that the

definition of Marrow,
group"

left

Bowers

and human

first sentence of the

and Seashore's

"participative

the value of the hiaman aspect of the

organizational structure.)

Likert asked that the accounting
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system used by public accounting

firms be modified to

reflect the value of the human component of the
second area that Likert expanded upon was his
pin"

concept of the organization.

sistent with Marrow,
group's

Bowers

structure which is

structure of cohesive,
groups,

This

The

"linking-

concept is

con¬

and Seashore's participative
"building an overlapping

highly motivated,

participative

coordinated by multiple memberships."

Likert states

firm.

that an organizational
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Finally,

structure and leader¬

ship must allow for and insure the employee's

self-actual¬

ization:

of the organ¬

"the

ization must be

leadership and other processes
such as

to insure a maximum probability

that in all interactions
the organization,
values,
as

desires

and in all relationships within

each member,

in light of his background,

and expectations,

will view the experience

supportive and one which builds

of personal worth and importance."
Non-industrial.

and maintains his

sense
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The industrial studies

mented and extended by the non-industrial

are compli¬

studies.

The

White and Lippitt study showed the effects of three struc¬
tures upon its members.

The study was

ial atmosphere of children's
was

such as

clubs.

conducted in the soc¬

The

leader behavior

to create three distinct types of authority

structures which in turn created atmospheres
participation.

The structures,

of differing

among other things,

differ
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in the
the

following manner:

in the authoritatian climate

leader made all the rules,

in the democratic climate

all policies were a matter of group discussion and decision
and in the laissez-faire climate there was
from group or individual decision.
bear upon this

research study are

complete freedom

The main results which
(1)

the democratic

structure can be efficient although the quantity of work
done

in autocracy was

hand,

somewhat greater.

work motivation was

shown when the

stronger under democracy as was

leader left the room and originality was

greater under democracy;

(2)

there was more group-mindedness

and friendliness under democracy;
ence and less

On the other

(3)

there was more depend¬

individuality under autocracy;

(4)

autocracy

can create discontent that does not appear on the surface;
(5)

autocracy can create much hostility and aggression,

including aggression against scapegoats;
was

not the same as democracy.

work was

(6)

laissez-faire

Under laissez-faire less

done and the work done was

of poorer quality.

Laissez-faire was more characterized by play and in inter¬
views ,

the boys

expressed preference for a democratic

leader.
The results of
studies.
same as

this

study support the industrial

Note that results

3,

4,

those of Coch and French,

and 5

above were

and Marrow,

the

Bowers

Seashore in their non-participative groups while

and

result 2
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above was

the result of participative groups.

and Lippitt study

(result 1)

little more productive.
mitigate this

finding.

The White

found the autocracy was

The words of the

authors

a

somewhat

They state:

"It is of interest to consider the degree
of efficiency of the democratic groups in
our experiments.
Did these groups achieve
the ends the boys themselves wanted to achieve?
On the whole, they did.
The question is
not a simple one, since the boys did not want
work achievement to the exclusion of other
goals.
(And in this respect, of course, the
situation was also not comparable with the
many situations in which society demands
that a certain end be accomplished by methods
that are inherently distasteful.)
Our clubs
were recreational clubs.
They were "to have
fun" and the boys came to them expecting to
have fun through occasional good-natured horse¬
play, as well as through carpentry, painting,
and organized crime-games.
A respect for the
boys' own legitimate goals would perhaps neces¬
sitate evaluating "efficiency" as much in
terms of achievement of these social goals
as in terms of the achievement of work goals.
And certainly from this combined standpoint de¬
mocracy was decidedly more "efficient" than
either autocracy or laissez-faire, since it
achieved only work goals, and laissez-faire
achieved (if anything) only social goals.
But
even from the narrow standpoint of work goals
alone the evidence suggests that in our
situation the democratic groups were about
as efficient as the autocratic ones."26
Result number six

(6)

of White and Lippitt should

also be given serious consideration.
faire structure was

not the same as

That is
democracy.

less work done in it and the work was poorer.
characterized by play and the members of this

laissezThere was
It was
structure
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expressed preference for a democratic
lends

leader.

This

result

credence to the possibility of a structure becoming

too unstructured.
economic

This

result might be

law of dimishing returns.

compared to the

The members of this

group expressed dissatisfaction with their unstructured¬
ness

and requested more structure in the

form of a

democratic leader.
This brings

the discussion of participation to the

point of asking,
is

are there time when member participation

not desirable?

ly to the question.

Korten

(1962)

addresses himself direct¬

He stated that his

paper was:

"Concerned with some of the situational
factors which determine the form of leadership
which will arise and be accepted in a group.
Two basic questions will be considered:
1)

Under what conditions will there be
pressure toward centralized authori¬
tarian leadership?

2)

Under what conditions is a more
participative democratic form of
leadership likely to arise?

Korten has

studied emerging governmental structure

in underdeveloped nations.

The results

the use of either a democratic
tative

of his

(participative)

study support
or authori¬

leader and structure depending upon the situation

and needs of the people.

His

summary states:

"A model was developed showing how certain
situational forces develop to produce shifts
between democratic and authoritarian forms
of leadership.
It was established that where
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group goals assume greater importance than do
individual goals and there are ambiguities
obscuring the path of attaining
these goals,
an authoritatian leadership will be sought
to reduce these ambiguities.
Where ambiguities
are not of a stress-creating nature, that is,
not standing in the way
of goal attainment,
and the attainment of group goals is not seen
as a necessary prior event to the attainment
of individual goals, a more democratic leader¬
ship will be sought."28
Thus,

this

study indicates

that there are occasions

when members of an organization will support and seek an
authoritarian leader and an authoritarian organizational
structure.
The use of authoritarian structure
also advocated,
(1968)

and leadership is

under certain circumstances,

and Hersey and Blanchard

(1972).

by bothFiedler

In the Fiedler

conceptualization these are a few occasions when authori¬
tarian structure and leadership

are needed.

siders the organizational structure as
(1)

Leader-Member Relations;

(2)

Position Power of the Superior.
a

style.

to determine their LPC

(3)

that

(task oriented)
in his

or

leadership

developed a method to test leaders
(least-preferred co-worker)

that a leader,

that either

(1)

score.

depending upon his LPC

score, should operate in only certain situations.
leader finds

and

Fiedler theorizes

(relationship-oriented)

The author has

He hypothesizes

a combination of

Task Structure;

leader will be either authoritarian

socio-emotional

Fiedler con¬

the combination of

If a
leader-
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member

relations,

unfavorably

or

task

(2)

should change his
Fiedler
leader

his

structure

and position power

shift

LPC

score

changes

he

a

low LPC

over

time,

job.

notes

that

is

a task oriented

and

"Performs most effectively under very
favorable situations-or under the
relatively unfavorable situations-Con¬
siderate, relationship-oriented (high LPC)
leaders obtain optimal group performance under
situations intermediate in favorableness^9
Fiedler^^

defines

Leader Member

and

very

favorable

Relations

Task

style.

Strong
Weak

Good

Unstructured

Strong

above

situations

as:
Unstructured

four

combinations

leader who would be
The

Position Power

Structured
Structured

Moderately Poor

oriented

Structure

as;

Good
Good

favorable

The

situations

require

a

authoritarion

Fiedler model has

both

Weak."
low LPC
in

or

task

leadership

theoretical

and

empirical

foundations.
Hersey
model

of

and Blanchard have

leadership.

"Life Cycle."
leader,
as

L=F

They

follower
(LFS).

ization as

and

The
state

also

authors
that

developed a

consider management as

leadership

is

situation and express

Theoretically

in the process

the

situational

authors

of maturing

a

this

function of
relationship

conceive

and as

a

an organ¬

it matures

the
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combination of task vs.
change.

socio-emotional leadership will

This aspect of the Hersey and Blanchard theory

is comparable to the Fiedler model when they hypothesize
that as an organization approaches maturity not only will
the combination of task leadership shift to socioemotional leadership but leadership will be withdrawn.
Thus at maturity,

the function of a leader will be to

watch the mature organization and insure its maturity.

Summary

The quantity and quality of member participation has
its theoretical foundation in the evolution of management
theory.

The rational-economic man of Adam Smith and Taylor

didn't have any participatory rights.

The Social Man of

the Hawthorne studies started to gain some participatory
rights, yet it is the self-actualizing man of Maslow,
McGregor and Argyris who has the right,

need and desire

to participate.
On the other hand,

the supportive studies present a

somewhat confused picture.
and French, Marrow,

The studies of Given, Coch

Bower and Seashore,

Likert,

and White

and Lippitt all support the increased use and further
extension of participatory management.

The studies of

Korten and Fiedler and theoretical considerations of Hersey
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and Blanchard support a more situational determination
of the form of organizational structure and leadership.
The latter authors suggest that there is room for author¬
itarian structures in certain situations and that partic¬
ipation or participatory structure is not a panacea.
The seeming confusion noted in the above paragraph
can be reconciled by examining the results of earlier
studies and interpreting those results in the light of
the more recent studies.

The key to successful organ¬

izational design is meeting the needs of the participants.
In the early industrial studies,

the needs of the employee

were not considered because they were not recognized.
The book by Given recognized this when he stated that
the job must give the employee what he wanted out of it,
and to Given this was pride in his job and firm along
with security and opportunity.

An alternative explanation

for the Coch and French, Marrow, Bowers and Seashore
studies is that the levels of participation guaranteed,
and areas in which members participated, met the needs of
most of the employees.

That is,

the nature of the allowed

participation was such that it motivated membership to
a level of increased participation and satisfaction.
provides the link in this theory with the words

Likert

"the

leadership and other processes of the organization must be
such as to insure a maximum probability that in all inter-
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actions and in all relationships within the organization,
each member,

in light of his background,

values, desires

and expectations, will view the experience as supportive
and one which builds and maintains his sense of personal
worth and importance."
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(underline added by this author)

In the studies mentioned above in this summary, the
need of the organizational member has been met in light
of his background, values,

desires and expectations.

The

theory of increased participation or member self-deter¬
mination breaks down when the amount of participation
exceeds the desired level or need of the organizational
membership.

This contention is supported by the findings

of Korten, White and Lippitt,

Fiedler and Hersey and

Blanchard.
March and Simon (1958)

address themselves to the

topic of "The Decision to Participate."
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The authors

note that within the theory of organizational equilibrium
(defined by the authors as
an organization")

that

"the conditions of survival of

"Each participant will continue

his participation in an organization only so long as the
inducements offered him are as great or greater

(measured

in terms of his value and in terms of the alternatives
open to him)
Thus,

than the contributions he is asked to make."33

March and Simon

seem to summarize not only why a

member will participate but also how much he is willing to
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participate.

University Governance

Overview.

The word "governance" is a relatively new

term on the educational scene.
term has become diffuse,

Interpretation of the

ranging from a structure of

positions and roles which can be depicted on an organiza¬
tional chart to a process through which individuals and/
or groups set and control policys,
allocate resources, etc.

implement decisions,

Thus the word suggests a dual

focus: on structure and on a pattern
within the structure.

of human interaction
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Historically
"...the administrative style in higher edu¬
cation has roughly followed those of industry
and over the years, with a delay period of
several decades.
When industry was domin¬
ated by the empire builders and 'captains
of industry,' these powerful men, sitting
as trustees, naturally selected men like
themselves for the presidency of colleges
and universities.
If autocracy worked in
the factory, why not on campus?
Thus, the
faculty were often seen as hired hands, sub¬
ordinate to the whims of the president.
In
such a climate, structures and programs could
be quickly changed, changed through the now
famous 'get it done and let them howl' style
of leadership.
The Western Electric ex¬
periments in the Hawthorne plant began to
change all that, as the relationship between
worker morale and productivity began to be
explored.
The idea that management could be
hiamane without dropping productivity was a
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revolutionary idea which moved into higher
education more slowly than it moved into
industry and neither form of organization
has totally accepted this idea today.
In¬
deed, there is considerable evidence that
participatory governance is effective in
only a limited range of situations, and
is detrimental in others (Albrook).
There
is more concern today, both in industry and
higher education, for adjusting the struc¬
ture of the unit to the functions that the
unit is striving to achieve.' The unit with
a highly ambiguous mission, such as a basic
research center, tends to thrive on "flat"
participatory governance while the manu¬
facturing unit making thousands of
identical items does not.
Some people have
also come to believe that the fundamental
analogy between the industry model, the
origin of most organizational theory and
research and higher education may be either
misleading or fundamentally erroneous.
The coming of age of the American faculty
member has been well documented elsewhere,
but it is worth mentioning that the major
changes in faculty power took place by
accretion, or relatively slow additive
changes, while the student entrance into
the power arena in higher education has come
with great rapidity, dating only from the
sixties.
5
The above historical overview by Hodgkinson, of the
development of university governance to its present posi¬
tion is supported by the November 1969

"Statement on Stu¬

dent Faculty-Administration Relationship" issued by the
National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.

Their statement notes the evolution and en¬

croachment of first faculty and then student control in
the power and authority of the university administration.
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Thus,

it can be seen that university governance is made

up of three components:

the administration, the faculty,

and the students.
William E. Mann

(1968)

addresses himself to the prob¬

lem of putting together a university governance system.
He advances two models of university organization.

The

first is the "community of power rather than a hierarchy
of power" which has been supported by John D. Millet
in his The Academic Community and Beardsley Ruml and Donald
H. Morrison in "Memo to a College Trustee:

A Report

on Financial and Structural Problems of the Liberal Arts
College."

The second model contests the notion that the

university organization is an organic community with
schools and colleges bound to one another by common goals
or goal.

This model is based on the works of Clark Kerr

(The Uses of the University)and Edward H. Litchfield
(The University:

A Congress or an Organic Whole?)

This

model is summarized by the statement of Kerr on the first
page of the above cited work.
University is,

rather,

"Today the large American

a whole series of communities and

activities held together by a common name, a common governing board and related purposes."
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Mann points out that Herbert Simon refers to two types
of organizations which parallel the above dichotomy.
Simon's

"unitary" is closely related to Kerr's communities.
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Mann further laments the fact that there has been very
little empirical research on the university organization
but points to the works of Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn
(The Social Psychology of Organizations)
Etzioni

and Amitai

(A Comparative Analysis of Complex Organizations)

for help.

These authors have attempted to classify

organizations according to function and structure.

Fur¬

thermore, Mann suggests that an organization will use dif¬
ferent decision-making structures at different times ranging from pyramidal

(autocratic)

to participative.
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The author concludes the article by stating "This
article has certainly not settled the question nor has
it been an objective to do so.

Nevertheless,

the opinion

might appropriately be ventured here that both models may
be correct,

depending upon which university structure

one has in mind."
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Thus, both the historical overview by Hodgkinson with
support from the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges and the models of university
organization by Mann cite a parallel to the studies in
participation.

Increased participation is not a pancea

and consideration must be given to goals of the members
and the bonds between the members and the organization.
Authors like Ikenberry

(1970)

and Wilson

(1969)

have

noted that the respective roles of administration,

faculty.
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and students must be better defined.

Wilson states

that

universities need new clearly understood lines of authority.
These lines of authority must specify the authority as
well as the responsibility between each of the three major
povjer groups on campus.

Ikenberry stated that faculty,

students and administrators flounder on ill-defined roles
and suffocate under the hierarchy of production-oriented
governance.

Ikenberry's statement relates to the

Hodgkinson concept applying business concepts in higher
education after a time lag.

Both Ikenberry and Wilson

suggest the use of the organic model of community rather
than the communities concept as discussed in the Mann
article.

Yet both indicate that each

area of expertise.

has

its own special

This does not mean exclusive control

over that area but merely a greater share of the decision
making in that portion of the environment.

The amount of

control each sub-group in the environment should have de¬
pends upon the necessity each has in determining the policy.
Wilson suggests that including everyone in decision-making
should not be viewed as good in itself; the outcomes of
different forms of governance are more important than their
processes.

The right to determine policy should depend on

competence, knowledgeability, and willingness to accept
responsibility.
freedom

If universities would like to keep their

(from external control)

they will have to establish
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some legitimate authority with which to keep order,

as

well as recognize that their primary responsibility is
not to themselves but to the public interest.
in mind,

reform will encourage students,

With this

faculty and

administration to be partners not competitors.
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The above discussion favors the utilization of the
organic model of university governance.

The defining of

roles, which was requested by the various authors,
not mean rigid and defensive definitions.

does

The definitions

would include information sharing and the Likert linkingpin concept.

The weighting of decision power between the

three groups would be determined by the nature of the
decision being made.

With this form of governance both

Ikenberry and Wilson believe the major function of the
university will be best met.
Students and university governance.

This research

study deals with the students' perceptions of control.
It is for this reason that an examination will now be
made on student participation within the university.
The traditional model of ^ loco parentis which
generally provides for separate faculty and student organ¬
izations,

resulting in a system of hierarchical authority

with students on the bottom,
alienation and circumvention.
et al

(1970)

leads to student apathy,
A study conducted by Deegan,

suggests that the traditional model is
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inadequate.

The study was conducted in 85 California

junior colleges and revealed that over 83% of the colleges
had fewer than 40% of the students vote and over 38% of
the colleges had less than 20% vote.

The authors state

that "On a very large percentage of our campuses,
cost of participation
effort)

the

(in terms of time, energy and

is simply not worth the benefit

or for the institution)."^^

(either personally

This finding is theoretically

consistent with the March and Simon concept of the decision
to participate.

The authors suggest that lov7 student

turn out in elections is due to the ineffective form of
governance; therefore universities must increase the
participation of students on campus which in turn will increase the effectiveness and turnout.
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An alternative

explanation of the above turnout of students might be the
fact that few students wish to participate in the present
system,

and to make demands on student time might cause

turnout to further decline rather than increase.
Yet the Deegan et al interpretation has been accepted
by Antes

(1971).

Antes suggests that the university should

be conducted as a community government that involves stu¬
dents in nearly every aspect of college administration.
While maintaining some degree of student,

faculty and

administrative autonomy, students can participate in a meaningful manner in academic and nonacademic decision making.
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University governance structure—mechanistic to
Organic.

The usual university governance structure calls

for three distinct decision-making bodies--the administra¬
tive,

the

with the

faculty,

and the students.

"communities"

This

concept of Mann.

communities vying for control,

concept conforms

Since these

conflict has

are

tradition¬

ally resulted.
Wilson and Weissman

(1970)

discuss

the present

structure for university decision-making and its
ship of communities

as discussed by Mann.

relation¬

These authors

suggest that the authority structure of any university is
in varying degrees either bureaucratic, with a chain of
command and delegated power,

or collegial with tradition¬

al management by scholastic peers
consensus.
hierarchy,
of the
As

Students rate very low in the bureaucratic
and not being scholastic or educational peers

faculty,

a result,

faculty,

are excluded from the collegial system.

decisions which affect students

out student's
knowledge.

influence,

are madewith-

and frequently without student

The formation of the self-interest groups of

administration and students

to a rational basis

for a university,

not accept the conflict model,
fault

and decision making by

for the

impasse.

does not lend itself
decision-makers do

and students

Students

are held at

are readily disciplined
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for political

ideas

and attempts

can offer no rewards

at student power,

but

nor exact punishment in dealing with

administration and faculty.

The

authors

conclude that

student power in decision-making has become necessary
for the smooth running of a university but it cannot
be effected in the present authority structures.
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In trying to move to a more organic governmental
structure, which has been advocated by Deegan et al and
Antes,

one must examine

Stumer

(1971) .

the works

Shoben advocates

of Shoben

(1969)

a bicameral

and

legislature

in which the administration is merely the executive
branch.

The

faculty and students

lower houses of the bicameral
Shoben states
a basis
model

legislature respectively.

that he has used the

of his model.
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federal government as

This model

advocated by Deegan et al.

consider the

form the upper and

is

This

identical to the
author does

not

removal of the administration from the

governance system as

a real

improvement in university

governance.
Stumer advocates moving
bicameral structure;
community,

from the triumviate to

not through elimination of a power

but through combination of two power communities.

This

bicameral legislature would have student representa¬

tion

in one house and faculty and administration in the

other.

The author advocates

this method to improve mor-
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ale,

efficiency,

frankness,

student independence,

modation and negotiation between
states

two groups.

Stumer

that responsibility could be divided so that

faculty would have dominant
hiring,
in

the

accom¬

promotion,

etc.

influence

and students,

the area of student life.

missions,

in the area of
dominant influence

Other areas

such as

ad¬

grading, calendar and curriculum could be subject

to approval of both groups.
The above articles
power on the campus
toward an organic
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suggest that the

"communities"

be merged in differing

form of governance.

forms

and move

Both Deegan et al

and Shoben advocate reducing the present triumvirate
a bicameral

into

legislature of student and faculty with the

administration acting as an executive branch
the decisions of
hand,

advocates

its

legislature.

to carry out

Stumer on the other

a more participational

legislature by

doing away with the executive branch as

an implementing

function only and adds

the administration to the upper

house of

legislature.

bicameral

of

the bicameral

legislature consists of the

tion in the upper house and the

Thus,

the Stumer

faculty-administra¬

students

in the

lower house.

The editors of College and University Business
gest the next

logical

step in the movement

organic governance structure.
Making at Waterloo;

The editors,

sug¬

to a totally
in

"Decision

Canadian University Adopts First
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Unicameral Governance Plan,"
goverance

is

describe how unicameral

actively being used.

at Waterloo has

The present system

replaced the traditional form of

governance where the administration decided finances
the faculty the programs.

and

A single body of students,

faculty and administration will rule on all matters.
The unicameral

legislature is composed as

follows:

Faculty and students have twelve representatives.
Fifteen of the present board members will be

chosen,

and five members will be elected by the alumni.
17 ex-officio members will have votes
administrators,

deans of faculties,

the student and faculty bodies.

Also,

including chief

and president of

It should be noted that

representatives will not be delegates of their consti¬
tuencies,

but are to act as

individuals.

required of the new body than was

More will be

required of the old.

Members will need knowledge of both financing and program¬
ming.

Yet expertise will not be required of students but

they will have access
ity.
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Thus,

to decision-making at their univers-

it can be seen that some universities

moving in the direction of more organic forms
ity governance.
ities"

concept to the

Reasons
ance.

That is,

they are going

"community"

are

of univers¬

from the

"commun¬

concept of Mann.

for the trend to Organic University govern-

The reasons why there has been an increase in stu-
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dent’s participation have been advanced by Graff
Miller and Zeller
Susman

(1960),

(19 70) .

(1960) ,

of the organic model.
social psychological
Maslow

Gouldner

Shoben

(1969)

Both Blumberg and Feitler and Graff

for inclusion of students

Y;

and Blumberg and Feitler

(1970),

the AAUP

(1962) ,

and Shaffer
set the stage

in the university and the use

Blumberg and Feitler discuss the
literature of McGregor;

(Hierarchy of Needs);
(Norm of Reciprocity);

cal Contract).

(1969),

The authors

participatory structure.

Bennis

(Theory X and

(Demand of Society);

and Levinson

(Psychologi¬

suggest the use of a more

These authors

conclude;

"Because of the mechanistic hue of bureau¬
cratic organizations, they are seen by some
as dehumanizing (as, indeed many are), distructive to individual freedom, insensitive to
human needs, and relatively impermeable to
rational and external influence.
One answer
to this set of frustrating conditions is
thought to be (and probably is) a poweregalitarian process, so that, in true demo¬
cratic fashion, those affected by decisions
will have a hand in making them, thus leading
to the development of truly responsible social
institutions.
Graff draws

the same conclusion but from the histor¬

ical growth of education.

He states

that our nation ac¬

cords high value to the individual citizen and his partic¬
ipation in government.
tion was

The early growth of public educa¬

largely motivated by the desire to strengthen

the ability for self-governance of the ordinary citizen.
Yet,

the principle of individual rights to participate in
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self-governance has been only partially applied to other
institutions,

including universities.

sets of value referents
the past 50 years,

Two differing

in education have developed in

one set valuing control over people's

assimilation of precise content,

and development of

specific habits, while the other values
diversity of contents
action.

self-control and

for problem solving and reflective

He concludes by saying the governance of

universities must be shared with students because they
develop the capacities

for reason,

creativity and self-

discipline by using these capacities
ual-institutional-social problems,

in solving

individ¬

not by assimilating

specific knowledge under strictly controlled circum¬
stances . ^ ^
Miller and Zeller contribute another insight into
the reason university governance must become more organic
and the degree to which it must become organic.
authors did a study of

These

low-income Black people in this

country to determine the variables which encourage or
discourage participation.
and extend of the

One variable is

the nature

felt needs, which are determined

by personality but far more—especially among the poor—
by environment.

Another variable is

an individual's

repertoire of economics,

educational,

social,

and psychological skills

and resources.

political

Still another is
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in the degree of approval,

or lack of disapproval,

shown by influential persons

toward any given activity.

With the previously discussed models
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for university

governance and the above discussion on the reasons why
the university should move to the organic form of gov¬
ernance,

the AAUP in 1970

issued its

"Draft Statement on

Student Participation in College and University Govern¬
ment."

The AAUP stated that the distinctive role of a

student should entitle him to share in the exercise of
campus

authority.

The extent and mode of student par¬

ticipation in this authority will vary according to the
local nature of the institution.
sound academic government is
students,

faculty,

In academic

Yet in all cases,

a joint effort between

administration and governing boards.

affairs- students

should have a voice in

the establishment of academic programs,
degree requirements.

Students

evaluation of both courses
system.

course

and

should also be heard on

and faculty and the grading

Furthermore student taste and opinion should be

adequately represented in cultural programs,
politics

and student publications.

to student personal
dents,

loads,

lives

on students

Regulations pertaining

should be

subject only to regulations

student

formulated by the stu¬
imposed by law.

Limits

should be dictated only where violations of law

or confidentiality might result.

Finally a student should
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be able to challenge the limitations
legality and principles

of academic

consistent with
freedom.

Both

Susman and Shoben stipulate that the new governance
structure must be representative of the student body.
Susman entitled his

article

"Is

Increased Participa¬

tion in Decision-Making Enough?"
representation has
student body.

and laments

that student

not been representative of the total

Susman advocates

that the university with¬

draw as completely as possible from all nonacademic

areas

of student life and welfare,

and transfer responsibility

to the students themselves.

If the university abandons

some of its parental role,

it may be able to concentrate

more on learning and teaching or possibly extending ed¬
ucational opportunity more widely.
Shoben reinforces
assumptions

the above concepts with his three

for organization and political bases

student influence can and will be exercised.
tions

are:

students

(1)

The assump¬

extensive and meaningful participation by

in university governance is

ent feature of academic life;
ly represents

from which

serious

their contributions;

(2)

likely to be a perman¬

participation legitimate¬

student concerns
and

(3)

and provides

construction of

machinery for greater participation is

suitable

the only process by

which students can be fully committed members of the
academic community.

for

Shoben also suggests

to insure
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representative student assembly that

"districts"

be organized around common ideological

interests.

should
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Representation by residence interest or academic major
has been suggested by others.
Finally Shaffer offers

an insight into how students

will react to the university governance system.
refers to student activists

Shaffer

as belonging in one of three

groups:
1)

"system"
system,

activists, who work through

2)

"radical"
system,

3)

anarchists, whose means may be similar to the
radical but whose goals are destruction of the
university, and society.
Shaffer suggests that
the more the university, both faculty and ad¬
ministration, provide for legitimate student
participation, the more effective the student
government will become and the more the balance
of student support will tend to move toward the
right of a student activist continuum noted
above.
He concludes that student government and
participation in university governance can only
be made by attracting high quality leadership
which is given power, money and prestige.

activists,

The discussion thus

the

who work outside the

far on university governance

has explored the models of university governance,
reasons why students
governance,

the

should participate in university

how this can be brought about and the results

of not providing the necessary structure.
consider the areas

in which students

Let us now

should participate.
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Areas

of student participation.

Boyd

(1970)

stated

that before World War II when institutions of higher learn¬
ing put more emphasis on undergraduate teaching the stu¬
dents had infomal power over the curriculum.
mental chairman knew each faculty member's

A depart¬

reputation

and modified their curriculum and appointments

according-

The Boyd contention of increased curriculum partic¬
ipation is
in the
Play."

supported by the editors

article

of College Management

"Governing a College — The Role the Students

The article concludes

that the

final selection of

a curriculum should remain with those responsible
teaching it,
all

but that students

faculty committees because

should be represented on
their subjective evaluation

of a faculty member's or candidate's effectiveness
the classroom can be valuable and contributory.
The previous

for

in
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article by AAUP on student participation

in college and university governance and Morris

(1968)

support student participation in curriculum matters.
three support limited power on curriculum.
not have final say in the programs

Students
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All

should

to be taught or the

tenure decision but they should have an effective voice in
curriculum determination,
ination and grading,

effectiveness

in teaching,

exam¬

on which they would not vote but would

be consulted and whenever possible,

accommodated.
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There is

an even wider acceptance of student control

within the realm of student activities.
Morris,

the AAUP and Joughin

(1968)

Stumer,

Susman,

support student control

within the areas of student affairs.

The AAUP stated that

student taste and opinion should be adequately represented
in cultural programs,
lications.
lives

student politics and student pub¬

Regulations pertaining to student personal

should be formulated by the students,

to regulations

imposed by law.

subject only

Limits on students

should

be dictated only where violations of law or confidential¬
ity may result.
Susman stated that the university should withdraw
as completely as possible
student

from all non-academic areas of

life and welfare and transfer responsibility to

the students

themselves.
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Joughin advocates

giving

students decision-making responsibility in many areas of
university life and complete responsibility
areas of student life.

for the
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Student participation--yes or no?

Before bringing

the discussion of university governance to a conclusion,
it should be noted that there

is

on student participation in all
governance.

agreement

sections of the university

The advocates of increased student participa¬

tion are Brunson
McGrath

not unanimous

(1971)

(1969) ,

Vaccaro

and the editors

(1970),

Muston

(1970) ,

of College Management

(1969,
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1970).

Brunson argues

that students have a rightful

place in university governance.
learning process

Governance is

and a leadership experience.

people mature when their responsibility is
Students are not
tion,

a

legally responsible

Young

increased.

for the institu¬

the administration who hold that responsibility

will continue to be active in the decision-making bodies.
New forms of government would best derive from the pool¬
ed ideas of administrators,
to

faculty and students tailored

fit that particular institution.
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Vaccaro agrees with Brunson but for the added reasons
that today's
students
ary

students are more knowledgeable than previous

in their preparation.

Because of better second¬

education and the rapid expansion of knowledge has

made it difficult for faculty and administration to
maintain their clear superiority.

Consequently,

of governance that would include all elements
university seem more
would gain

fitting.

some

form

of the

Faculty and administrators

from the fresh insights of students,

and stu¬

dents would gain from association with more experienced
decision-making.

Hopefully,

free discussion and debate

would prevail on such governance committees,
the best ideas,
ance.

insuring that

from whatever source, would gain accept¬

ed
McGrath suggests

that increased student participation
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is beneficial because of the
had on campuses.
tutions

communication effect it has

In a questionnaire survey of

100

none reported increased student protest,

no change in the amount of protest while 30
protest had been reduced.

insti¬

68

saw

replied that

A large majority of the insti¬

tutions believed that students had enriched the discussions
and brought new viewpoints
committees.

to the adult membership of

Many institutions believed that students had

helped interpret governance actions
dents.

Yet is was

to their fellow stu¬

noted that some experienced disappoint¬

ment that the opening of committees

to student representa¬

tion had not been as productive as hoped,
the

failure of students
Muston follows

dorses

owing largely to

to attend meetings.
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the pragmatic lead of McGrath and en¬

participative governance on the basis of the changes

in governance structure of instution,
questionnaire.

he sampled by

He collected responses

annual questionnaires

to two successive

and found a definite trend toward in¬

creased student participation.

In 1968,

42

institutions

reported student participation while

72

participation in 1969.

that a majority of

the changes

Muston notes

reported student

occurred in the public college and university

^
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sectors.
The editors of College Management also conducted a two
year study in

1969

and 1970 which supports

increased
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student participation.In both years the
sent questionnaires
mine

to 500

deans

journal

of students to deter¬

the amount of student participation that existed

on their campus.

In 1970,

75%

of the deans

favored

students having voting rights on university governance
committees.

This compared with

65%

in 1969.

The deans

suggest that the administration has been the most willing
to allow student participation particularly in matters
pertaining to social and extracurricular affairs while
the

faculty has been least willing to allow student

participation in academic matters based merely on the ar¬
gument of immaturity.
McGrath,

The deans point out,

that students often

support the Muston

is on the
concepts.

increase)

Before turning to the

considers
are

the

Thus,

(not taking the opportunity)
argument against increased

1969 College Management study

the question of dormitory rules

tabulated below.

The

these two

(that student participation

and McGrath

student participation,

did

fail to accept opportunities

even when they are available to them.
studies

as

and the findings

table will have bearing upon the

hypothesis presented later in this

research study.
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Dormitory
Student Voting

As

it

is

As

Rules

Representation

Deans

Say

It

Should Be

More

Same

Less

9

75%

25%

0%

Minority

30

27%

73%

0%

Majority

51

4%

95%

1%

All

10

0%

80%

20%

None

The major arguments
participation
1968

,

Lewy

are
and

Rothman

Shaffer

(1970) ,

(1969).

These

arguments

advocated by Brunson

tion

is

(1970),
Spurr

the

about politics,

that

time,

facilities

that

and

they are

istrators

often

and

they

faculty.
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occasions

students

than

they want

to

participation for

center
but

around

come

to

those

the opposite

that

student participa¬

fact

that

students

are
and

are

Kerlinger

and Hodgkinson

transient,
access

that

to

are naive
they

condescension by

given more

lack

information and

Hodgkinson suggests

accept.

Kerlinger

(1970),

out

treated with

some

Bunzel,

(1969)

basically

Shaffer points

student

Blumberg and Feitler

and Vaccaro,

handicapped by

staff

increased

advocated by Bunzel

(1972) ,

conclusion.

against

admin-

that on

responsibility

67

and Spurr oppose

another reason.

increased

Bunzel

suggests

student
that
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the university is
rights

to

not a democracy offering equal voting

faculty and students.

Academic peers, who

through study and experience have gained a sense of
proportion are more qualified than students
cisions on departmental
transient,
continuity.

affairs.

to make de¬

Student interest is

while adequate solution to problems

requires

Students can provide information affecting

curriculum and standards of instruction but are not
entitled to an equal vote in departmental policy deciSion.
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The

above objection to increased student participa¬

tion is based primarily upon the competence of the student
to make decisions.
argument and adds
legitimacy.

Kerlinger reiterates

the competence

the dimensions of responsibility and

Many states place the responsibility for

university governance either entirely on the administra¬
tion or in most instances on the
the students are unable

faculty.

Thus,

to take responsibility they do

not have a legitimate right to decision-making.
suggests

because

Kerlinger

that increased student participation would re¬

sult in both a weakening of the educational program and
a change in the nature and purpose
Spurr supports
decision-making.

the Bunzel

Spurr points

of the university.

69

and Kerlinger concepts of
to the historical trend

that universities based on faculty power,

prevalent in
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Northern Europe and the United States have in general been
governed by consensus methods
scholarship,
is strong,

and have been productive

while universities in which student influence

have been highly politicized and have generally

ceased to be

academically distinguished.

The academically

strong institutions have been based on the
Concept"

in

in which the

that generation of

faculty alone,

scholars,

"Generational

representative of

are the enfranchised citizens

of the community and students pay for the privileges of
attending the institution.
Lewy and Rothman,

70

and Hodgkinson suggest

why increased participation is being accepted.
these

some reasons
Not all of

authors oppose increased student participation yet

are merely suggesting some of the reasons

for its increase.

Lewy and Rothman emphasize that the university is not a
microcosm of

society but exists to

and depends therefore on the
faculty.

These authors

fulfill

specific

specific needs

skills of its

suggest that faculty members who

support increased student participation do so
three reasons.

First are those

to use

for their own purposes,

students

who hope to buy time until the
who feel

for one of

faculty members who hope

"fad"

secondly those

ends

and finally those

that their discipline will not be affected.

These

authors warn that the latter two fail to realize that fac¬
ulty indecision

feeds revolt,

while the

first may find

themselves
that

at the mercy of the students.

They also warn

increased student power might lead to a decision by

society as

a whole that its

higher education.

for the

the possible

above reasons

Rothman when he suggests

that some

Yet,

administrations

increased student

advanced by Lewy and
institutions have

creased student participation only to
themselves.

should run
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Hodgkinson supports
participation

representatives

in¬

"take the heat off"

he also suggests that some institutions

and faculties

are

in

favor of student

participation in governance because they believe it will
produce better decisions.
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Hodgkinson summarized the major arguments
against increased student participation in
ance - The Amazing Thing
arguments

is

for and

"Campus

Govern

that it Works at All."

are given below:

"a)

The major arguments against student par¬
ticipation run as follows:
1)

Students are too young, too selfinterested, too naive about pol¬
itics and institutions.

2)

Students are present for too short
a time to be effective.

3)

The student body is generally too
diverse to be well represented.

4)

Colleges and universities are not
egalitarian—participation must
be limited to the best and most
knowledgeable people.

The
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5) Faculty just plain know more than
students.
b)

The arguments in favor of student par¬
ticipation are:
1)

If education is to have something
to do with learning, then the stu¬
dent is the only one who really
knows whether education has taken
place.

2)

Teachers can find out some things
about student learning by testing,
but students often learn things
the teacher didn't intend and
therefore cannot test.

3)

From studies it appears that
students are more concerned about
the quality of teaching than
either the administration or the
faculty.

4)

Except for trustee membership and
decisions on tenure, student par¬
ticipation has become accepted in
most colleges and universities.

5)

As members of the campus community,
students are entitled to citizen¬
ship, and an essential part of
citizenship is the franchise.

6)

With the average length of
presidential service now hovering
around five years, and faculty
leaves and sabbaticals, students
may have more years of continuous
service than either faculty or
administration.

7)

According to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Develop¬
ment, the movement to increase
student participation is world¬
wide. "’73
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Need to participate.

Before

section on University Governance,
examine

some of the

Duling

Bilorusky
(1969)

the research

findings on how different

have different needs.
(1970),

summarizing this

The

(1969),

sub¬

study will
students

studies of Locklin and Stewart
Penton and Gleason

(1969)

and

give insight into differing needs.

Locklin and Stewart conducted a study on four cam¬
puses with varying
institution age.

size
The

and sex of the population and

study reports on an attempt to look

at differences between views of students
administrators."

amount of control desired by

A questionnaire

indicate how decisions

asked respondents to

should be made regarding either

policy formulation or rules
38 campus issues.

"faculty-

They sought to determine whether each

group was understanding the
the other group.

and

and regulations

In addition,

students

in each of

and faculty-

administrators reported their perceptions on the degree
of control desired by each other.
that the

students wanted more

making than

ed the

control over decision

faculty-administrators

Misunderstanding

Responses indicated

found desiraJDle.

the desires of the other group complicat

situation and led to intensification of problems.

Yet the major implication was that there does not exist a
dominant norm in

student desires of control.

The

authors
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summarize their study as

follows:

"In summary, these items, representing
areas that seem most central to the loco
parentis idea, are important in the sense
that both groups differ fairly consistently
in the extent of control over decision-making
deemed appropriate.
The differences do occur
in the mid-range of the scale with great
variability in responses indicating that
unity of student norms in these areas are not
present and further that the faculty-adminis¬
trators at each college seem to be willing to
grant considerable influence to students,
though not enough in the eyes of many students."74
Bilorusky conducted a study to determine
tionship between students
environment.

The

college/university

study revealed that the relationship

is mutually dependent,
passivity must be

and their

the degree of student activity or

studied within the context of the

individual's particular environment.
138 college
taken

the rela¬

The

study involved

students in an experimental group who had

student-initiated courses through the Committee

Participant Education

(CPE)

and 159

control group

enrolled at the University of California,
data suggests

(1)

CPE students are

vocational and professional training,

Berkeley.

dents

are more

The
are

less concerned with
(2)

CPE students

are more concerned with affecting social change,
students

students

four orientations in which the groups

differentiated:

for

aesthetically oriented and

(4)

(3)
CPE

CPE
stu¬

are more concerned with interpersonal relationship.
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The two groups differ regarding their perception of
what the function of the university is and should be.
The CPE group tends toward changing the environment,
rather than their own orientation.
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Penton and Gleason conducted a two year study at
the University of Massachusetts and found significant
differences in the need to participate by age,

sex,

class year, major and membership in conventional student
groups.

The study dealt with the acceptance of the student

power movement on campus.

At that time there was a

shift from Vietnam-related issues to other issues con¬
cerning student power.
this

The major findings of interest to

research study was the fact that students in the

social sciences were more active than the "professional"
school students.

Also students who were younger in age

and therefore class year, were more active.
Finally,

76

Duling administered the College and Univers¬

ity Environmental Scale

(CUES)

to 683 students registered

at the Colorado State College in 1964.

This instrument

measures the perception of environment press on five scales:
(1)
ety,

practicality,
and

(5)

(2)

community,

scholarship.

(3)

awareness,

(4)

propri¬

Differences were examined between

men and women students, married and single students,

social

fraternity and sorority members and nonmembers and native
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and transfer students.

Results showed that women

perceived the college as more group-centered,

conforming

and cooperative than did the men, married students rated
college higher than single students on awareness, propri¬
ety and scholarship;

sorority and fraternity members saw

their environment as more practical and group-orientated
than did nonmembers;

and transfer students considered the

college to be higher scholastically than did native stu“
dents.
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The above discussion points up the fact that individ¬
uals have different needs.

March and Simon make this

distinction very clearly and suggest that the effective
organization matches structure with organizational needs.
The above discussion also suggests broad catagories under
which individuals can be merged to determine similar needs
and interests.

Locklin and Stewart suggest that univers¬

ity students cannot be treated as a single group.

They

found a great variability in responses indicating that unity
of student norms on the topic of loco parentis are not
present.

Thus,

there is a variability of student norms.

Bilorusky suggests that students who participate in courses
offered by the Committee for Participant Education differ
significantly and systematically from students in a control
group.

He does not try to determine if this significant

difference has any relationship to age,

sex, major but only
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to the

structure of the

Gleason,

course offerings,

on the other hand,

interest in student power is
class

year,

age,

student groups.

sex,

Penton and

suggest that the

student

significantly effected by

and membership in conventional

Duling

shows how the CUES instrument

developed by Pace can be used to measure differences
environmental press

and relate this to

in

selected student

subgroups.

Summary

In this
been

section of the

suggested

(by Hodgkinson)

borrowed its organizational
there has

literature

search

that the university has

structure

from industry and

usually been a considerable time

lag.

further suggests that the participative model
panacea with these words

it has

"there is

Hodgkinson

is not a

considerable evidence

that participatory governance is effective in only a
limited range of
others.
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He

situations

and is deterimental

concludes by suggesting that the

in
structure

must meet the needs of the organization.
Mann
sign.

The

suggests two models of university governance de¬
first being mechanistic with communities of

power while the

second is organic with all members of the

organization joined in a single community.

Authors

such as

67

Ikenberry and Wilson have asked for definitions

of the

university structure so the membership can at least know
how to proceed.

Both of the above authors

suggest that

the definition of the governing structure should be or¬
ganic in nature.
Since

this

perceptions,
dents

role

research study will deal with student

the discussion then centered upon the stu¬

in the university governance.

model of three communities

of power— the

administration and the students -- was
Deegan et al.
junior colleges

The results

traditional

faculty,

the

challenged by

of a study done in 85 California

show that the present structure does

motivate the student to participate.
position is

The

supported by Antes.

not

The Deegan et al

Deegan, et al. Stumer,

and Shoben all advocate the move to a bicameral governance
structure with varying alignments
into two representations.

of the three power groups

College and University Business

brings

the evolution of mechanistic to organic governance

to its

logical conclusion by citing the experience of

decision-making at Waterloo.

This University has

a unicameral governance structure of faculty,

adopted

administra¬

tion and students.
The reasons why the increased student participation
should and has occurred are advanced by Graff,

Miller and
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Zeller, Blumberg and Feitler,

Susman,

Shoben,

Shaffer and

the AAUP.
Blumberg and Feitler suggest the move because of the
nature of man.

Graff suggests the move because the nature

of education is not the memorization of specific facts but
the development of the capacities of reason,
and self discipline.

creativity

Finally, Miller and Zeller state

the reason for universal participation is a basic need
which is partially determined by environment and partially
by individual repertory
must be met.

of skills and resources which

Susman and Shoben note that steps must be

taken to insure that the representation is in fact repre¬
sentative and responsive.

Shaffer cautions us of the

results that could occur if representative democracy is
not achieved.
The next group of authors discussed the areas in which
students should participate and to what degree the partici¬
pation should be granted.

Boyd suggests that students

should have input into academic decisions.

Morris and the

AAUP state that students should have input into the deci¬
sions in academic and student affairs.

Stumer, Susman

and Joughin support the concept of student participation
and control of student affairs.
Yet,

to emphasize the fact that there isn't complete

agreement on the topic of student participation regardless
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of

the

tion

area of

"Yes

McGrath
ment

inclusion,

or No?" was

and

a

a

presented.

two year

indicated either

study
the

On

and Rothman,

the

Hodgkinson present
The major
were

and

summarized by

for

Feitler,

and

against

Hodgkinson.
against

cipation are

not

against

increased

to emphasize
isolation,
into

the

that

I

am not

educational

ters.

is

and Rothman

following

fill

several

the

and

Kerlinger,

it

ac¬

Lewy

Spurr

and

should be

increased

noted

student parti¬

student participation

Kerlinger

stated,

"I want

student oblivion,

Kerlinger

through

of

this

relent on

statement,

"It

advocates

faculty

control

in

and

input

administra¬

student mat-

its

student participation with

(the university)

special missions,

advancement

benefit
Given

input

increased
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Lewy

the

policy

79

student

student participation

advocating

and acquiescence."

tion and have direct
4-

affairs.

Manage¬

increased
its

Muston,

student participation.

Yet,

authors

student

Vaccaro,

Shaffer,

against

the

area of

of

Brunzel,

that most of

in the

for

evidence

arguments

arguments

participa¬

conducted by College

other hand,

Blumberg

student

Brunson,

arguments

participation or empirical
ceptance.

section of

the most

exists

to

important of which

and dissemination of knowledge—for

students

distinctive

as well
purpose,

as

the

ful¬

community

we would argue

at

the

large.

that the
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academic government of such an institution—we are not
concerned with dormitory rules
parentis

or other so-called loco

aspects of student life—

Thus,

81

it has been suggested by the above authors

that total agreement to the use of the organic model
university governance
is

less

is

lacking.

It appears that there

objection to the use of an organic or participa¬

tory model in the area of student affairs.
say that the

acceptable

That is to

"generational" model of Spurr as applied to

the academic area of

the university governance would be

for use by the students

area of university governance.
that as

in

industry has

in the

student affairs

Hodgkinson suggested

found the participative model has

limited application and the university borrows

its model

from industry it is possible that the university will
find that the organic model

should not be fully applied

to its governance structure.

The authors

dealing with

university governance who are in favor of student partici¬
pation advocate

the organic model

and those who are re¬

luctant or against student participation favor the use
of the organic model in the student affairs

sector of

the university environment.
This
same

reasoning leads this

limitations

author to wonder if the

to the participation model in industry,
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and the

limitations

suggested by the adversaries of

student participation in the academic sector of Univers¬
ity governance may not apply to the student affairs
sector itself.
Blumberg and Feitler discuss
who is

an adversary of the participative model.

believes
(a)

the works of Strauss

the

"participationists"

Strauss

put too much emphasis on

the uniqueness of the issue of integrating the person

and the organization,
drive

(b)

the all-pervasiveness of the

toward self-actualization and

importance of the
faction.

job as

(c)

the

assumed

a primary source of need satis¬

Blumberg and Feitler request that the reader

not disregard the statements of Strauss as
of a revolutionary.

the

rantings

They suggest the degree of participa¬

tion should match the need of the organizational members.
Blumberg,

Wayson and Weber

(1968)

conducted a study that

led them to emphasize that we must become more aware of
those conditions under which there will be minimal
and perhaps,

impact

negative results of participation are

•4.
1 82
vital.

The concept of the degree of participation meeting
the needs of the membership was
Stewart

(1970,

and Duling
isn’t

Bilorusky

(1969).

(1969),

extended by Locklin and
Penton and Gleason

(1969)

Locklin and Stewart suggest that there

"a norm" of student need to control.

Bilorusky's

72

study suggests

that some students

their academic courses

than others.

sider these active students
as well as

desire more input into
His

and their environmental outlook

their interpersonnel

relationships.

Gleason studied the correlation of age,
and membership in conventional groups
power.

results also con¬

sex,

Penton and

academic major

to need for student

Finally Duling utilized the CUES scale and how it

is affected by sex,
non-members

married vs.,

and transfers vs.,

singles,

"greeks" vs.,

native students.

The above

studies on matching the needs of the member with that of
the group or organization relates

to the earlier discussion

of the Need to Participate as defined by March and Simon.

Residence Halls

This

sub-section will utilize a similar format to that

used in the prior subsections

considering the evolution

of management theory and the discussion of university gov¬
ernance.

The first area to be considered will be

the

arguments

for increased student control and participation.

The second area considered will be the need to evaluate
residence hall

experiments.

This discussion will be

fol¬

lowed by some of the methods

that can be used to evaluate

residence hall

The sub-section is

experiments.

then con¬

cluded with a discussion of supportive research followed
by a discussion of discrepant research and a summary.
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The importance of the physical plant.
residence halls
process.

is

The use of

a very important part of the educational

The residence hall

system of a university must

meet the varying needs of a large and diverse student pop¬
ulation.

In order to emphasize

of the residence halls

the scope of importance

systems Clarcq

(1970)

of the United States Office of Education,
following statistics.

In 1960,

with the aid

compiled the

33 percent of the students

attending public instituions of higher education were
housed on campus

as were

ing private colleges.

42 percent of the students

A 1964

report indicated that nearly

one-quarter of the total expenditures
ities

attend¬

for physical

facil¬

constructed on campus went toward the building of

residence halls.

College sponsored housing remains

a

major investment and should contribute to the general
educational goals of the university.
suggests

that residence halls
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article

are a great investment and

that the most should be made of them.
is again raised,

This

Yet,

the question

"What organizational structure will result

in the best utilization?" This question was

asked of the par¬

ticipation literature and in the university governance
erature.

lit¬

The suggested evaluation of participation in

the industrial

literature

sequent suggestions
limitations was

from none to total

and the sub¬

that participatory structure had its

also noted in the university governance
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literature.

The residence hall

discussed below,

follows

literature which will be

the same trend.

Residence halls must be more participative.
(1965)
tion of
as

Clark

discussed the need to identify a mode of integra¬
learning resources

those institutions

on contemporary U.

expand.

from the culture of the campus
learning resources

S.

campuses

The implications he draws
to the organization of

is that many of the resources must be

drastically decentralized around clusters of students

and

their interests rather than around the scholarly require¬
ments of faculty and the dictates of administrative order.
The internal diversity of U.S.

colleges varies

tremely monolithic in many small

colleges

pluralistic in large universities

from ex¬

to extremely

and colleges,

both in

formal structure and student life outside the classroom.
Thus, he suggests that the residence hall system be used
to meet the academic as well as

the social need of the

s tudent body.^ ^
Webb

(1971)

supports and makes

the suggestions by Stumer,

Susman,

even more explicit
Joughin,

Morris

and the AAUP who support increased student participation
in student affairs.

Note that even Kerlinger and Lewy

and Rothman who oppose increased student participation
in areas where students have not demonstrated expertise
(academic and administrative decision)

supported increased
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decision-making by students
affairs.

in the

area of student

Webb notes how the times have changed since

the doctrine of in loco parentis

was

initiated.

He

states ;
"Ingrained in our culture is the idea that
the colleges and universities in the United
States have a moral and legal duty to control
the behavior of their students.
This belief
can be traced to the private, church-control¬
led, residential colleges representative of
higher education in our early history.
Students then tended to be 15-17 years of
age and it was not uncommon for some to be
as young as 11.' Wealthy parents who enrolled
their children at these private colleges ex¬
pected school officials to substitute as
parents and to do so in the puritan fashion
of the times.
Strict control over the morals
and behavior made it impractical for college
officials to consult with parents in student
conduct cases and since parents were happy
to have the college act on their behalf the
concept of in loco parentis became well
defined."
Footnote above is from John N. Bushnell,
"Student Culture at Vassar"
in The American
College ed. Nevitt Sanford (New York: John
Wiley, 1962)
Today college students

average 21 years of age and

with graduate students on campus

23 years of age.

In the

time period of the above quote only 19% of the children
went to college,
It is

today over 50% go on to higher education.

for the above reasons

that the doctrine of in loco

parentis must be abandoned.
Cahill
suggests

(1967)

supports

the discussion of Webb and

that the role of students

in residence hall
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governance should be that of total student control
where student conduct is concerned.

The general goals

and present problems of dormitory governance and student
conduct must consider the dormitory as

an unrestricted

place to Uve and learn with student power over student
conduct.

Dormitory restrictions

should be only those

absolutely necessary to maintain order.
rules

Power to enact

should rest entirely with those who must live

with them.

The author included excerpts

Supreme Court's May 15,
adult rights

1967 decision guaranteeing

to juveniles.
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One of the major findings of Miner
students of the

late

(1971)

was that

1960's have developed a negative

attitude toward authority figures.
studies

from the
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Thus,

suggest that the residence halls

ant asset of the university

(Clarcq),

the above

are an import¬

that learning

resources must be decentralized into clusters of students
(Clark),

that because times have changed the doctrine of

in loco parentis

is outdated

control their dormitories
(Cahill)

and that students

to the early 1960's,
(Miner).

This

(Webb),

and must be

that students

should

treated like adults

in the late 1960's,

as opposed

have rejected authority figures

trend suggests that students

should have

increased participation and control of dormitories.
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Campagna conducted a study at thirteen schools
volving more

than two thousand subjects.

hypothesis upon Newcomb's
relationships are as
influence.

Campagna

results

strong as

that

in¬

He based his

found the peer

faculty-administrative

suggests that the nonacademic

experience contributes much to the education of the
student.

The

subjects were asked to rate their

all development as

a person"

"over¬

and their satisfaction

with the nonacademic experience.

It was

found that only

38% of the students were satisfied with their nonacademic
experience.

Of the nine categories of the

development as a person,"

"self-discovery,

ranked first while social life ranked last.
found that there was

one,

self-insight"
The author

no correlation between academic

experience and overall growth.
two things:

"overall

"These

findings

indicate

that at schools where the students

they have sufficient opportunity
ricular experiences

they also

feel

for fulfilling extracur¬

feel that they are under¬

going a fair amount of overall growth and at schools
where they do not feel that the nonacademic situation is
adequate they do not feel they are undergoing this growth:
and two,

that this overall growth seems

to be completely

independent of whether they are satisfied with what is
going on in the classroom or not.

The author suggests
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that education has

a duty to provide an atmosphere and

experience which will help the student to develop his
social,

intellectual,

tence as well as his

personal and,

and physical

academic competence.

compe¬

As Clarcq

Clark pointed out earlier the residence halls

and

are a very

large part of the university physical plant and can be
used to integrate
suggests

learning resources

and now Campagna

that they can be used to give the

subjective

a

feeling of self-development.

Brieve and Mayfield
48

(1970)

hundred colleges

in

received from 39

institutions

of the

conducted a study in two

50

states.

in 36

suggest that apparently there is

housing and the

Responses were

states.

Their results

some relationship be¬

tween the prevalence of conduct problems

in student

lack of student participation in the

establishment of occupancy policies
Further there seems

among the respondents.

to be a relationship between the

absence of conduct prcblems
dents

students

and the participation of stu-

in the establishment of conduct policies."

study suggests,

as

did Cahill,
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This

that student participation

should be increased because discipline problems will de¬
crease
right
was

(Brieve and Mayfield)
(Cahill).

and students have the legal

Another finding of Brieve and Mayfield

that student participation in occupancy requirements

and policy making was

insignificant,

little,

or nonexist-
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ent in 72% of the responses.
Winder and Moss-Davies

91
(1971)

the University of Massachusetts
147 students
men's
the

conducted a study at

of the attitudes

living in Chadbourne House,

residential hall.

which was

a

The subjects were assessed using

12 dimensions of community.

developed from Goodman's

of

The dimensions were

"Communitas"

revised to

make the instrument relevant to dormitory living.
senior students,

trained as

groups of students as

research-observers,

ipants-manipulators or as
majority of the 554

researchers,

munity and six of the

research-partic-

"Communitas"

dimensions were

fered involvement and community which is
for the

loneliness,

for it of¬

a successful

depersonalization and frag¬

mentation felt by many students on large campuses.
twelve dimensions
"1)

found

The experience

judged by the author to be educational,

antidote

The

supported dimensions of com¬

to be present in the residence hall.
was

joined available

research participants.

responses

Four

The

are:

That hope for improvement of conditions
which are not satisfactory will be
evident.

2)

That radical innovations will be sug¬
gested .

3)

That proposals will be put forward to show
consideration for others in the
dormitory.
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4)

Members are conscious of common inter¬
ests in the dormitory.

5)

That conversations and actions within
the dormitory show sensitivity to others.

6)

Members show awareness of advantages
of living elsewhere but remain because
of "fellowship" and are satisfied.

7)

Other dormitories
mented, insecure,

8)

Members display a lack of concern for
National Politics and Student Senate.

9)

Members are interested in politics
of the dom and dorm life.

10)

Members regard the tensions of life
in the dormitory as a fact in the process
of growth and realize it.

11)

Members question the values of society
and desire a more "ideal" set of values.

12)

Members are reluctant to leave the
dormitory because of the fellowship
and sense of community."

The six dimensions
4,

6,

If

are regarded as frag¬
superficial, or wicked.

and 9.

try to increase

Thus,

that were significant were 1,

3,

the author concludes that we must

the feeling of

the residence hall becomes

"community."

In doing so

not an apartment or

to live but an educational experience which will
student after graduation.

a place
aid the
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The above authors have mostly dealt with why the
dormitory should increase student participation.
us discuss

some of the ways

can be increased.

Now let

in which student participation
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Ways to increase student control and participatior—
academic.

Clarcq,

suggest ways
suggests

Murphy

(1969)

study carrels,

scholarship.

pate

all
Clarcq

should contain reference

and teaching aids to encourage

He also suggests

conduct study-skill seminars,
offices

(1969)

to increased educational opportunities.

that residence halls

libraries,

and Petrello

that staff members

could

while faculty members,

with

located within the residence halls could partici¬

in informal events

respective fields.
Petrello
Furthermore,

and speak on topics

in their
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(1969)

also echos

he suggests

the concepts of Clarcq.

field trips

to cultural centers.

Residence halls have had social input that has been recog¬
nized for years but Petrello suggests
neglecting the residence halls'
Clark supports
interest.
the

classroom,

ities

that are

academic potential.

this view and suggests

He states

that we should stop

clustering by student

that large universities

cafeteria,

library,
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should cluster

and lounge into commun¬

conveniently available,

to reflect the in¬

terests of and provide room for intellectual interaction
between students.
ant is

He believes

that what is

really import¬

the tone and autonomy of cocurricular student life

and how it affects what is done in the classroom.
ally,

Murphy

(1969)
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Fin¬

conducted a survey of existing residence

hall educational programs at Pennsylvania State University
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showed
as

a preference among students

opposed

that

to

solid

istrators
that

make

are

often predestined

to

a

series

success

than

logical
for

"one-shot"
choice

and qualified sources

more

educational programs

halls,

tion and
above

inquiry rather
serve to

residence halls

ual

of

life

the

should

living

and

same

increase

topic

Faculty

and
are

leader¬
they con¬

but

their

contact.

in university

centers

of

resi¬

stimula-

accomodations.

support the

social

on the

student-faculty

just

admin¬
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The

suggestion that

their

activity

offerings
to places

from merely
of

intellect¬

pursuit.
Ways

Shay

than

the

leadership,

develop

shows

Programs

Not only

the halls will become

articles

places

vital

of

supervising

of

study

appearances.

such programs.

participation increases

dence

for

The

failure.

of presentations

interest

essential.

the whims

ship personnel

As

is

are predicated on

the most

venient

in planning

that

include

show more

current

academic presentation.

student participation

Programs

for

to

style.
(1969),

editors

increase
On

the

other hand,

Corbett

control

and Sommer

control

conducted

a

dent control because

(1970)

reduces

life

style.

supported
student

Mayfield,

Cuninggim

suggest that

over their

study which
it

and participation--

Cahill, Brieve and

of College Management

should have more
Mayfield

student

(1972)

and

students
Brieve

increased

and

stu¬

conduct problems.
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Cahill agrees with Brieve and Mayfield and points to
legal decisions which support his contention.
Shay suggests that social and physical limitations
in residence halls are causing more and more students to
seek off-campus accommodations.

He believes that the

exodus away from the campus could be stopped if students
were given latitude in the individualizing of their
environment and if academic and social rules were revised.
Shay suggests that despite the great concern which student
personnel workers express for the growth of student
responsibility,

residence hall programs tend to be organ¬

ized around a philosophy of controlling group behavior
rather than facilitating freedom of choice.

This argument

for residence hall control parallels the Graff argument for
university governance control.

Furthermore,

Shay condemned

the financial implication in residence hall operation.

He

suggests the application of the concept that residence
halls should be self-financing forces with the administrat¬
ors to choose between providing a rigid,

institutional

living environment, or charging exorbitant and prohibitive
rents for more innovative living.

While on-campus living

is considered part of the educational experience,

it is

the only part which has been required to pay for itself.
Lynch

(1970)
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and the article "Coed Dorms Are Happier

Places" written by the editors of College Management are
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based on a study done at the University of Maryland.
Lynch conducted a study to evaluate an experimental co¬
educational residence halls
Fall of 1969.

(Hagerstown)

during the

The 390 residents of coeducational floors

were given a 26 item questionnaire concerning their ex¬
pectations prior to their residence and the respondents
were surveyed again after a year in residence to learn
their actual perceptions of life in the hall.

Usable

results from both questionnaires were received by only 35
percent.

Questionnaires were also given to 200 men and

women who formed a non-coeducational control group.

The

results suggest that students were pleasantly surprised
at the amount of privacy,
behavior at Hagerstown.

relaxed atmosphere and good
They also found more opportun¬

ities for self-insight and knowing the opposite sex than
they had expected but found fewer cultural activities,
and did not find as much as they had expected.
comparison to non-coed halls,

Yet,

in

residents felt that Hagers¬

town encouraged good study habits,

cultural programming,

creativity and intellectual discussion and achievement sig¬
nificantly more than their non-coed counterparts.

Hagerstown

residents also felt significantly more pride in their hall,
activity in student government and respect for fellow
students than did residents from non-coed halls."
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Other

results indicated that non-coed students watched more tele-
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vision,

yet read more

to eat more

for pleasure.

in mixed company,

interest to this

Coed students

(83% vs.

research study is

the

37%),

tended

Of particular

fact that 74% of

the coed students were satisfied with their residence hall
while only 52% of the noncoed were

satisfied.
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Based on

the results of the Hagerstown study the University of
Maryland is

increasing the number of

their coed residence

, -,-.

halls. 100
1 0

Corbett and Sommer in their study were interested in
the affect of coed by floor vs., every other room on a floor.
Their literature search is of more interest to this
study than their experiment.
(1962)

suggested that there is

They concluded that Greenleaf
less horseplay and more

mature behavior in the coed residence halls
sex residence halls.
coed residence halls

Also Gerist and Moos

halls

rules

at the same

nonconformity,

Cuninggim

argues

than in one
(1971)

found

to be stressing more personal concern

and moral support while
dependence,

research

time emphasizing in¬

and intellectual achievement.

for increased liberation of residence

in much the same manner as

did McGrath for

increased student participation in university governance.
Both suggest that because

increased participation and free¬

dom are occurring more and more every day that it should be
allowed to increase.

Cunihggim conducted a survey or 45

institutions with a response rate of 91% or 41 institutions.
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She found that 37 of the 41 responding offered coed
living. None had curfew for men while five had curfew
for women

(three of these for freshmen women only).

Eleven required parental permission to live in coed res¬
idences.

Finally 38 indicated some form of room visita¬

tion in residence halls on a regular basis.

Twenty-three

institutions had unlimited visitation in men's residence
halls and 21 had unlimited visitation in women's resi¬
dences.

The author concluded:

"It is apparent from this survey that
changes in regulations in recent years
have occurred in all parts of the country
and in state-supported as well as privately
supported institutions.
Nor are univer¬
sities with more liberal residence halls
and fewer regulations found in any one section
of the country.
To a large extent, it
appears that individual universities have
developed residence hall programs according
to the needs of their particular student
bodies, with recognition of their own
staff plans and type of facilities."102
Finally the authors of College Management suggest
the easiest method to use while making the transition from
traditional to coed residence halls.

They discuss how

some colleges have moved gradually in the direction of
coed residence halls by issuing building keys or by easing
into 24-hour visitation policy by stages.

The use of a

24-hour visitation policy has an advantage which has been
pointed out by one sophomore girl, over the coed concept.
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regarding the ability to banish an ex-boyfriend from
the premises once he has

fallen

from favor.

She said,

"I don't want to see him in the bathroom every morning.

,.103
Now let us

turn to the question of evaluation of

residence hall experiments.
The heed to evaluate residence hall experiments.
need to evaluate residence hall experiments
by Brown

(1971,

1972a,

1972b).

of Experimental Colleges:
suggests

four questions

experimental

The

is expressed

author in

"Evaluation

Some Questions That Need Asking"

to consider.

colleges be evaluated?

answer is yes.

The

First,

should

He suggests

that the

The experimental colleges must prove that

they are doing something different from or better than
current programs.

Secondly,

the author considers what

form should the evaluation take?

He suggests

the evalua¬

tion should be done by the client and if possible over a
time period.

Thirdly,

the author considers how selectivity

affects evaluation efforts.

The author noted:

"The very fact that a program is labeled
innovative results in a self-selection process
taking place in the minds of those who apply,
or do not apply, to an experimental college.
Because of specific curriculum requirements
and restriction, students in engineering,
chemistry and other prescribed curriculums
are unlikely to risk time in such a venture.
On the other hand the bright, those facing
rejection from an Ivy League school, the
more adventurous, those particularly
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alienated by high school and the more liberal,
are more likely to become applicants than the
conservative, the naive, and the vocationallyminded. ”104
The fourth question that the author considers is what
are some technical problems facing evaluators?
suggests that the two main problems are

(1)

the goals of the experimental college and

The author

determining

(2)

how do

specific behaviors of the members of the experimental
college achieve the goal?
The author really concludes this discussion by stating:
"Evaluation with all its inadaquacies and evaluators, with
all their faults, must be a part of an innovative program
if that program is truly to continue to exist and thrive on
other than the folklore that accompanies such efforts."
Brown

(1971,

1972b)

105

reports the results of a study

done at the University of Nebraska.

The results suggest

that "the press of differing collegiate environments has
a differing impact on college students.

That is,

will behave differently in different settings."

10 6

students
Thus,

the importance of the differing environments is made.
Brown also suggests the importance of the peer group with
these words,

"Peer group influence is an immensely powerful

force affecting how students think about themselves and
others.

The most prominent dimension in any collegiate-

environment-association with other students has been found
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to have as much,

if not more impact on student attitudes

than does the faculty or the curriculum."
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The specific results of Brown's study were that the
college developed a sense of community.

There was a

greater degree of student-faculty interaction causing a
closer approximation to the community of scholars
concept.

The greater degree of student interaction the

more group oriented they became and their relationships
were not one to one.

This was exhibited by less going

steady and more interaction in the lounges within the
residence halls.

The final result

was that there wasn't

any difference in the grades earned by the student in the
experimental college and the control group.

Yet,

it

should be noted that the experimental college students
did more nonrequired reading.
These articles by Brown suggest the problems of eval¬
uation must be overcome.

His study at the University of

Nebraska also suggests that

(1)

individuals are affected

differently by their environment,
is a very important factor.

and

(2)

peer pressure

Again the literature points

to different needs for different people.

One way to

measure the environment and see how it fits the needs of
the occupants was used by Brown.
developed by C.

This instrument was

Robert Pace and is called the College and

University Environmental Scales

(CUES).

Now let us examine
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the development of CUES,

its relation to other method¬

ologies and its uses.
The evolution of the niethods tp evaluate residence
hall experiments.
Environments

Pace's

"The Measurement of College

contained in Organizational Climate:

Exploration of a Concept edited by Taguiri and Litwin
discussed the development of CUES and a comparison of
CUES to the other instruments designed to measure college
environments.

The first systematic and objective measur¬

ing instrument for characterizing college environments
was developed by Pace and Stern in 1958.

This instrument

was called the College Characteristic Index or the CCI.
Both Stern and Pace and Stern developed methodologies to
analyze the CCI.
Another instrument,

the College and University

Environmental Scales or CUES was developed by Pace in 1963
and is now widely used.

The CUES consist of half the

CCI items selected to measure most sharply the major dim¬
ensions along which a normative group of 50 college environ¬
ments differed.

The scales are labelled Scholarship,

Awareness, Community, Propriety and Practicality.
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this instrument measures an institutional mean score,
any of the scales,

Thus,
on

against the mean developed from the

50 college environments.
Another approach based on the assumption that students
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make the college is the topology of student subcultures.
This method was developed by Trow and has been used by
the Educational Testing Service in its College Student
Questionnaire.

Impressions gained by Clark and Trow from

visiting several campuses and observing and interviewing
students led them to speculate that there are four main
types of campus subcultures--vocational, academic,

col-

egiate and nonconformists.
A third type of scale has been developed along
demographic variables.

Astin considered 33 pieces of in¬

formation obtainable from directories or other public sources
such as:

size,

students,

form of control, proportion of men to women

numbers of fields in which degrees are offered,

faculty-student ratio, percent of Ph.
of operating budget,

d.'s on faculty, size

ratio of library to student enrollment.

From a factor analysis of the data on about 30 schools, he
identified five factors which he called:

affluence,

size,

masculinity, homogenity of offering and technical emphasis.
This formed the basis of Astin's Inventory of College
Activities

(ICA)

in 1968.

Pace concludes the discussion on methods to measure
the college environment with two important statements.
First,

"Within certain limits,

no one methodology or

measuring device is logically or empirically superior to
the othersand "Although different approaches and
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different questions produce somewhat different answers,
no approach has yet produced answers which are contrary
or opposite to those produced by other methods."
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Thus,

Pace's article contends all methods had produced about
the same results regarding the college environment even
though they look at the environment differently.
Astin

(1971)

extends the above discussion in relation

to his Inventory of the College Activities
study,

(ICA).

In his

he dealt with a comparison of the CUES to the ICA.

The author tested both scales in 59 institutions and had
the following results.
"Summary;
The purpose of this study was
to explore the relationship between 33 scales
of the ICA and the five scales of the CUES.
Particular attention was paid to the relation¬
ship between the CUES scales and the eight
"image" factors, both of which are intended to
measure student's impressions of their college
environment.
In a sample of 59 institutions, a
considerable amount of overlap between the two
sets of "image" factors was found.
Estimates
of the CUES scores from ICA image factors
tended to be somewhat more accurate than
estimates of ICA factors from CUES scores.
These findings suggest that the amount of
information about the college environment con¬
tained in the 24 items comprising the eight
ICA image factors may be even greater than
the amount of information contained in the
five scales derived from the 150 item CUES.
It would appear that highly reliable esti¬
mates of environmental characteristics can
be obtained with scales comprising only a few
items.
Thus, it seems that subject time and
expense could be greatly saved if future
studies of college environmental characteris¬
tics utilize factorially derived scales based
on small numbers of items.
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Thus, Astin suggests the ICA does not conflict with
CUES but merely produces the same information utilizing
a shorter instrument.
of being filled out.

The ICA has a high probability
In future studies the ICA will

probably be utilized more often.

Yet,

a vast majority

of the studies which will be reported below rely on the
CUES scale.

A definition of the environmental scales

of CUES is:
"1)

Practicality - The degree to which per¬
sonal status and practical benefits are
emphasized in the college environment
(status gained by knowing the right
people and doing what is expected).

2)

Communities - The degree to which the
campus is friendly, cohesive and grouporientated.

3) Awareness - The degree of emphasis on
self-understanding, personality ident¬
ity and personal involvement with the
world's problems.
4)

Propriety - The degree to which polite¬
ness, protocol and consideration are
emphasized.

5)

Scholarship - The degree to which high
academic achievement is evidenced, with
concern for scholarship and interest in
knowledge and ideas.

Now let us examine these instruments and others that
have been utilized.
The university as a whole—supportive research.
Richardson

(1970)

suggests that the most satisfaction will

be derived by a student when his orientation is closest to
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that of his
it was

environment.

In the preceeding discussion

shown that the Clark-Trow instrument can be used

to measure the student orientation.
Richardson hypothesized that:

(1)

With this

in mind

With high-orientation-

environment fit the students will have a high student sat¬
isfaction with college
and peers);

(2)

(faculty,

administration,

major,

moderate orientation environment fit lends

to moderate student satisfaction;
environment fit lends

(3)

low-orientation-

to low student satisfaction.

The

Clark-Trow and the CUES were administered to 1,866 stu¬
dents

into either

(a)

comes

from pursuit of knowledge;

satisfaction comes
ities;

(c)

academic—greatest satisfaction
(b)

collegiate—greatest

from social or extracurricular activ¬

nonconformist--a search for personal meaning

and rejection of

common values;

or

(d)

vocational—greatest

satisfaction in occupational preparation.
the perception of the environment.

Richardson found that

the degree of student participation was
al to the closeness of the
Thus,

The CUES gave

directly proportion¬

"orientation-environment fit."

the above hypotheses were supported.

Larkin

(1967)

conducted a study which sought to de¬

termine whether or not a difference in the environment
of six undergraduate colleges

at Oklahoma State University

existed and the extent to which the students perceive their
respective environments

differing.

A sample of 285

(6% of
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4,767)

junior and seniors were tested using the CCI.

The

author tested differences by year in school,

sex,

of residence

The results

and grade point average

support the hypothesis

(GPA).

place

that the six different colleges

have significantly different environments.
of the schools had significant differences

Two-thirds
and where sig¬

nificant differences did not occur the similarity of
environment can be understood.

For example,

significant difference between Home Economics
culture or Education and Home Economics,
Engineering.

there was no
and Agri¬

Education and

All would tend to produce a conservative

professional type which would suggest why significant
results did not occur.
differences
Dignity,
scale

The results produced significant

by class year on four scales;

Aspiration,

Academic Organization and Social Form.

to reveal

dence was

The only

significant difference by place of resi¬

academic climate.

There was no significant

difference by GPA which was divided into three categories.
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Penton and Gleason conducted a study at the Univers¬
ity of Massachusetts which supports
academic major affects
sense.

"orientation"

the contention that
in the Clark-Trow

The authors divided the university into the

lowing majors:
Sciences,

Business,

Nursing,

Biological Sciencs,

Humanities,

fol¬

Social

Physical Sciences,

Education,
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Engineering and Agriculture.
regarding the topic of

The most liberal

student power were found in the

Humanities and Social Sciences.

These

significant differences regarding
bership in conventional
that the

liberal

sex,

authors also tested
class and

student groups."

were

female

of a fraternity or sorority.

"mem¬

They suggest

students were members of the

and sophomore classes,

students

freshman

and were not members
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The results of a Glenister study

(1968)

supports the

findings of both Larkin and Penton and Gleason in that
academic major does affect the

students interest.

Glenister conducted a study in a residence hall to deter¬
mine the

cultural

and social events which the residents

wanted.

The author received an

80% response rate

and found that the Arts and Science
Science and History majors)
while the

"other"

and Professional)

students

students

(particularly

had a wide range of interests
(Physical Education,

had a much narrower range of

Reiner and Robinson

(N-154)

(1970)

Education
interest.
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conducted a study to

determine the relationship of perception of the college
environment and the contiguity one has with the college
environment.
faculty,

The author used Pace's CUES on a sample of

administrators,

sophomore,

freshmen,

trustees,

and alumnae at a small private nondenominational two year
liberal arts college

for women in the Midwest.

The
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sample of alumnae was taken from two years
while all other groups were done

in

'68.

'56

and

'66

The authors

utilized both the actual and ideal concept of Tannenbaum
when administering CUES.

The comparison of actual and

ideal was utilized with only the
sophomore samples.

There was

between the actual and the
When comparing the total
groups

and

no significant difference

ideal of these three groups.

samples,

The results

expectations

Furthermore,

on actual perception,

also suggest that freshmen held

than did more initiated groups.

the ideal environment reported by sophomores

and faculty was

the same as

coming freshmen.
did occur the
rating.

freshmen,

differed on the scales with the exception of

practicality.
higher

faculty,

in¬

Finally, where significant differences

less

That is,

the expectations on the

contiguous the group the higher their
the

freshmen,

trustee and

'56

alumnae

had the highest rating on the CUES scale while the ad¬
ministration was
sophomores,

at the intermediate level and the

faculty and

'66

alumnae were at the

lowest

end of the CUES.^^^
Carpenter
State college.

(1972)

conducted a study at California

Long Beach to determine the relationship

between participation in student government and individual
reasons

for participation.

The author analyzed data col¬

lected by means of a questionnaire that sought demographic
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information and attitudinal
differential scale.

responses

to a semantic

The sample consisted of 91

who were in the student government.
received from 56 or

62%.

Responses were

The results

suggest that students

do not see student government involvement as
time pursuit but consider it as
career plans

reason

a leisure

relating to their future

and are participating because they feel

something is being learned.
respondents

students

Seventy percent of the

listed, "something to learn"

for participation.

for participation were:
activities,"

and,

as

their main

The second and third reasons

"Want to be involved in campus

"Want to make

changes,"

respectively.

The author also found significant differences by sex and
class year.

The student government was

27%

The membership by class year was

female.

mores,
4-

^

21%
4-

students.

juniors,

and 45% seniors

9%

sopho¬

and the rest graduate
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Bilorusky

(1969)

conducted a study to determine the

relationship between students
environment.
(1970).

73% male and only

This

and their college/university

study is quite similar to Richardson

Richardson considered satisfaction as being de¬

pendent on the closeness of the individual orientation
and the college environment.
suggests

In the study Bilorusky

that the relationship of student to college/uni¬

versity environment is

a mutually dependent one.

The
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degree of student activity or passivity in his
tion can be determined only by considering

orienta¬

the student

in the context of his particular environment.
involves

138 college students

The study

in an experimental group

who have taken student-initiated courses through
the Committee

for Participant Education

(CPE)

and 159

control group students enrolled at the University of
California,

Berkeley.

in which the groups
are

less

ing;

(2)

change;
(4)

The data suggest four orientations

are differentiated;

concerned with vocational

(1)

CPE students

and professional train¬

they are more concerned with affecting social
(3)

they are more aesthetically orientated;

and

they are more concerned with interpersonal relation¬

ships.

Specifically,

the CPE students were more social

science than professional schools at
social action groups
control at

.001

(Peace Corps,

.001

Vista,

level,
etc.)

and more interested in social

dating than the control group at

.01.

Thus,

in
than

life and
the CPE's

had a different outlook on what the university should be.
The CPE students

tend to change their environment v;hile

the control group members
Finally,
1)
evant.
tion.

tend to change their attitudes.

the groups differ in three additional ways:
The CPE students

find their education is not rel¬

The control group was

satisfied with their educa¬

CPE's had a larger discrepancy between what the
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university is

and what it should be

than the control

group students.
2)

The upper classmen were more satisfied with

their educational choice and personal development.
would appear that they have

It

adjusted to the system and

environment.
3)

The CPE students

"restrictive"
level.

housing.

The CPE

(significant at

do not live

This was

student lives
.001).

in

"structured" or

significant at the

.001

in apartments or coops
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The residence hall system.

The need to study resi¬

dence halls

and methodology that can be utilized in such

studies was

simply stated by Astin with these words:

"Recently colleges and universities have
been encouraged to view the residence hall
as an integral part of their education pro¬
gram.
If one considers the residence hall
as a small neighborhood with its own pattern
of group dynamics, student life may be under¬
stood better.
The term "environmental press"
has been popularly used since the development
of the CCI by Stern and Pace to measure col¬
lege environment.
The technique is used for
measuring an entire college environment, but
it can also be used to measure sub-environ¬
ments such as ones found in residence halls.
(Astin, 1968.)"122
Walsh and McKinnon

(1969)

tested two hundred and fifty

freshmen entering Ohio State University using the CUES.
The group was

assigned to an experimental residence hall

program designed to create an intimate residential at¬
mosphere similar to that of a small residential college.
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A control group of one hundred and forty arts

and science

students were randomly selected from residence hall ros¬
ters .

Both groups were given the CUES upon arrival

again after a

five month interval.

The

and

first CUES

testing suggested that women differ from men in that
they seemed to expect more of a conventional,
group-oriented environment than did the
On the retesting,

there were

friendly,

control group.

fewer sex differences and

more differences of perception.

The control group seemed

to perceive an environment which stressed conventional con¬
duct,

group cohesiveness,

and self-understanding.

The

control group scored higher on the scales of Community,
Awareness

and Propriety than did the experimental group.

The experimental group showed significantly greater
changes

in perception from the

testing--changes

that were not associated with the orig¬

inal expectations.
ment as

less

For example they perceived the environ¬

friendly,

oriented and less

first to the second

less

conventional,

less

academically-

concerned with self-understanding than

when they entered the university.

Peer group relation¬

ship appeared to have caused uniformity of opinion among
the experimental group members.
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The importance of the peer group influence is
by March and Simon.

Snead and Caple

sv.ggested

further emphasized

this point when they discussed the question of what hap-
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pens

when a particular person is put into a particular

residence hall. They state

that Holland's theory of

vocational development indicates that a congruent pairing
of personality and environment would increase the student's
academic achievement.

This

is

similar to the Richardson,

Larkin and Bilorusky concept but in a residence hall.
This

concept is

roommates

supported by the Murray

and the Crew and Giblette

academic majors.

Brown

(1968)

(1971)

(1965)

also

study of

study by

indicated that

the dominance of a vocational group in a residence hall
had a significant impact on the

feelings of the minority

group toward satisfaction with their college major and the
satisfaction of their college and social
and Caple conducted a test of 134
of Missouri-Columbia

(68 males

interaction. Snead

students at the University

and 66

females).

findings

of this

students

in a living environment that has

"The

study provide some support for placing

interest and personality patterns.

commonality in
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King and Walsh conducted a study of changing expecta¬
tions over a four month period using the CUES.
found that the peer group was

The authors

very important in the re¬

sultant perceptions of environmental press.
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"The peer groups subsequently serve to com¬
municate, change, and reinforce perceptions
of the environment.
The residence halls that
house nearly all the students at the College
of Wooster would certainly seem to foster the
conditions (group size, homogenity, isolation
and importance of group supported attitudes)
that facilitate the influence of student peer
groups on their members.
The peer group
effect may tend to realistically temper the
environmental expectations and perceptions
of the freshmen
students.
Stover

(1971)

conducted a study utilizing the CUES

in five residence halls on a single campus with a response
rate of 57%.

He found significant differences

five residence halls
Yet,

in Community,

Awareness,

among the
and Propriety.

the author did not attempt to determine if these

residence halls

differed by major,

mental structure.

class year or govern¬

The highest Community scores were

found in halls with well-defined floors or wings
less diverse traffic patterns,

and with

while halls providing suite

arrangements were rated higher in privacy and satisfaction
with the hall in general.
Baker

(1966)

were differences
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utilized the CCI to determine

in perception of environment between

different types of student residences.
living situations:
and living at home.

residence halls,
He tested 149

suggest that the

account for differences

He used three

boarding home residents,
juniors at Wisconsin

State University and received responses
sults

if there

from 110.

type of residence does

The re¬

significantly

in the perception of the character-
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istics of the college environment.

The CCI environment

consists of intellectual factors such as intellectual
climate,
mate,

aspiration level,

stated dignity, academic cli¬

and non-intellectual factors such as self-expres¬

sion, group life, academic organization, social form,
play-work,

and vocational climate.

The results of Baker's

study suggest that boarding home and residence hall
students are less aware of college press as compared to
those living at home with their families and boarding
home and residence hall students are more dependent on
the university for need satisfaction.
Ewalt

(1967)
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conducted a study utilizing the Clark-

Trow methodology to examine if there are significant
differences between subculture patterns in residence
halls and what happens to students whose membership does
not match the dominant subculture of that dormitory.

His

results suggest that there is a dominant academic sub¬
culture to each residence hall.

Educational plans were

significantly associated with cultural membership.
dents who were

Stu¬

"Collegiate" or "Nonconformists" and non¬

dominant did conform to the subculture.

The nondominant

students did not move as was expected but tended to associate with students of the subculture.
Duval

(1969)

and Olson

(1967)
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conducted studies into

perceptions of the residence hall environment which
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compares

residencies

to Carpenter's

to staff.

study

These studies

are similar

in that they suggest certain types

of people are staff members,

and their position affects

their perception of the environment.

Duval developed the

Residence Hall Environment Index which consisted of
five scales.

The rank order of the scales

for students

and staff are presented below:
Students

Staff

Government

Counseling

Counseling

Government

Physical Facilities

Programming

Programming

Physical Facilities

Group Living

Group Living

He distributed the scale
responses or

81%.

to 1,350

The residents

rate how much each of

students

and had 1,100

and staff were asked to

the above scales were desirable

and to what extent they existed in their residence hall.
Student and staff perceptions were frequently dissimilar.
From the summary above both groups rated Group Living con¬
cepts

as

least important.

differ on Programming.

Staff members

Half the students did not want

supplemental academic programs

in their

and did not want residence staff members
duct such programs.
important scale was

and students

living quarters
to plan or con¬

Students believed that the most
governance while staff members gave it

secondary importance.

Staff members

rated counseling as
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most important,

while students gave

it secondary rank.

The staff reversal here can be interpreted as vested in¬
terest.

Three-fourths of the students and half of the

staff members did not want faculty or classrooms
residence halls.

in

Women and student leaders were more

inclined to state that the ideal conditions of the index
did not exist in their residence.
lived in residence halls
of

them,

study compliments

study of Duval.

longer students

the more critical they became

particularly the men.

Olson's

Also the

He compares
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and extends

the

above

the attitudes of residence

hall staff to that of the rest of the residence hall
population.

He distributed a questionnaire to

igan State University students
hall assistants.

He

of which 235 were resident

found the resident hall

were majoring significantly more
Education,

Social Sciences

in Arts

residence hall

sciences.

assistants

and Sciences,

and Natural Sciences.

was even more predominant with the males
male

2,500 Mich¬

since

This

30% of the

assistants were majoring in the social

Other results

indicate that students

agree

that students should have more say in university govern¬
ance

than do

residence hall

assistants.

The same signifi¬

cant trend occured regarding determination of residence
hall

conduct regulations.

Students disagree significantly
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more

often

tion

in

than

resident

participation
residence
men.

their
hall

government

is

in university wide

more

that participa¬
important

government.

assistants

are

predominantly

the

literature

relating

than

Finally,
upperclass-
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stresses
Snead

the

power of

and Caple;

ment affects
interest

and King

affects

Since

surprising
expansion of

roles

the

sulted

in some

negative

Discrepant
results

History,

of

that

Nudd

undergraduate

Psychology

State College,
members,

13

are

courses

halls were

interesting

the

degree

of

and Stier
classes

The

authors

and

housing personnel

summarize

the

it

that

results

run)

have

(1969)

re¬

results.
studied

in English,

in

Speech,

at California

the

faculty

residence

They differed

they were
by

not

into broader

1967-68

taught

Olson,

is

determined by the

and enjoyable.

effectiveness

(Duval,

and experimental

It was
being

academic

occasions when

student

and German during

Fullerton.
the

all

environ¬

that

occur

dormitory

comments

research.

perception

there

coop,

student

and that participa¬

differences

traditional

(living-learning,

the

halls

and McKinnon,

and Stover);

affects

that

residence

(Walsh

(Ewalt);

these

to note

the

and Walsh);
(Baker

structure

to

peer group

perceptions

and Carpenter).
very

the

perceptions

tion within the

the

assistants

hall

Thus,

the

resident

able

suggesting

to

in

achieve.

that Deans

often want to experiment with

classes
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in residence halls because

they see such programs

as ways

of bringing the academic and residential aspects of higher
education together.
about classes

But many students

in residence halls

as quiet refuges

from academic

are not enthusiastic

since they see their halls

life.

Such classes will

not by themselves bring about a union of academic and
residential aspects.
tings promote

No proof exists that informal

learning.

Furthermore,

set¬

many students are

not interested in closer contact with the

faculty.

The assumption often made that students will, when
given the opportunity,
was

cooperate and encourage each other

called into question by Sandeen

(1968).

He states,

"Some worthwhile and lively discussion is
taking place on the campus.
Not enough of it,
however, occurs among students who have substantialy different life styles, and personal
views.
Moreover, it appears that as issues
become intensified, a rather unhealthy polar¬
ization of student attitudes takes place.
Instead of confronting each other as more
issues arise, it seems that many groups of
students withdrav/, physically and psychologi¬
cally, even further from real debate, in
effect protecting their own members from
involvements."i32
The author continues his discussion and presents

five steps

to increase meaningful communication and remove polariza¬
tion.

One alternative the author does not present which

should be considered is basically
dividuals
the same.

"isolationism."

In¬

relating to and living with people who think
Ewalt and others

suggest that students differ
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by academic major and people should live according to their
academic subculture.
the Ewalt
students

findings.

The Glenister study also supports
Glenister studied the interests of

and range of interest of students by academic

major.
Miner's

(1971)

study pointed out that increased stu¬

dent power should be granted because they are no longer
willing to accept an authority figure.
hand,

this

Yet,

on the other

same study reveals that students are unwilling

to accept administrative responsibility.

It does

seem reasonable to allow increased rights,

not

the right of

self-determination, without increased responsibility.
Graff

(1969)

discusses

at Raymond College.

a study utilizing the CUES

Raymond is

University of the Pacific.
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a cluster college

at the

The author administered the

CCI to the students of Raymond and found that they were
93%

in intellectual

lectual

factors.

factors

The same students

and were

97% Awareness;

ity;

in Propriety 5%

23%

Regarding Raymond's

filled out the CUES
in Commun¬

Yet,

when

Raymond had its problems.
the author stated.

college and all the devices

student relations,

69%

in Practicality.

responses,

faculty and students

in the nonintel¬

95% Scholarship;

satisfaction was measured,

residential

and only 3%

"The

to bring the

together produced close faculty-

personalization of academic

life.
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intellectualization of student social life and a strong
sense of community-all desired results.
results produced problems.

Yet these

Students found "college

was structured to maximize social interaction, but it
almost totally failed to provide privacy.
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The failure

to provide privacy was of both intellectual and social
nature.

There was a demand placed on the students by the

structure for continuous participation.

This led to

two more problems between Raymond and the University of
the Pacific.

First,

Raymond created a negative image for

the University of the Pacific so that every advance for
Raymond was implicitly a criticism of the University
of the Pacific.

Secondly, Raymond and the University of

the Pacific underwent an identity crisis.

The University

of the Pacific was a "playboy school" and Raymond was
an "intellectual" college.
Ivey and Wilson

13 6

(1971)

published the results of a

four year longitudinal study they conducted at Colorado
State University.

In 1964 they received 106 responses

out of 160 requests, and in 1968 they received 101 out
of 274 requests to complete the CCI.

During this period

of time the authors state the university believed it
had made major changes to increased student participation
in university governance and student control of its life
style.

Yet only four of the eleven CCI scales showed
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significant change.

It was noted that with the increased

student control the aspiration level of students had
declined,

the self expression level declined, the need

to express the accepted social form declined and the
vocational climate had declined.

It is good to note that

the students did not feel a need to express the ac¬
cepted social form.
over it.

Yet,

This indicates an increased control

it should be questioned that declining

interest in work and developing aspiration are desirable.
Centra

(1967,1968)
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conducted a study in "living¬

learning" residence halls which included classrooms,
recreation facilities
dormitory rooms.

and faculty offices along with

He compared the results received in the

living-learning dormitory with those of a conventional
dormitory.

The author distributed 549 CUES and re¬

ceived 483 responses or 88%
"living-learning" units,

The results suggest that the

as generally perceived by both

freshmen and upperclass students were,
range

(1)

in the middle

in the intellectual-propriety dimension,

that is,

the living-learning units were generally less intellectual
and less conforming than some of the conventional residence
halls but more than others,
large scale,

and

(2)

in spite of their

the environment of the living-learning units

was as friendly and group oriented as the conventional
group.

„138
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The Johnston

(1971)

the works of Centra.

study compliments and extends

The Centra study placed the four

living-learning dormitories in the middle of the six
conventional dormitories studied based upon CUE results.
Johnston's study sought to determine the characteristics
of the students living in a quiet resident hall and to
assess how they differed from the other residence hall
students in terms of their environmental perceptions of
the University of Missouri at Columbia.

Thirty-five

students were randomly selected from the two "quiet"
halls and 35 from two conventional halls.
obtained in their SCAT scores,

GPA, major,

classification and parental education.
was administered the CUES.

Information was
division,

age,

The total group

Their responses showed percep¬

tions of the college environment along seven divisions:
the usual five CUES scales plus campus morale and teacher
quality and faculty-student relationships.

Employing a

psychometric process of scoring the findings showed a
marked difference between the residents of quiet and con¬
ventional halls.

The quiet hall resident was usually an

older student, generally an upperclassman, who perceived
his environment as characterized by intellectuality,
scholastic discipline,
propriety.
White

and consideration for others and

139
(1969)

discussed styles of student life and
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student personnel policy in college resident halls.

The

author states that college students today and administra¬
tors of residence halls differ in their views of what
constitutes a satisfactory group living experience.
Administrators are inclined to emphasize togetherness
while students want to be left alone.

This argument

agrees with the Raymond College study requesting less
planned activities and more free time.

Yet

administra¬

tors encourage an intimate and informal life style,
whereas the students today are part of a mass society,
and the large size of residence halls themselves re¬
quire a mass orientation to the hall and its social
organization.

The mass communal dimensions explains

why students prefer anonymity,

individualism and their

own personal life rather than-organizational life.
This results in a natural lack of interest in residence
hall social activities and morale.

The residence hall

is only a building as far as modern students are concern¬
ed and not a community with togetherness demands placed
upon students.

Administators need to change their

policies to fit the needs and expectations of contemporary
college students.

The author summarizes her argument with

the concept of "live and let live detachment" is what they
(the residents) want.
this.

"They

We

(administrators) must recognize

(the students)

view their residence hall as
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a building only,

not as a community with family or

"togetherness" demands upon them"
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What should be considered when designing residence
hall governmental structures.
White,

The argument presented by

for the conventional style of residence living is

just as restrictive as the proponents of the livinglearning and cluster style of residence halls.
(1972)

Greenleaf

discussed what the author considers as the cold

facts that persons responsible for student housing must
face.

The cold facts are:
1)
Students are refusing to live in
residence halls.
These dormitories are
big and impersonal.
Yet, the striving to
make residence halls all inclusive struc¬
tures have also failed.
2)
Colleges and universities no longer
may say where students must live.
(This fact
was noted earlier by Cahill.)
The courts have
ruled that institutions may not require stu¬
dents to live in residence halls to meet bond
issues.
3)
The administrators of residence halls
must realize that it is the students that count.
With the above in mind the author offers seven items

for consideration when reappraising the present residence
hall system.
1)
There must be a great diversity in types of
housing on a campus.
That is from the traditional
to the coed and all student run.
2)
Policy changes must make available adequate¬
ly prepared staff to help meet the needs of students.
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3)
Adjustments must be made in the physical
arrangements of halls to meet the differing
needs of students.
4)
There must be an answer to "control"
within the residence hall.
Students may
set the rules of their residence hall.
5)
There must be agreement on housing
objectives of the institution.
6)
Living in residence halls must be on
a voluntary basis.
7)
There must be a change in policies
to give support to resident hall research.
The concepts advanced by Greenleaf above are support¬
ed by a study conducted by Sommer

(1968).

The author

utilized an open ended questionnaire to determine the
residence hall'environment,

social relationship and

academic qualities in four types of residence halls at
the University of California at Davis.
were:

(1)

Apartment Type Units,

Temporary Buildings,

and

(4)

(2)

The four types

Cluster Halls,

High Rise Halls.

(3)

The results

suggest that the Apartment type Units are very good for
privacy, quiet,

study arrangements, the lack of university

restrictions and amount of living space.

These units are

less desirable for items of informal social communication,
school spirit,

organized activities and the amount of

housework necessary.

The Cluster Halls were the opposite

to The Apartment Units.

The main objections were the lack

of privacy and quiet while the advantages were informal
social life,

lounges,

landscaping and coed.

The third
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type of units examined were the temporary buildings.
units were renovated army barracks.

These

They lacked soundproof¬

ing and air-conditioning yet ranked highest in privacy.
The residents were mainly older male students and freshmen
females.
students

Privacy must be very important here because older
(Juniors and Seniors) waited in line to get into

these units during registration.

The final type of units

evaluated were the High Rise Halls.

These units had the

greatest amount of dissatisfaction shown, particularly
by males.

Thus, the summary states that the overall

satisfaction of cluster halls ranked highest.
barracks were very close behind.
a feeling of isolation.

Yet the

The apartments emitted

This may have been caused by the

fact that they were geographically removed from campus.
The high-rise structures were frequently described as
impersonal,

institutional and boxlike.

The social

relationships within them were not as satisfactory as
either the cluster halls or barracks.
The Tolmach

(1971)
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study of different styles of

residence hall living is supportive of both Greenleaf and
Sommer.

The author made a study of many universities and

concluded the high rise dormitories, which students find
cold and impersonal,
with courage,

are being remodeled and reconditioned

imagination and relatively little money.

Students want a variety of living options, opportunities
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for small groups to share meaningful activities and
interest at one end of the spectrum and at the other
opportunity for privacy and control over their personal
environment.
include:

Some innovations to meet these needs

student involvement in the remodeling power,

establishment of living-learning environments within
residence halls for students with shared interests and
provisions for more suites and apartment-style dormitories
with improved sound-proofing and privacy.
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The direction that residence hall living should
follow is adequately defined by Titus
words,

(1972)

with these

"It is evident from this study that forward looking

institutions should build as much versatility as possible
into new dormitory construction."
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The author's study

was conducted to determine the major needs to be satisfied
by residence halls.

He Conducted a survey of 547 residence

hall students at the University of Virginia and received
a response of 93%.

The four major needs were convenience

(physical arrangement, not location)
and price.
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freedom,

location,

The University of Virginia offers an un¬

limited variety of housing from 150 year old dormitories
designed by Thomas Jefferson to modern apartments with
the latest conveniences.
immediately preceeding,
success.

This author, as well as those
considers variety the key to
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Summary

The first authors, Clarcq and Clark,

suggest the

importance of the residence hall to the university itself.
Clarcq implies the importance from the financial and
physical impact the residence hall system has on the
university.

Clark suggests that better utilization of

the physical complex can be gained by "clustering" the
residence halls by some

"interest" factor and better use

of them for academic purposes.
arguments of Stumer,
AAUP,

Webb, borrowing from

Susman, Joughin, Morris and the

strike down the concept of m loco parentis.

Cahill

supports the abolishment of the m loco parentis concept
on the basis of recent court decisions concerning
the rights of minors.

Miner suggests that the attitudes of

today's students are such that they will not accept
authority figures.

Brieve and Mayfield found that having

an input into the occupancy policy and conduct rules has
decreased behavior problems and Campagna suggests that
satisfaction with non-academic aspects of college life
is very important.

Campagna further suggests that students

first desire self-discovery and gain it through control.
Finally the first group of authors

(Winder and Moss-Davies)

suggest that residence halls work to develop a "Community"
within themselves.
The next group of authors suggest ways in which the
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students

can become more active

(participative)

increased control in academics.
stallation of libraries,

and gain

Clarcq suggests the

study carrels

and teaching aids

while Petrello suggests

the use of cultural

Finally Murphy suggests

that academic programs be of

a continuing nature rather than
Cahill,
mer,

"one-shot"

Brieve and Mayfield,

Shay,

in¬

field trips.

concept.

Corbett and Som¬

Cuninggim and the editors of College Management

suggest ways
in the
cates

to increase student participation and control

life style sector of residence halls.

Shay advo¬

the removal of social and physical limitations

increase occupancy of residence halls.

to

Brieve and Mayfield,

and Webb note that ^ loco parentis must be abol¬

Cahill

ished because of satisfaction gained through self-develop¬
ment,

court decisions

tively.

and

"the times have changed,"

Cuninggim adopts

pragmatic reasons.

respec¬

increased student control for

Cuninggim feels

it is

increasing more

and more every day and therefore it should be allowed to
increase

further.

Finally the editors of College Manage¬

ment suggest a method to

achieve the transition through a

slow evolutionary process of first 24-hour visitation and
then coed.
Thus,

Clarcq,

Murphy and Petrello suggest the resi¬

dence hall be allowed more academic self-determination.
On the other hand;

Cahill,

Brieve and Mayfield,

Shay,
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Cuniriggi”

=r.d the editors of College Management suggest

tt=r sruder.ts be allowed nore control over their life
styles The discussion then turned to the need to evaluate
residence hall systems

and methods

tc measure their environments.

that can be utilized

Brown in a series of

armicles established the need to evaluate residence
halls

experiments.

Ee has used the CUES scales

in order

tc measure experimental residence hall environments.
Pace's

CUES,

the Clark-Trow^ methodology and Astin's

ICA are all instruments that employ different variables
tc measure the same dependent variable.
that me cne methodology is

Pace concluded

logically or empirically

superior to the others.
Ihe discussion then considered the supportive re¬
search.

Pmehardson suggests

closer the fit,

that students differ and the

personality to environment,

their satisfaction.

the greater

Larkin studied six college environ¬

ments within a University and found that their environ¬
ments

differed.

Combining Richardson and Larkin one would

suggest that individuals

should be matched not only

to a university but to his

college within the university.

Penton and Gleason suggest that differences do not only
exist by college within a university but also by sex,
years and “membership in conventional student groups."

class
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Glenister supports the work of Larkin and Penton and
Gleason by showing that student interest in what should
be done in a residence hall

(socially and academically)

differs by academic major.

Reiner and Robinson suggest

that the closer one is to the environment the lower one
will rate it.

Bilorusky suggests,

as did Richardson, that

satisfaction is related to closeness of fit between indi¬
vidual and environment.

Bilorusky studied the difference

between CPE students and a control group.

The CPE were

less vocationally interested, more human relations con¬
scious and more interested in social change.

Finally,

Carpenter found that student governance is not a leisure
time pursuit.

These studies have considered students

as members of a university.

The next group of authors

considers students in residence halls specifically.
The pressure of the peer group was suggested by
Walsh and McKinnon, Snead and Caple,

and King and Walsh.

Stover conducted a study which demonstrated the differ¬
ences that physical environments can have on environmental
perceptions.

Baker considers both the peer group and the

physical layout in his study.

Ewalt suggests the matching

of a dominant academic group to a specific residence hall.
Finally, Duval and Olson conducted studies which suggest
that different roles within a structure affect the values
of those in the residence hall.

Yet to allow the opposi-
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tion equal time,
presented.

a section on discrepant research was

Nudd and Stier were not convinced that

(1)

residence hall courses were the most effective in
student information learned or

(2)

classes in their residence halls.

the students want
Sandeen suggests

that students must increase their discussions to gain
common ground but this author suggests the alterna¬
tive answer of

"isolation."

Miner points out that stu¬

dents are unwilling to accept administrative responsi¬
bility.

Graff reports bad affect of the absence of pri¬

vacy at Raymond College.

Ivey and Wilson report that as

student participation has increased at Colorado State
University over a four year period the aspiration level,
self-expression level and the vocational climate declined.
Are these really good?

Centra conducted a study of

living-learning results vs.,

conventional dormitories

and found the living-learning results were in the middle
range in intellectual and propriety dimensions.

Johnston

found that individuals differed between living in a
"quiet" hall vs.,

a living-learning hall.

Finally, White

makes a plea to return to the conventional or traditional
residence hall style based on need for solitude,

study

and escape from the organized life.
Concluding the literature of Residence Halls are the
studies of Greenleaf, Sommer, Tolmach and Titus.

They
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advocate a variety of styles to meet the need of the
individuals who will self select themselves into the
residence halls.

This concept is similar to the March

and Simon concept and allows the matching of individual
needs with specific offerings of the residence halls.
Yet before entering into a decision of the hypotheses
and test methodology, the research study will now consider
the literature in perceived control.

Perceived Control

The importance of control.

The literature on per¬

ceived control deals mainly with the works of Arnold S.
Tannenbaum and his associates at the Institute of Social
Research at the University of Michigan.

Yet more basic

to a discussion of perceived control is the theory of
control itself.

Man in today's society can be character¬

ized largely as one of organizational memberships.

Man

spends a major portion of his waking hours participating
in at least one,

and more often several organizations.

"His motivation, his aspirations, his general way of
life,

are tied inextricably to the organizations of which

he is a part,

and even to some of which he is not."
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That man derives a great deal from organization member¬
ship leaves little to be argued.

An equally compelling

argument is that he often pays heavily for the benefit
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of organizational membership.

"At the heart of this

exchange lies the process of control."

14 7

Tannenbaum states that any organization can be
studied by examining its control structure and the
impact of these structures on its members:
"Characterizing an organization in terms
of its pattern of control is to describe an
essential and universal aspect of organization
which every member must face and to which he
must adjust.
Organization implies control.
A social organization is an ordered arrange¬
ment of individual human interactions.
Con¬
trol processes help circumscribe idiosyn¬
cratic behaviors and keep them conformant to
the rational plan of the organization.
Or¬
ganizations require a certain amount of
conformity as well as the integration of
diverse activities.
It is the function of
control to bring about conformance to organ¬
izational requirements and achievement of the
ultimate purposes of the organization.
The
coordination and order created out of the
diverse interests and potentially diffuse
behaviors of members is largely a function
of control.
It is at this point that many
of the problems of organizational function¬
ing and of individual adjustment arise.
Control jigan inevitable correlate of organ¬
ization .
Tannenbaum

(1959)

defines control as the capacity

to manipulate available means for the satisfaction of
needs."

Tannenbaum states that control is basic to the

distribution of rewards and punishments within the organ¬
ization.

What a person gets out of an organization depends

in part on who controls the available stock of rewards
within the organization,

or, more generally.
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on who determines the way in which the organization shall
operate.

Control has further social-psychological

sig¬

nificance because of its association with types of
political systems.

Democracy is described as control by

the citizens and their representatives.

Dictatorship

can be characterized as a highly centralized system of
control, with the ultimate power concentrated in one
or a few persons.

It is for the above reasons that Tan-

nenbaum concludes that "control, then,

is important as

a variable because it relates to the satisfaction of
important human needs, because it has broad social and
political implications, and because it has acquired an
emotional

meaning for people."
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From the above discussion,
trol can easily be understood.

the importance of con¬
It is the basic compon¬

ent or building block of organizations.

The designers

of organizations must choose the correct kind of power
or base of power in order to insure the type of involve¬
ment by members that is desired.

The fact that control

permeates the entire socialization process underlines our
concern for this topic.
Perceived control.

The theory of perceived con¬

trol and the use of the Control Graph was initiated by
Arnold S. Tannenbaum at the Institute of Social Research
at the University of Michigan.

This method "relies for
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measures of control largely on the averaged judgments by
organization members in response to questionnaire items
dealing with the amount of influence or control exercised
by various groups in their organization."
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The above

quote is the basic definition of perceived control as
utilized in this research study.
The control graph.

In order to better understand

the literature that follows a brief discussion of the
control graph will be presented at this time.

Some of

the assumptions regarding control in organizations can
be illustrated through the hypothetical control graph in
Figure 1.

Figure 1

sion

sion
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The control graph was first applied by Tannenbaum and Kahn
(1958)

in a study of four trade-union locals.

"If the

horizontal base of this graph is taken to represent the
hierarchical scale in an organization, and the vertical
axis the amount of control exercised by the respective
hierarchical echelons,

then a curve drawn on this graph

represents the hierarchical distribution of control."
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It is obvious from the graph that an infinite
number of curves of widely varying shapes are possible.
"four simple prototypes will serve to illustrate the
numerous possibilities.

These are a few ideal types but

by no means the most important theoretically.

The graph

as a descriptive technique subsumes them all while ac¬
counting at the same time for the many variations from
these extremes.
1)

The democratic model.
This is a curve
which rises (i.e., control increases)
as one goes down the hierarchy.
Groups
at lower levels in the hierarchy (such
as rank and file) have more power
than groups at higher levels (such as
managers and top management).
This
model is represented by curve B
on Figure 1.

2)

The autocratic of oligarchic model.
This is a curve which falls (i.e.,
control decreases) as one goes down
the hierarchy.
This model is repre¬
sented by curve A on Figure 1.

Yet
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3)

The laissez-faire or anarchic model.
This is a curve which remains low (i.e.,
control is low) for all hierarchical
levels.
No one exercises much control.
This model is represented by curve C on
Figure 1.

4)

The polyarchic model. This is a curve
which remains high (i.e., control is
high) for all hierarchical levels.
All. hierarchical groups have important
influence in this type of organization.
This model is represented by curve D
on Figure 1.^^^

The above prototypes help illustrate the importance
of two distinct aspects of control
distribution of control^

in organizations:

the

i.e., who or what hierarchically

defined group exercise control over the affairs of the
organization and the total amount of control,
much control is
all sources.
by the

exercised within the organization,

The distribution of control is

average height of the curve.

This
graph has

from

represented

15 5

led Tannenbaum to question the

(1963)

when he stated,

power in any relational
fixed-pie

"fixed-pie"

system....

assumption can be

examining curves A and X.

"The dominant tendency
a fixed quantity of
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The challenging

seen in Figure 1 by

Curve A represents

tional autocratic distribution of control.
with curve A,

as¬

in organizations which was advanced

in the literature.... that there is

of the

how

concept of control and the use of the control

sumption of control
by Parsons

i.e.,

Curve X is both more

the tradi¬

By comparison

"democratic,"

in the
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sense of greater control by lower echelons,
"autocratic,"
echelons.
have

in the sense of greater control by the upper

In the case of curve X both leaders

increased their power which does

in Tannenbaum terminology
causes

conditions

performance.
members

and more,

is

concept.

and members

not cause a problem

(Control Graph Theory)

and

for more effective organizational

The increased control

for both leaders and

a contradiction in the fixed-pie control
Now let us

examine

the empirical literature on

perceived control.
Supportive research.

Tannenbaum and Kahn

(1958)

this methodology to measure perceived control in
locals.

In this

answer to

used

four union

study the authors were interested in the

four questions:

1)

What is

an active union member like?

2)

How does the active member differ from his

in¬

active brothers?
3)

What are active

4)

How does

local unions

the active

like? and finally,

local differ from the inactive

local?
Thus,

this

study deals with participation both on a

member vs member basis

and a local vs

authors point out in chapter
be

formal or informal.

participation.

local basis.

The

four that participation can

Their study dealt with formal

Their index of participation consisted of:
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1)

Number of regular meetings

attended.

2)

Number of special meetings

attended.

3)

Number of things done at those meetings

- ask

questions,

etc.

make motions,

enter debates,

4)

Holding union office.

5)

Membership on union committes.

6)

Voting behavior during the

last union election

for officers.
This

index allowed the authors

of a local on a continuous
in half.
the

to rate each member

scale and then divide the scale

This procedure determined the active members vs

inactive members.

The results of the active vs

in¬

active membership showed:
1)

Active members

filed significantly more grievances.

2)

Processing of grievances was
active and inactive members.

the

same

for both

They both went to

the steward first.
3)

The active members

campaigned significantly more

in the prior election.
4)

The active members

imposed significantly more

sanctions.
5)

The active members were more willing to defend
the

6)

local but not to a significant degree.

Both active and inactive members were willing
to do picket duty.
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7)

The

active members

knew significantly more

their union-management
The
vs.,

above

findings were

inactive membership
In a

unions,

the authors

consistent

The

participation

control

degree

democratic

of

Sergeant
it was

can be

Yet,

Rank by Member

control

to goals

democratic
terest
the

also
or

the

union;
and

democratic

Democratic

of

in broad
(2)

specific
the

Ensign

as measur¬
ranking by

total

control
The

above

form below:

considered

and

locals

Ensign,

Ensign and Walker.

ideology

interest

in narrow

less

National,

Rank by Total
Control

National
Ensign
Sergeant
Walker

authors

the members'

The

_Control_

National
Sergeant
Ensign
Walker

The

control,

not perfect.

in table

local

order by member

in relation to

Rank by

Participation

other

Sergeant,

rank

democratic

was

National,

seen

the

control was:

and Walker.

Sergeant,

results

graph,

of

active

rank order of

National,

comparison of

ed by the

union vs./

found that the

and degree

for the

locals.

local

by member participation was:
and Walker.

agreement.

across

comparison of one

about

union.

Sergeant
National
Ensign
Walker

two hypotheses
the union:

and general
the

(1)

relating
the greater

goals,

the more

greater the members'

(bread and butter)

in¬

goals,

(Tannenbaum and Kahn

(1958),
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Tannenbaum,
goals

vs.,

related

1968,

Tannenbaum,

1956).

member participation was

The
a

completely

From the

above

National
Sergeant
Ensign
Walker
study

it

can be

participation of membership

ity and

the

filed

degree

in campaigns,

significantly more

ly more

about

the

locals,

more willing
sanctions

union-management
as

a group,

democratic

control

a

completely

correlated

mocratic

control

The

to member

rank

or

total

order

support

and

total

of broad and general

is

number of

cases

correlation not perfect
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significantly

to defend the

local,

significant¬

significantly to
control.
the

the

There was
degree

goals was

findings

small

(four

these data tend

that member control

participation."

active mem¬

of

de¬

correlation of member participation

"Although

hypothesis

was

activ¬

to membership participa¬

these

the

The

ranking of

control

actual

agreement.

Tannenbaum and Kahn summarize

the

their

the degree

and knew

differed

of

neither

tion.

affects

of perceived control.

imposed

The

seen that

significantly more grievances,

more active

degree

cor¬

Rank by Broad and
General Goals

National
Sergeant
Ensign
Walker

ber

of

ranking.

Rank by Member
Participation

of

results

is

positively

complete.

by stating,
Locals)
to

and

support

related

to

the
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The theory of perceived control has
adapted from industrial organizations
(Tannenbaum and Kahn 195 8) ,
(Tannenbaum 1961) ,
istic countries

studies

also been

to usage in unions

voluntary organizations
of industrial

firms

(Zupanov and Tannenbaum 1966),

school studies of teachers,

students

in social¬
and high

and parents

(Bachman

1970).
The use of perceived control in voluntary organiza¬
tions

is very important in the hypotheses of this

study.

The site

ganizations.

for this

Tannenbaum

research will be voluntary or¬
(1968)

using the League of Women Voters
voluntary organization.

research

tests

two hypotheses by

for a representative

The hypotheses were:

1) Organizational effectiveness will be re¬
lated directly to degree of positive slope of
the control curve.
2)
Organizational effectiveness will be
related directly to the average height of the
control curve.158
The author defined organizational effectiveness
of the means

and ends of the organization.

in terms

"It is

the

extent to which an organization fulfills its objectives
and preserves its means

and resources."
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The author designed the questionnaire
actual and ideal curves.

to elicit both

Hypotheses one and two were sup¬

ported by an analysis of the data.

The author stated.
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"Effectiveness of the League is

significantly related

to the slope and average height of the control curve
based on

judgments of members.

It should be noted that the actual control curves
in this voluntary organization were negatively sloped.
By way of contrast,
sloped.

the ideal curves were positively

This confirms the generally recognized ideal

for the organization but points out that voluntary organ¬
izations have actual

control

curves with negative

slopes.

It should be noted that most organizations have negatively
sloped actual control graphs.

This brings us

to a con¬

sideration of the Zupanov and Tannenbaum study of socialistic
industrial

firms of Yugoslavia.

In 1950

a law was passed which created two

structures within Yugoslav firms:

"One concerned with

the determination of general policies,
decisions
technical,

like

including basic

setting prices and one concerned with

administrative

ing advising,

authority

consulting

subsidiary decisions

and operation decisions,
and preparing proposals:

includ¬
making

in implementing approval policies;

and exercising management prerogatives given directly to
managers,

for example,

personnel decisions."
consisted of workers,
and managers,

making business contracts
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The first hierarchical

supervisors,

while the

and some
structure

head of economic units

second structure consisted of the
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worker's council. Board of Management and managers.
workers'

The

council and managing boards are elected leaders

composed of employees of an enterprise.

The workers'

council may include as many as 120 members and all can be
workers while the managing board consists of three to
eleven persons elected by the council, but the general
manager must be a member by law.
Despite the socialistic structure of the industrial
organizations studied, the control curves for actual con¬
trol were autocratic.

The ideal curves were a plea for a

more democratic form of rule.

It should be noted that a

Yugoslav-American comparison was not made but the authors
found that the following quotation of Yugoslav data applies
perfectly to a large number of American organizations:
"A negatively sloped distribution of con¬
trol occurs (in all the industrial) organiza¬
tional units studied.
It is also apparent
that the ideals which members have concerning
the pattern of control differ from the actual
pattern in almost all cases.
The ideal dis¬
tribution of control is more positively sloped
than the actual and the ideal level of total
control is higher than the actual level in a
large percentage of the organizational units.
While members desire a more positively sloped
distribution of control than they perceive,
they do not wish to achieve this by reducing
the control exercised by other levels.
They
are more inclined to increase the control
exercised by most groups, especially their
own.
(Members desire an increase in the control
exercised by the rank-and-file group in 99
percent of the organizational units examined.)
This results in a higher level of ideal than
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actual total control in most organizations.
It also results in the actual curve approach¬
ing most closely that of the ideal near the
upper levels of the organization.
It is at
this level of the rank and file member that
the greatest discrepancy between actual and
ideal control, as reported by members,
occurs."162
The above reference to a comparison of American find¬
ings calls attention to the Smith and Tannenbaum study
of a comparative analysis of control structures.

The

authors of this study took the findings of unions, bus¬
iness-industrial organizations and voluntary associations
(all reported in this literature search)
comparative analysis.

and made a

The authors found the following

to be a general conclusion:
"A negatively sloped distribution of con¬
trol occurs in a large majority of the organi¬
zational units studied.
It is also apparent
that the ideals which members have concerning
the pattern of control differ from the actual
pattern in almost all cases.
The ideal dis¬
tribution of control is more positively
sloped than the actual, and the ideal level
of total control is higher than the actual
level in a large percentage of the organization¬
al units.
While members desire a more positive¬
ly sloped distribution of control than they
perceived exists, they do not wish to achieve
this by reducing the control exercised by
other levels.
They are more inclined to
increase the control exercised by most groups,
especially their own."163
The ideal distribution of control differs systematical¬
ly with organizational differences.
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"Members of the voluntary units desire, in
general a positively sloped distribution, where¬
as participants in business-industrial organ¬
izations desire, perhaps with some sense of
'realism' a negatively sloped distribution of
control (although less negatively sloped than
the situation they judge to exist).
The
distribution which industrial members propose,
unlike that proposed by voluntary members, does
not deviate radically from the distribution
which is seen to exist.
Their response is
probably determined, in part, by what seems
possible under existing conditions of American
industrial life.
Furthermore, the somewhat
greater degree of 'democratization' which mem¬
bers
propose as ideal does not imply a
lowering of the control exercised by levels
in the hierarchy above their own.
On the
contrary, the increased control proposed for
the rank and file is often accompanied by an
increase in the control proposed for upper
levels too.
In the great majority of organiza¬
tional units in both voluntary and the bus¬
iness-industrial organizations, the ideal
total control exceeds the actual."164
Interrelationship of control and participation.

The

early studies of industrial participation exemplified by
Coch and French, Marrow, Bower and Seashore can be inter¬
preted in light of Control Graph Theory.

In the case of

Coch and French, had the employees been asked to make
control graphs,

the actual control graph drawn by the

members of the Harwood Corporation would have remained
autocratic in all three experimental treatments but would
have become more less autocratic

as

the experimental

treatment become more participative.

That is, the no

participation control graph would have been autocratic
in shape and low in height.

The "representative group's

control graph would have been autocratic in shape but
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with a more positive shape and higher in height.

The

final experimental treatment "total participation group"
would have been autocratic in shape but with an even
greater positive slope and higher in height.

It should

be noted that the higher the curve the more total control.
The above description is theoretically compatible with
the findings of Coch and French but expressed in terms
of perceived control.

The hypothetical transformation

of Coch and French to Tannenbaum control theory is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Coch and French
N = no participation

Hierarchical levels
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The benefits of "participative management" from the
Coch and French study affected both firm and employee.
The firm made more profit with less human expense and the
employee was more satisfied.
The same type of transformation should be made for
the results of the Marrow, Bowers and Seashore study
of the Har\7ccd-WeldOiT merger.

In this case,

trol graph must be added to Figure 2

an extra con¬

(the one labeled

System 1-4).
Mention should also be made of Given's experience
at American Brake Shoe.

With his concern for "bottom-up

management," his employees probably would approximate
control curve--total participation group and System 4
in Figure 2.
From the discussion above and Figure 2, one might
be led to believe that all an organizational design
theorist would have to say would be:

"Continue to make

the structure more participative and the firm will be more
profitable and the members more satisfied.

In terms of

control graph theory, the actual control graph would be¬
come flatter, showing power equalization,
it would become democratic in shape.

and eventually

The actual would

become equal to the ideal."
The above panacea is based on the assumption that
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individuals seek "total participation" in all environments
in which they participate.

The results of the Korten

(1962)

study demonstrate that there are occasions when individuals
do not want a participative or democratic control struc¬
ture and leadership.

The results of White and Lippitt

suggest that children seek democratic input into the
decisions of boy's social clubs and prefer this form of
control over the laissez-faire control structure and
leadership which was really the absence of control and
leadership.
The theoretical work of Hersey and Blanchard suggests
that there are situations in which the authoritative or
autocratic form of leadership

(which calls for the insti¬

tution of an autocratic control structure)

is desirable.

They suggest that when the members of a group are behaving
immaturely,

either in relation to their task completion

or their interpersonal relationships,
take a more authorative stand.

the leadership should

By doing so,

the membership

will be able to determine just how much it can control and
in maturing move on to a higher level of maturity and
comparable level of participation and control.
of Fiedler

(1962)

The work

has suggested that authoritative leader¬

ship is desirable under certain circumstances.

Thus,

theory

indicates there are occasions when authoritative leadership
and control structures are either beneficial to the organize-
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tion itself or demanded by the participants of the organ¬
ization.

The control structure and the style of leader¬

ship must meet the needs of the organization.
cept the Tannenbaum

(1961)

If we ac¬

definition of effectiveness

which states that effectiveness

"is the extent to which

an organization fulfills it objectives and preserves its
means and resources,then there are occasions when a
authoritative control and leadership are effective.
It should be noted that in a majority of occasions
(the union study being the major exception)
control graphs were autocratic.

that the actual

These findings

Tannenbaum 1963 and Zapanov and Tannenbaum 1968)
voluntary associations,

(Smith and
cover

industrial-business firms,

istic industrial firms and unions.

social¬

On the other hand,

a

majority of organizational members have indicated desires
for increased control, not at the expense of higher organ¬
izational groups,

but by increasing every group's control,

but theirs the most.

These two studies point out two more

very interesting facts.

First,

is that the largest degree

of discrepancy between actual and ideal is found in vol¬
untary organizations.

The members of voluntary organiza¬

tions desire to go from autocratic actual to democratic
ideal.

This might be caused by the fact that individuals

usually join voluntary organizations expecting major voice
in the operations

("participative group")

and find it
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really is autocratic in operation.

On the other hand,

the

members of the industrial organization desired increased
control but this is merely in the form of a less negative¬
ly sloped autocratic control graph.
The above discussion of the discrepancy found in
voluntary groups between actual and ideal control brings
to mind the theoretical discussion of Fromm
"freedom from" and "freedom to."

(1971)

about

Freedom from is the

releasing from the prior bonds and restrictive structures.
On the other hand,
new found freedom.

freedom to is the ability to use the
The frustration that man feels

because of his increased expectation and inability to
achieve these expectations cause what Fromm refers to as
the Escape From Freedom.

The escape from freedom is a

defense mechanism to overcome his frustrations.
The second interesting fact that the Smith and
Tannenbaum and the Zupanov and Tannenbaum studies point
out also deals with the satisfaction of members.

Even

though the authors did not make a comparison of Yugoslav
industry to American industry the following question was
raised.

Does an individual having a significantly higher

actual control curve have a significantly greater feeling
of satisfaction?
A tentative answer would be in the negative.
the Zupanov and Tannenbaum study.

During
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"One of the authors discussed with a clerical
worker her dislike of the control distribution
in her firm and particularly the relatively
high control exercised by the manager.
When
it was suggested to her that managers might
have relatively high influence in American
plants too, she replied: 'Yes, but there's
a difference.
It was that way once here too,
but we didn't claim to be a socialist society.'
The image of Yugoslavia as a socialist society
probably has a bearing on the ideals and
aspirations that organizational members express
regarding control.
Thus,

if it was assumed that the Yugoslav industrial

member had more actual control than his counterpart in
America it was of no solace.
should be democratic.

Thus,

does not insure satisfaction.

She felt that socialism
the mere amount of control
Satisfaction must be

measured by the relationship of actual control at the
needed level of control.
graph terminology,

To put the above in control

the amount of satisfaction can be measur¬

ed by the discrepancy between actual and ideal control.
greater the discrepancy the more dissatisfaction.
The above discussion of control graph interpretation
of participation points out two major implications:
1)

A structure must make provisions to provide for

the expectations it creates.
League of Women Voters study.

This is deduced from the
It must be remembered that

the most effective organization had the greatest positive
slope to its actual control graph.

Since all leagues had

a negative slope to their actual control graph the

The
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hypothesis was measured by which league had the
negative actual control graph.

Thus,

least

efficiency is

tied

to the degree of positive slope of the actual control
graph.

The major measure of satisfaction or effective¬

ness

the discrepancy between actual and ideal control

is

graphs.
2)

Just because an organization has

significantly

higher actual control does not mean the occupants

are

more satisfied.

Again the measure of satisfaction and/or

effectiveness

the discrepancy between actual

is

and ideal

control.
The recognition that needs must be satisfied has per¬
meated the participative literature.
and the Marrow,

Bowers

and Seashore

The Coch and French,
studies dealt with the

meeting of organizational needs through extending the
member participation.
and French and the
studies

'participative group'

"System 4"

of Marrow,

Bowers

of Coch
and Seashore

considered the value of membership and individual

need to be treated as
The

The

a vital part of the organization.

"System 4" organization establishes

"decisions

goals

and makes

through participation of those affected,

objec¬

tives are comparatively closely aligned with the needs
and interests of all members

and all motivational

forces

push in the direction of obtaining established objectives."

167
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Likert makes

the satisfaction of needs even more emphatic

when he states:
"That in all interactions and in all re¬
lationships within the organization, each mem¬
ber, in light of his background, values, de¬
sires and expectations, will view the experi¬
ence as supportive and one which builds and
maintains his sense of personal worth and
importance."168
Given notes
performs)

that the

must give

Again this

is

job

(whatever the organization

the employee what he want out of it.

the meeting of the needs of the

individuals

within the organization.
White and Lippitt in their study of boy's
clubs

adopt the same definition of

baum used for

"effectiveness"

in his

of Women Voters.

Both agree

and effectiveness

should be the

tion goals.

This does

measured in

"widgets."

"efficiency"

social
as Tannen-

study of the League

that the measure of efficiency
fulfilling of the organiza¬

not necessarily mean the output as
The goal of the organization may

be more than mere units of production.

It was

for this

reason that White and Lippitt called the Democratic style
of

leadership and organizational

structure the most effic¬

ient even when the autocratic group produced more "widgets."
It was

the satisfaction and motivation of the democratic

group which put it in the most efficient category.
authors

also point out what might be

point in organizational design.

The

These

termed a breakeven
laissez-faire

form
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of control,

if it can be called control,

produced the

least and poorest units of output and dissatisfied
membership.

In fact,

these individuals

democratic style of leadership.
control,

Thus

requested a

the removing of

both leadership and structure,

analogously to the economic

might operate

"law of dimishing returns."

White and Lippitt have suggested that the

laissez-faire

form did not meet the needs of the membership.
Korten's
bers may go as

study demonstrates
far as

demanding autocratic leadership and

organizational structure.
shows members

that the needs of the mem¬

While White and Lippitt

under certain circumstances will desire

democratic structure over laissez-faire;
that at times

even autocratic

Korten shows

leadership and organization

structure will be desired.
Hersey and Blanchard suggest that there are occasions
when autocratic control is desirable.
both theoretical
autocratic

Fiedler presents

and empirical evidence to support when

leadership and control

structures

should be

implemented.
A recent study by Morse and Lorsch
the above suggestions very succinctly.

(1970)

summarizes

The authors desired

to determine if organic structures were in fact more pro¬
ductive or was there a breakeven point in organization
design.

Morse and Lorsch conducted their study in four
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industrial sites.

The results of their study suggest

that "an effective organization must be designed to fit
its task and its people,
theory."

169

not to satisfy some universal

The reference made to a universal theory is

to McGregor's Theory X vs., Theory Y.

The authors suggest

that many managers assume that Theory Y is the only correct
approach yet there are times when a more directive approach
may better fit the situation.
The authors selected two types of tasks to study.

The

first was a predictable manufacturing task while the second
was an unpredictable

research and development task.

The

results suggest that there is no one best organizational
design.

The table below summarizes their findings:
Company I Sites
(predictable Task)

Company II Sites
(unpredictable task)

High Effective

Akron

Stockton

Less Effective

Hartford

Carmel

It must be noted that Akron and Stockton were the
highly effective plant sites which were completing different
tasks and which both utilized different organizational
design structures.

The structural characteristics of

Akron were highly formal while Stockton was highly informal.
In the less effective structures there was a low degree
of fit between structure and task.

Hartford was very

egalitarian in structure while Carmel had a more directive
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type of supervision.

It should be noted that effectiveness

was noted in units of output.
organizational
theory Model."

theorists

The

authors

should use the

This model suggests

conclude that

"contingency

that organizational

theorists must achieve a fit not only between organization
and task but also between task and people and between
people and organization.
Thus,
is

the major concern for organization designers

to determine the needs of the organization and design

a control structure which will

insure a congruent style

of leadership and member involvement.
March and Simon on the

The concept of

"Decision to Participate"

should

be ever present on the minds of organizational designers.
The membership will participate only as
exceed the costs.

The rewards

long as the rewards

are not all monetary as

the development of management theory has

attested.

The

rewards

are not always maximized by a structure which

insures

and at the same time demands total participation

as

the studies of Korten,

have suggested.

There are

the individual does
process.

White and Lippitt and Fiedler
times

Thus

in which

not want to participate in the decision

This occurs when the decision being made is

high enough on an individual's
ule.

and situations

subjective priority sched¬

to participate in this

participation sense,

not

decision,

would cause costs

in a total

to exceed rewards.
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In summary, the literature search on both control and
participation points to determining the level of partici¬
pation desired

(by the members of the organization)

and

matching this desired level of participation with a con¬
gruent control structure.

Summary

The above discussion has considered perceived control
itself and its relations to participative management.

The

initial portion of this section discussed the importance
of control and how control was defined by Tannenbaum.

The

discussion then centered around the mechanics of measuring
perceived control and the theoretical implications of
control graph theory.
The next section discussed the supportive research
that has utilized the control graph.

Particular attention

was paid to how the control graph was affected by the de¬
gree of member participation.

Tannenbaum concluded that

"Although the number of cases is small

(four locals) and

the correlation not perfect these data tend to support the
hypothesis that member control is positively related to
participation."

The use of control graphs were noted in

many organizational settings such as industrial, voluntary,
and educational organizations.

Attention was called to

the fact that although both voluntary and industrial
organizations have autocratic actuals,

the desired ideals
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differed.

In the industrial case the members desired

a less autocratic control graph while in the voluntary
organization the ideal was usually democratic.
The last section of the discussion of perceived
control considered its interrelationship with the partici¬
pative literature.

This author offered an interpretation

of the Coch and French and the Marrow, Bower and Seashore
studies in control graph terminology and presented his
interpretation in Figure 2.

This interpretation and the

Tannenbaum observation in his union study was then extended
to its logical conclusion that the more one participates
the more one controls and the more participation the
greater the output and member satisfaction.
Yet,

this extension of the early Tannenbaum finding

is challenged.

The findings of Korten,

Fiedler and the

theoretical construct of Hersey and Blanchard suggest
that there are situations in which members both desire and
request less participation and control.
of Likert, March and Simon,

Thus,

the work

and Morse and Lorsch are

called to mind.
Likert suggests that the firm consider the human, assets
as well as the financial assets.

March and Simon consider

the equation of member participation.

It states that a

member will continue to participate only as long as his
rewards exceed his cost.

Thus,

the organizational
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theorist should strive

to determine the position at

which organizational structure meets member needs.
This point is emphatically made by Morse and Lorsch.
These authors
tion structure

considered the
and task.

interaction of the organiza¬

They found that when a task was

predictable it was more effective
to use a structured organization.
the

(in units of production)
On the other hand,

when

task was unpredictable it was best to utilize an

unstructured organization.
they advocated a
suggests

It was

for this

reason that

"Contingency Theory Model."

The model

that the structure to be employed be determined

by the intention of the task,

individual and organizational

structure.

Summary of Chapter Two

The

literature presented in this chapter has been

gathered from a wide range of organizational settings.
In order to help in interpreting the literature the chapter
was divided into

four general

of management theory,

categories:

university governance,

hall system and finally perceived control.
of perceived control
hall system follows

the evolution

and its

the residence
The evolution

application to the residence

the above outline in both technical

development and chronological studies.
As management theory evolved the position of the
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worker within the organizational framework came to the
forefront.

The employee was no longer considered merely

an economic input like other raw materials.
and French;

and Marrow,

Bowers and Seashore established

the value of employee participation.
by increased productivity,

The firm benefited

less training costs,

increased quality of output.
to higher morale,

Mayo, Coch

and

The employer benefited due

lower turnover,

lower absentism, decrease

in tardiness and fewer grievances filed.

The above

employee benefits are really indirect measures of employer
benefits.

Thus,

from these early studies and the

theoretical models of Maslow, McGregor and Argyris one
would continue to advocate increased member participation
to gain increased control and therefore increased
satisfaction.
University governance.

Hodgkinson suggests that the

university has borrowed its model of governance from in¬
dustry with a great time lag.

The other authors in the

area of university governance suggest that the university
must move to a more democratic and participative model.
Mann notes that there are two types of university govern¬
ance models.

The first being mechanistic with communities

of power while the second is organic with a single community
of power.

Mann notes that the mechanistic model has three

power groups;

the faculty,

the administration and the
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students.

Traditionally the three groups have operated

in a manner best described as
author suggests

a conflict model.

Yet,

the

that universities must move to the organic

model.
Graff,

Miller and Zeller and Blumberg and Psitler

suggest the organic model be adopted because the
process of education is

one of learning by doing and not

the memorization of facts,

because of the nature of man,

and because the need to participate is
man respectively.

These arguments

a basic need of

are similar to the

arguments used for increased participation in the evolu¬
tion of management theory.
The next group of authors
which students
Boyd,

Morris

and the AAUP

favor inclusion of students

reinforced by the statements

These arguments

are

in

further

and studies of Brunson, Vaccaro,

McGrath and a two year study by the editors of

College Management.
are

in

should have the right of participation.

the area of academic affairs.

Muston,

discussed the areas

On the other hand,

challenged by Brunzel,

Blumberg and Feitler,

Kerlinger,

Shaffer,

these arguments

Lewy and Rothman,

Spurr and Hodgkinson.

The

major argument for and against student participation were
summarized by Hodgkinson.
most of the authors

Yet,

it should be noted that

against student participation are not

against increased student participation in the area of
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student affairs.
Thus it has been suggested by the above authors that
total argument for the use of the organic model in uni¬
versity governance is lacking.

It further appears that

there is less objection to the use of the organic model
in the area of student affairs.

That is to say not only

should three power groups on campus participate in the
area of student affairs, but that the

"generational model"

of Spurr as applied to the academic area of the university
be applied by the students in the student affairs area
of university governance.
Yet,

it appears that the area of university govern¬

ance is just evolving to the point where they are asking
the question:

"Does everyone want to participate in

university governance?"
gree?"

"Is it to the same de¬

The studies of Locklin and Stewart

Bilorusky
(1969)

If so,

(1969) , Penton and Gleason

(1969)

(1970),
and Duling

suggest that the three groups on campus

administration and students)

(faculty,

differ as groups and as

individuals within those groups with regard to the need
to participate.

Your attention is called to the recency

of the above studies.

Thus,

there must be a matching

of organizational structure and individual needs.

This

need of matching is just emerging due to the time lag of
evolution noted by Hodgkinson.
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Residence halls.

The argument to depart from the

traditional form of residence hall governance structure
follows an evolution similar to that advocated in both
the industrial and university governance summaries above.
Clarcq, Clark and Petrello suggest methods to increase
student participation in the academic areas of residence
halls.

Webb, Cahill, Brieve and Mayfield, Shay, Corbett

and Sommers, Cuninggim,

and the authors of College

Management suggest ways to increase student participation
and control in the life style sector of residence halls.
Yet,

it is authors like Richardson, Bilorusky, Larkin,

Penton and Gleason and Glenister that suggest that there
are differences in the need to participate.
fers by age,

academic major and sex.

The need dif¬

It also appears that

the closer the individual "fits" in his environment the
greater his satisfaction will be.
The studies of Walsh and McKinnon, Snead and Caple,
and King and Walsh suggest the importance of the peer group.
Duling and Wilson suggest the importance of the role one
occupies with the hierarchy of the residence hall and the
types of people who become involved in residence hall
administration

(governance and staff).

It was the studies of Nudd and Stier,
and Wilson,

Graff,

Ivey

and Centra which called into question the

concept that increased participation will result in all
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beneficial

effects.

traditional

forms

of

White advocates

a moving back

residence halls

in order to

to the

achieve

student satisfaction.
Finally
who

it

advocate

a

is

Greenleaf,

similar method

equilibrium.

These

halls

individual

to meet

cussion

is

the

individual

ent

resident halls.
to

student

the

residence

parallel

governance

appears

to be

has

time

been borrowed

from

the
indus¬

that

the

system has

borrowed its model

from industry

setting

organizational

lessons
the

are
trial

many

time

lag.

about

Yet,

the

structure

and the

It

that

literature review,

even greater

lag.

a

from the

an

borrowing,

on the evolu¬

author's

industrial

for

there

differ¬

this

university governance

wait

sections

allow

is

observation,

these

dis¬

needs with the

Hodgkinson suggests

considerable

ation of

in their

university

system;

try with

in the

Implicit

three
the

governance model

but with

proper

suggest a variety of residence

the

university

dence hall

the

and Titus

self-selection which will

theory,
hall

Tolmach

achieve

needs.

in their growth.

a

to

to match his

summarize

tion of management
and

authors

concept of

the

Thus,

Sommer,

costs,

both

lessons

situational

can be

applied

residence hall

applied immediately,
and error

the

evolution
financial

rather
and

resi¬

learned

determin¬
to both

system.
than

to

for model

and human

can be

If
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avoided.
The

studies

Blanchard

of

and White

determination of
leadership.

and

in

in

states
the

that

Penton

his

will view

background,
the

experience

and maintains

Simon address

in

They

as

his

studies

of

reward exceeds
Locklin

as

and
as

to

interactions
each

desires

and

supportive

sense

and Duling

of personal

doing

governance

hypothesis

in Chapter

of Arnold S.

his

topic

of

each

to participate

costs.
Bilorusky,
inroads

Greenleaf,

comparable work
the

at

the

Sommer,
in the
basis

residence
of

the

III.

section of Chapter

The discussion was

that

continue

structure which will be

tested

last

are

the

state

are making

Tolmach

and Titus

to

and Stewart,

level while

control.

his

an organization will

and Gleason,

The

all

themselves

university governance

hall

in

such

and

importance."

long

The

leadership

organization must be

Decision to Participate."

as

"The

structure

values,

participant
only

that,

situational

light of

March and
"The

a more

organization,

and one which builds
and

and

relationships within the

expectations,

worth

Hersey

form of organizational

a maximum probability

all

member,

the

of

Korten,

and Lippitt support

Likert

other processes
increase

Fiedler,

II

dealt with perceived

based primarily upon

Tannenbaum and his

associates.

the work

First,
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consideration was given to the control graph theory.
This was followed by the relevant research which utilized
this methodology which will give some insight into what
will be found in this research study.

This author then

cast some of the earlier reviewed studies in control
graph terminology.
Tannenbaum suggests that the greater participation
the greater the control.

This is true, but it does not

consider if more control is needed by all members of all
organizations.

The findings of Korten, Fiedler and

Hersey and Blanchard,

advocate situation determination

of organizational structure.

This point was adequately

emphasized by the Morse and Lorsch study.
The research study will now turn to a discussion
of the hypothesis and test methodology.
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CHAPTER

III

HYPOTHESES AND TEST METHODOLOGY

This
sections.

chapter will be broken down into
The

ture search,

five major

first section will draw upon the

presented in Chapter II,

litera¬

resulting in the

presentation of the non-operational hypotheses.
second section of this
tional hypotheses

chapter will

The

consider the opera¬

and their respective test methodologies.

The operational hypotheses will be based upon the

liter¬

ature search and the non-operational hypotheses.

The

third and fourth sections of this

chapter will

reliability and validity respectively.
be

This

consider

chapter will

concluded with a discussion of the test sites

that

will be utilized.

Non-Operational Hypotheses

The non-operational hypotheses will be broken down
into three major areas.
structure,

The major areas will relate to

age and academic major.

Structure.
HYPOTHESES

I.

an organization is

The degree of participation desired in
related to the

level of satisfaction

that participation in the control structure of the
organization will give a member.
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This

hypothesis

individual
trol
in

joins

structure,

is

based upon

allow

decision making.

structure

member wishes

does
to

assumption that

an organization that will, by
a certain
This

level

desired

will bring the optimal level of
The

the

level

of

the

basis
The

for

contribute nor

latter

former

is

is

of participation
to

the member.

does

it provide
to

for

the member.

freedom while

escape

the

the
the

described by

a member will

join

and

remain

organization whose

control

is

the member's

control graph.

ideal

HYPOTHESIS

participation
The
dividual

II.

graph

closely

demand different

granted
an

aligned

to

through

levels

of

from their membership.

first hypothesis

considers

the matching of

needs to organizational control structure.

hypothesis

considers

the

tween organizations.

The

certain

of

level

the

in

Different organizations,

structures,

Fromm.^

control while
control

Thus,

to

is

former is

to demand more

the means

latter

the

control

less

contribute.

use

their

for

The

from freedom as

the basis

a plea

the member.

the

aforementioned alternatives would result

lack of

the

con¬

not demand more participation than

in dissatisfaction of
traditional

its

participation

satisfaction

participation than the member wishes
Either

of

an

or

type

differences
control

that will

This

exist be¬

structure demands

involvement

in¬

a

from its membership.
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The literature on participation addresses
concept of a breakeven point with the
participate"

itself to the

"decision to

concept of March and Simon.

2

In this

consideration is given to the matching of needs
izational

control structures,

emphasized at this
structures

time

is

case,

to organ¬

but the point being

the fact that the

control

differ from organization to organization.

If

an individual does not consider the area of decision making
very important then his

"desire to participate" would

require that the organization joined not demand too much
participation on his behalf.

In this

case the individual

member would prefer an autocratic decision making process.
On the other hand,

if an individual considered the area

of decision making very important to him then his decision
to participate would require that the organization permit
him to participate

(to the

level of his

desire)

in the

decision process.

In this

case the individual member

would participate up to the point of his need satisfaction.
Thus,

organizations

could have a control graph which could

vary from purely autocratic to purely democratic.
HYPOTHESIS

III.

Satisfaction can be

forms of organizational structures

found in all

from autocratic to

democratic.
This

hypothesis

is

a combination and extension of

the prior two hypotheses.

The first hypothesis

suggests
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that the member matches his needs
ture

found in the organization.

states

to the control

struc¬

The second hypothesis

that organizations have different control

struc¬

tures which demand different levels of participation
from its membership.

Thus,

the comparison of different

organizations will result in satisfaction of the member¬
ship.

Hypothesis

III

is

important in that this hypothesis

makes explicit the assumption that satisfaction can be
found in an autocratic structure.
HYPOTHESIS

IV.

The congruence of the expectations

by the individual member and actual control

structure

must remain congruent or dissatisfaction will result and
membership will withdraw.
This hypothesis
hypotheses

izational

based upon the prior three

and merely states the result of dissatisfied

membership.
hypothesis

is

The implicit assumption underlining this
can be best stated as

follows:

In an organ¬

system of comparable competing organizations,

all of which have vacancies
based on self-selection,
organization he is

for new members

and membership

if an individual remains

in an

relatively satisfied with that organ¬

ization.
The above non-operational hypothesis has
the

independent variable structure affects the

considered how
amount of
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perceived control

and satisfaction members v/i 11 attain

in different organizational control structures.
search study will now consider two more
iables,

age and academic majors

The re¬

independent var¬

and how they will affect

perceived control and satisfaction.
Age.
HYPOTHESIS V.

A person's

age will affect his

to participate in an organizational structure,
portance of the organizational structure,

This

and the im¬

relative to com¬

peting organizations, will change over time.
considers

need

This hypothesis

the changing needs of the individual over time.

change can be considered from two viewpoints.

the actual types of organizations one
The Cub Scout,

becomes

the Explorer Scout.

joins over time.

the Boy Scout who later becomes

These are three types of organizations

that change over time to meet differing needs.
other hand,

First,

consider the dormitory as

On the

a single type of

organization which offers different alternative dormitories
to meet the needs of different age groups.
up freshman who is
senior who is

fired-

about to change the world becomes the

feeling the

"anticipatory socialization"

of the world outside the campus.
asking whether we

The

Thus,

this hypothesis

is

find students grouping by age groups

into certain types of dormitories.
the younger students

That is,

do we find

in the more participatively demanding
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dormitories.
Academic major.
HYPOTHESIS VI.

Students will

choose dormitories by

academic major and certain majors will in fact congregate
in the dormitories which are participatively demanding.
The

literature search has

suggested that dormitories

hav.e different academic concentration.

The student inter¬

ested in student initiated courses vs^ / the required core
courses

are not the same students.

Other studies

ing the total population of universities

regard¬

suggest that we

are able to categorize the population into sub-groups by
common interest.

Then we can hypothesize how these sub¬

groups will congregate in organizations
selection.

What this means

is

through self¬

that given a number of

competing organizations offering similar services--!or
example,

dormitories—the individual student will

join

the one which best matches its organization control
ture with his

needs.

In the March and Simon sense,

struc¬
the

individual will choose the control structure which best
"satisfices"
and his
states

the difference between his

subjective rewards.

3

that academic major is

subjective costs

In summary this hypothesis
an independent variable

which can be used to predict a student's dormitory selec¬
tion .
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Summary

This

section has considered the major independent

variables which will be used in this research study.
independent variables
ture,

are:

These

organizational control struc¬

age and academic major.

The hypothesized relation¬

ship between those independent variables
variables of perceived control

and the dependent

and satisfaction will

be considered in the next section of this research study
on operational hypotheses

and test methodology.

Operational Hypotheses

and Test Methodology

The non-operational hypotheses
are three independent variables

suggest*

that there

and how these variables

relate to the dependent variables of perceived control
and satisfaction.

The independent variables

age and academic majors.

In the

are structure,

following discussion the

operational hypotheses will be presented and along with
each a brief rationale will be given.
will be presented with its
The level of significance
Structure.

Each hypothesis

appropriate test methodology.
for all hypotheses will be

In testing the affects of the

variable structure upon perceived control,

.05.

independent

the research

study will compare the perceptions of perceived control
of residents of three types

of dormitories—the traditional
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),

(male and female
dent run coed."

the

"staffed coed,"

Definitions

and the

"all

and descriptions of each

type of dormitory will be given in the test sites
of this research study.

stu¬

section

Each of these types of dormi¬

tories by structure of governance,

allow for differing

degrees

The degree to which

of student participation.

the students can participate will affect their perception
of control.
HYPOTHESIS

I.

There will be a significant differ¬

ence in actual and ideal control,
dents ,

observed by the resi¬

between the three types of governmental control

structures

in the three types

staffed coed,

of dormitories--traditional,

and the all student run coed.

The Null Hypothesis

states

that there will not be

a significant difference between the actual
control observed by the residents of the

and ideal

three types of

dormitories.
Methodology.

This hypothesis will be tested

by computing the mean for each of the actual and ideal
control graphs of each of the dormitories
an F test.

and computing

Further analysis will be made by comparing

the differences between the means by using the Duncan
Multiple-Range Test.
in statistical terms

The hypothesis
as

follows.

can be best stated

17 9.

«A =

M4

M2

= M2
«0 = M4

M4

Ml

M4 = Ml

M3

M2

Hq: M3 = M2

M

Ml

Hq: M3 = Ml

Ml

Hq:

M

Where M4 equals

3
—

2

«0 = ”4

0

«A =

M3

••

«A =

M4

= M

Ml

“2

the mean for the actual

3

and ideal

control

the mean for the actual and ideal

control

graph to the all student run dormitory.
Where M

3

equals

graph of the staffed coed dormitory.
Where M

2

equals

the mean for the actual

and ideal

control

graph of the traditional male dormitory.
tVhere Ml equals

the mean for the actual and ideal control

graph of the traditional female dormitory.
Further analysis will be made by position within the hier¬
archy using the Duncan Multi-Range Test.
Rationale.
is

The support for this hypothesis

found mainly in the

studies

literature of Tannenbaum.

conducted by Tannenbaum and his

that an organization which permits
degree of participation does
tion of higher control.
by Tannenbaum and Kahn,
differing degrees

associate suggest

and encourages

in fact achieve

For example,

The

a large

the percep¬

in the union study

the actual structures

of participation and this

encourage

in turn
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created corresponding results in perceived control.
Thus,

it was

suggested that the differing structure al¬

lowed for significant differences

in the

level of per¬

ceived control.
In this research study the actual structure will
be varied and the differing amounts of participation
which each structure permits will be hypothesized to
positively affect the

level of actual and ideal control.

This discussion leads to Hypothesis
HYPOTHESIS
from Hypothesis

II.
I

student run coed;

The actual

II.

and ideal control graphs

will be ordered as
(2)

staffed coed;

follows:

(3)

(1)

all

traditional.

The ranking will be determined by significant differences
in the height of the actual and ideal control graphs with
(1)

being the highest and
The Null

Hypothesis

(3)

the

states

lowest.

that there is

some re¬

versing of the rank order outlined above.
Methodology.

Hypothesis

II will be tested by

using the Duncan Multiple-Range Test on the mean of the
actual and ideal control graphs.
tions

for this hypothesis

are:

The

statistical nota¬
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M4>M3
«4>M2

“a =

«A =

M4<=M^

«0 =

M3<=M2

M3>«2
M3>M^

»A =

M

2

«A =
1^2 /

M4<=M2

«0 =

M4>M^

«A =

M4<=M3

«0 =

and

«0 =

«3<=Mi

Hq:

M

were defined in Hypothesis

Rationale.
to test if there is

The first hypothesis

structures.

it in that it tests

I.

is designed

any significant difference between

perceived control between dormitories
ernmental

f^M^

2

Hypothesis

II

of differing gov¬
is even more explic¬

the positive relationship between in¬

creased ability to participate and the height of the con¬
trol graph.
is

The reasoning

is

that the more an individual

allowed to participate the more the

perceive his

individual will

ability to control his environment.

discussion thus

The

far considered only differences between the

height of the curves.

Now let us

consider the shape of

the curves.
HYPOTHESIS
will become more

III.

The control graphs

"democratic"

(the

from Hypothesis

I

lower end of the hier¬

archy of control will increase its control more than the
higher
change

end of the hierarchy of control)
from traditional,

run coed.

to staffed coed,

as

the structures

to all student
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The Null

Hypothesis

from Hypothesis
the

structure

coed

to

all

raw means

I

is

do

changed

student

run

from traditional

I which will

will be more

tailed T

III

that each

states

democratic

coefficient.

having the

that

and
The

^4

«A =

^3

«A =
«A =

least positive
statistically

slope

coef.

>

slope

coef.

>

slope

coef.

>

slope

coef.

>

slope

coef.

>

slope

coef.

=

Rationale •
as

the

cratic,

structure
the

of

supply

test will be

the

suggests

governance

becomes

run on the
coef¬

used to determine

all

exhibits.

student
have

run

coed

the highest

staffed coed would have the
the

traditional

coefficient.

dormitories

This would be

as:
«0 :

®3

slope

coef.<=

H3

slope coef.<=
H2
Ho : B4

Hq
Hq

®2

Ho
Ho
The

:

B4 slope coef.<= Hi

: B3 slope coef.<=

H2

: B3 slope coef.<= Hi
:

slope

coef.

/

Hi

suggests

second hypothesis

that

dormitory governance becomes more demo¬

amount of perceived control

hypothesis

staffed

slope

structure

therefore

next highest coefficient with

«A =

to

as

coed.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis

graphs

"democratic"

of

of democracy

B4

control

A regression will be

the degree

expressed

the

Methodology.

A one

positive

that

not become more

ficients.

The

states

that
more

as

the

is

structure

democratic

the

increased.
of

slope

dormitory
of

the

This
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perceived control graph will also become more democratic.
That is, the distribution of control will shift such that
the individuals in lower portions in the traditional hier¬
archy will gain proportionally more.
The above three hypotheses have been dealing with re¬
lationship of perceived control to the governance structure
of the residence halls.

Now let us turn to the relation¬

ships dealing with ideal control to actual control.
HYPOTHESIS IV.

In each of the structures the ideal

control for residents will be significantly greater than
the actual control for residents.
The Null Hypothesis states that the actual control for
residents will be greater than or equal to the ideal control
for residents.
Methodology. This hypothesis will be tested by us¬
ing a one tailed T test on the means of actual and ideal
control at the resident position in the hierarchy of control.

Rationale.

Hq:

residents

For Ml residents

II
II

For

II

residents

> > >

For M

II

residents I>A

residents

<

-1

residents I>A

M4

V
H

For

2

H :

For

H
A

For M3 residents I>A
For M

«A =

residents I>A

H
A

M4

c

»A =

For

••

'’a'

H
A

The hypothesis is statistically stated as:

Most of the studies conducted by

Tannenbaum and his associates have suggested that the lowest
member of the organization desires to increase his control
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over the environment.

It is noted and acknowledged

that in some cases the ideal has called for a lessening
of actual control but with the tenor of the times it is
hypothesized that the resident of all the dormitories
will desire increased control.
HYPOTHESIS V.

In each of the structures the ideal

control for staff will be significantly greater than
the actual control for staff.
The Null Hypothesis states that the actual control
for staff will be greater than or equal to the ideal
control for staff.
Methodology.

The hypothesis will be tested by

using a one tailed T test on the means of actual and ideal
control at the staff position in the hierarchy of control.
The hypothesis is statistically stated as:

Rationale.

«0 =

For Ml staff

II

>

II

For Ml staff I>A

staff

>

For

M

For M2 staff I>A

II

For M3 staff

<

For M3 staff I>A

A

For M4 staff

H
A

^0 *

II

staff I>A

<

«A =

M4

V
H

«A =

For

V
H

«A =

The majority of studies conducted

by Tannenbaum and his associates indicate that the organi¬
zations do not have a fixed amount of control.

Rather

they suggest that organizations have a variable amount
of control.

It is for this reason that a majority of

their studies have indicated that a comparison of actual
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to ideal control will result in increased control for
all members of the hierarchy and particularly for those
members at the lower end of the hierarchy.

On a few oc¬

casions Tannenbaum and his associates have noted the
"crossover point."

This pnenomenon occurs

when in¬

creased control for one end of the hierarchy is gained
at the expense of the other end of the hierarchy.
to the tenor of the times,

Due

it is this author's expecta¬

tion that the Null hypothesis above will be accepted.
The students on the university campuses today will
desire increased control over thier environment

but will

not be willing to grant even a minor increase in control
to the administration.

In fact,

the student will desire

their increased control at the expense of the adminstration which in this case is represented by the staff of
the dormitory.
HYPOTHESIS VI.

That individuals will experience

the same level of satisfaction regardless of the type
of dormitory structure they reside in.
The Null Hypothesis states that individuals are not
equally satisfied.
Methodology.

The questionnaire contains two

questions which were specifically designed to test satis¬
faction within the present dormitories.

Question 11 is

designed to test satisfaction when the dormitory is under
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threat from internal conflict while question 12 is
designed to test satisfaction when the dormitory is
under threat from an external group—the administration.
Both questions 11 and 12 are designed to yield mean
scores.

The four mean scores will be tested by using

the F test.

^

Hq:

^

^

for question eleven on internal satisfaction

Ha:

= M3 = M2 = M3

Hq:

^

M3

M2 ^

M3

for question twelve on external satisfaction.
Rationale.

Hypothesis II predicted a rank

ordering of dormitories on a basis of actual and ideal
control.

This hypothesis desires to examine the relation¬

ship of dormitory control to satisfaction.

This hypoth¬

esis is based mainly upon the earlier discussion of in¬
dividual needs.

It is assumed that individuals choose

a dormitory governmental structure and life style which
best satisfies their needs.

It is a fact that each

of the test sites had vacancies,
select their residence halls.

and students self¬

Thus,

if an individual de¬

sires to move from one residence hall to another it is
because his needs were not met in the first residence
hall.

Furthermore through a variety of governance struc¬

tures and living styles the individual can best match his
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needs and the residence hall offerings.

The resultant

mean for actual and ideal control should not differ sig¬
nificantly.

This hypothesis can best be summarized by

stating that each dormitory will have an ideal greater
than actual for residents which will signify that the
residents are somewhat dissatisfied with their present
situation regardless of the amount of control they
presently have, but the degree of dissatisfaction
will not be significantly greater from one governance
structure to another.

The degree of satisfaction by

type of governance structure and life style will be test¬
ed by the two direct questions mentioned above

(eleven on

internal and twelve on external).
Academic major.

The second chapter presented many

studies which suggest that the environment can be measured
along different independent variables.

The CCI and the

CUES are probably the most often used environmental
scales.

The former is utilized to measure the individual

characteristics to norms of the environment while the
latter determines the environmental means for the uni¬
versity or college.

Studies suggest that an individual's

academic major affects the perception of the environment.
Other studies suggest that there is increased satisfaction
when the

"fit between individual and environment is the

closest." Further studies suggest that academic majors
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differ in needs by the level to which a major can be
considered as being "vocational training."

The studies

conducted in experimental residential colleges or clus¬
ter colleges require increased levels of participation on
behalf of the members and suggested that the memberships
were made up of the less vocationally oriented.

The one

study which dealt primarily with the movement of student
power at the University of Massachusetts
Gleason)

(Penton and

supports the hypothesis that the most active

student power advocates are non-vocational students.

The

definition of vocational vs., non-vocational and the
placement of majors on the continuum will be discussed
under test methodology.

From the above rationale the

following hypotheses are advanced.
HYPOTHESIS VII.
by academic major,
tematic manner.

That the number of individuals,

in each dormitory will vary in a sys¬

The student in the all student run coed

will be significantly different than those in either of
the traditional single sexed residence halls.
The Null Hypothesis states that there is no system¬
atic difference between dormitory by type of academic
major.
Methodology.

This hypothesis suggests a match¬

ing of academic major with dormitory governance and life
style.

The hypothesis will be tested by using a

X

2
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analysis on the distribution of students in each
dormitory by academic major.
Due to an inability to get a large number of each
major,

the majors will be grouped along the lines

similar to that used in the Penton and Gleason study.
Academic majors which will be considered in Group 9 are
those who do not have a major at this time.

Group 1

will consist of students who major in Fine Arts and
Humanities.

Group 2 will consist of the Behavioral

Science students.

Group 3 will consist of the students

who major in the Natural Sciences.

Group 4 will con¬

sist of College of Agriculture students.

Group 5 will

consist of students of the School of Education.
6 will

Group

consist of the students in Public Health, Nurs¬

ing and Home Economics.

Group 7 will consist of the

students in Physical Education and Group 8 will consist
of the students in the Schools of Business Administration
and Engineering.

For the determination of what depart¬

ments are grouped in each of the first three categories
the "Fact Book" of the University of Massachusetts was
used.
HYPOTHESIS VIII.

That each type of dormitory will

attract a certain type of academic major and that each
dormitory type will vary accordingly:
most vocational;

traditional—

staffed coed—^middle group;

all student
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run coed—most non-vocational.
The Null Hypothesis states that the predominant
adademic major does not follow the above ordering.
Methodology:

This hypothesis is dependent upon

Hypothesis VII revealing that there is a statistically
significant variation in the predominant academic major
by type of dormitory.

This hypothesis extends Hypothesis

VII one step farther and predicts how this predominant
variation will exist by type of dormitory.

This hypothesis

will be proven by analyzing the concentration of academic
majors by type of dormitory in the X
Hypothesis VII.

2

matrix used in

Percentage of the academic major will

be computed for each type of dormitory and this visual
comparison rests upon statistical significance gained
in Hypothesis VII.
Rationale.
upon the assumption,

This hypothesis is mainly based
supported by CUES, that suggest vo¬

cationally oriented students perceive their environment
as scholastic rather than social and desire less demands
on their time in order to devote themselves to academics.
Thus,

these individuals will choose a dormitory which

will place the least amount of demand upon their time—
the traditional dormitory.

The opposite argument sug¬

gests that the non-vocational student will select the
more demanding or participative dormitory.
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Now let us consider satisfaction by type of resi¬
dence hall by academic major.
cated,

As Hypothesis VIII indi¬

it has been suggested that each dormitory will

have a predominant academic orientation.

Also each

dormitory will have a significantly different orientation
because of its type of governance structure.

It is furth-

suggested that academic major and type of governance
structure will compliment each other in determining the
students which will self-select that dormitory.

The stu¬

dents in the vocational majors will have the least need
to control their type of residence hall and will there¬
fore have the lowest level of actual and ideal control.
Yet,

the ideal will exceed the actual in all types of

dormitories.
satisfied.

Thus,

everyone will really be equally dis¬

The hypothesis to measure satisfaction by

type of academic major is stated below.
HYPOTHESIS IX.

That individuals will experience

the same level of satisfaction with their dormitory re¬
gardless of their academic major.
Methodology.

This hypothesis will be tested

in a similar manner to that used in testing Hypothesis
VI,.

With this hypothesis the means for questions eleven

and twelve will be computed by academic major.

Then the

four mean scores will be computed by academic major.
Then the four mean scores will be tested by using the
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F test.
“a=

M4 = M3 = M2 = M3

Hq :

M^

M3 ?! M2 5^ M3

for the question eleven on internal satisfaction.
= M2 =

Hq

:

^ M3 ^ M2 ^ M^

for question twelve on external satisfaction.
Class year or age.
HYPOTHESIS X.
age changes

That as an analysis of responses by

(growing older)

the level of dissatisfaction

will not become significantly greater.
The Null Hypothesis states that as one's age
changes

(growing older)

the dissatisfaction becomes

significantly greater.
Methodology.
in two ways.

This hypothesis will be tested

First, the distribution of students by

age will be computed for each dormitory.

A X

2

will be

computed and should reveal a significant difference in
age by dormitory.

Secondly, the means on question eleven

and twelve will be computed and an F test performed.
The F test should reveal a

significant level suggesting

equal satisfaction.
Rationale.

Students will be able to keep the

same level of satisfaction with the residence hall system
by changing from dormitory to dormitory to match their
needs with available dormitory offerings.

The literature
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suggests that students become more dissatisfied as they
mature.

It is for this reason that the analysis of X

2

which reveals differences by age should also show that
older students congregate in the more participative
dormitory structure which will insure

the

opportunity

to control their environment.

The Instrument

The development of the instrument that was utilized
in this research study was based upon the method
discussed by Kornhauser and Sheatsley.

The authors sug¬

gest that six steps be utilized in questionnaire construc¬
tion.

They are:
"1)

Deciding what type of information should
be sought.

2)

Deciding what type of questionnaire should
be used.

3)

Writing a first draft.

4)

Re-examining and revising the questions.

5)

Pretesting.

6)

Editing the questionnaire and specifying
procedures for its use."^

The decision to use control graph theory in the
research study dictated the answers to question 1 and 2
above.

Both the type of questionnaire and the informa¬

tion needed are dictated by the methodology.
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The first draft was based upon the questionnaire
format developed by Tannenbaum on pages 63-75 in Control
in Organizations and is presented in Appendix I.

After

reviewing Tannenbaum and Kahn's study on labor unions
an interim questionnaire was developed and appears in
Appendix II.

These authors helped in developing an ad¬

equate questionnaire to produce control graphs.

The size

of the questionnaire was increased from twelve questions
to twenty-eight.
quite a

bit

Yet,

it should be noted that there was

of repetition in the interim design through

the use of parallel questions.

This author desired to

ask seven more questions but decided to forego the extra
information in order to increase response rate.

This

decision was based upon the assumption that increased
length reduces the number of responses.
The reviewing of the recent questionnaire designs
from the Institute of Social Research led to the develop¬
ment of the pretest questionnaire.

The pretest question¬

naire consisted of merely fourteen questions, yet,

asks

the thirty-five questions which would have been asked
by an extended interim questionnaire.

The pretest ques¬

tionnaire appears in Appendix III.
The pretest was conducted in a single sexed dormitory
and achieved the results suggested by Kornhauser and
Sheatsley.

The experience gained allowed for a smoother
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administration of the
observations

actual testing.

and suggestions of the pretest subjects

were incorporated into this
results

The criticisms,

of the pretest,

research study.

From the

the research study questionnaire

was edited and the questionnaire developed for the
research study appears
The instructions

in Appendix IV.
for the use of the questionnaire

were developed from the pretest and appear below.
Instructions.

In order to assure comparability of

questionnaire distribution it was

decided to distribute

the questionnaire through the same type of dormitory
representatives.

The common level of distribution was

determined to be the dormitory governance group.

This

method was of a very comparable manner except in the
case of the staffed coed dormitory.

In this

test site

the moderator and two other interested residents acted
on behalf of the research study and distributed the
questionnaire.
At all the sites this author:
I)

Asked if the author could address a meeting
of the governance group in order to deter¬
mine if they would assist in the study.

At this meeting the governance group was
informed that:
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a)

the study dealt with perceived con¬
trol as

a dependent variable and

the independent variables under
investigation were:
1)
2)

structure
academic major
age or class year,

3)
b)

the study was based upon Control
graph Theory as developed by
Tannenbaum,

c)

the actual hypotheses that were
being tested were not outlined.

II) If the governance group accepted the research
study

and all

date was

inquires

led to acceptance,

a

determined to return with the

questionnaire and the number of question¬
naires needed.
Ill) Upon returning,

the questionnaires were

given to the governance members
uted by same

to his

and distrib¬

constituency.

governance member was

Each

instructed to give

a questionnaire to each member of his
corridor,

request that it be

filled out,

and either returned to him or the Head of
Residence or Co-Residence Director.
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IV)

A week later this

author returned to col¬

lect the questionnaires.
were made as
Validity.

Subsequent trips

needed to collect late returns.

The validity of the research instrument

is based upon concurrent and content validity.
criteria of determining content validity is
a subjective,

judgmental procedure."

The

"usually

If the items of a

scale designed to measure attitude toward the church,
for example,

are statements

about the

church,

then the

5
items may be said to have content validity."
content validity is

face validity.

The use of questions

regarding perceived control of

life style and academic matters

are therefore seen as

having a valid relationship to themselves.
questions

Thus,

The use of

regarding the degree of activity people would

emit in defense of their present organizations

as

a measure

of satisfaction with that organization is not as direct
yet equally impelling.
The instrument proved its concurrent validity in
the pretest.

It was hypothesized that the test site would

possess an autocratic actual which it did.

Yet,

it was

further hypothesized that through self-selection the resi¬
dents would be quite satisfied and participative.
The pretest suggests the hypothesis was valid because
the perceived participation

(in social,

cultural and
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political interests) was 3.94 on a 1 to 5 scale or a
X

2

- 56.8 which was significant at the

.001 level.

3.94 being significantly higher than normal.

The

The con¬

current validity was further supported by questions twelve
and thirteen of the pretest.
2.85 respectively.

The men's being 2.72 and

Both distributions of responses are

above normal distributions when comtputing X
both significant at the
Reliability.

2

which are

.001 level.

Shaw and Wright suggest three methods

to determine reliability.

They are the split-half method,

g
the test-retest method and the equivalent forms method.
The instrument utilized in this research study does not
lend itself to the split-half method of reliability
testing in that it does not use numerous items to
measure the same attitude.

Furthermore,

the instrument

used does not comply with the test-retest method.

In

a true test-retest method the same group would be given
the same scale after a time interval of between two and
six weeks.

Correlation comparisons would then be made

on a subject basis.

The instrument used in the pretest

under went minor revision and was used with a different
group a year later.

Thus,

the changing of the instrument

and the time delay rules out the test-retest method.
Finally,

the equivalent-forms method requires the admin¬

istration of equivalent foirnis of the same scale to the
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same group.

This was not performed either.

Thus,

no

test of reliability of the present instrument can be
offered.

Test Sites

The test sites that were used were selected for
two major reasons.

First,

to insure a variability of

organizational control structure and secondly,

to in¬

sure a comparability of physical construction.

Dis¬

cussion of the variability of control structure will be
deferred until the description of the dormitories used
is made.

The discussion of the type of dormitory

will completely explain the differences in the control
structures.
Comparability of physical structure was insured
by selecting only low rise dormitories.

After consider¬

ation of the above two criteria the’ number of dormitories
to choose from was greatly reduced.

Final considerations

were made to insure that these test sites allowed oc¬
cupancy to students of all class years and furthermore,
that they did not house any special academic interest
group like the Spanish or French corridor or even a
special quiet corridor.
Thus,

after considering the two major site selection
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criteria and the two minor criteria the author randomly
selected dormitories from those that remained.

Note

should be made of the fact that only four dormitories
were contacted and thus,

all agreed to participate in

this research study.
The traditional type of dormitory.

As noted above

the traditional type of dormitory consisted of two test
sites.

The traditional types of dormitories are single

sexed.
The traditional male dormitory.
can live in this dormitory.

186 male residents

There is a Head of Residence

with seven counselors who comprise the staff.

The

officers consist of a President, Vice-President and
Treasurer.

The Governance Members are elected by their

constituency—the members of the corridor upon which
live.

There are seven governance members.
This dormitory is representative of the democratic

model of representative government.

The individual

resident elects his corridor representative
member)

(governance

and votes for his desired dormitory officers.

The officers and governance members comprise the dormitory
government.

The counselling staff is employed by the

University to administer and guide the dormitory.
The traditional female dormitory.
dents can live in this dormitory.

188 female resi¬

There is a Head of
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Residence and seven counselors who compose the staff.
The Officers consist of a President, Vice-President,
and Treasurer.

The Governance Members are elected

in the same manner as in the male dormitory.
also seven governance members.

Thus,

There are

the two traditional

dormitories are the same except one is female and the
other male.

The female dormitory also has eight more

residents.
The staffed coed dormitory.
in the staffed coed dormitory.

142 residents can live
The staff consists of

the Head of Residence and seven counselors.

Yet,

dormitory does not have any governance members.

this
All

decisions are made by the dormitory residents at a "town
meeting"

form of government.

Furthermore,

is only one officer—the moderator.

there

This position is

filled by a volunteer on a month to month basis.

The

only time an election occurs is when individuals volunteer
for the same month and neither wishes to postpone service
until a subsequent month.
Thus,

in this form the student doesn't have a repre¬

sentative form of government.

Each student is his own

representative to the "town meeting."
chairs the town meeting.

The moderator

The financial functions of

this style dormitory are handled by the Head of Residence
and a report is given to the town meeting at each meeting.
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In suinmary the staff in this dormitory is comparable
to those of the traditional dormitory yet the individual
residents are able to directly represent themselves in
the governance process.
creased

It is also noted that this in¬

ability to participate also carries the respons¬

ibility to participate.

Finally,

this dormitory is co¬

educational in its residence living.
The all student run coed dormitory.

This dormitory

governance structure combines the student representative
form of the traditional type and the "town meeting"

form

of the staffed coed and has modified the staff concept
of the previously described dormitories.
210 residents can live in this dormitory.

Each

resident has a single vote which can be exercised at a
"town meeting"

form of government which meets every

Monday at 10:30 P.M.

Thus,

it has the ability to allow

any and all residents a say at the town meeting.

Yet,

this dormitory also has a tenant's association which makes
recommendations to the weekly meeting.
sociation consists of the counselors,

The tenant's as¬
the co-residence

directors,

the administrative assistants, and the counselor

at large.

Thus,

this dormitory has the ability to satisfy

through representative government of the traditional form.
The officers in this dormitory

(the administrative

assistant and the counselor at large)

are appointed
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offic0irs of tho co 2r©sid.©ncG c3.i3r©ctor‘,

Th© officGirs ©ir©

appoint©d to assist th© administration of th© dormitory.
Th© co-r©sid©nt dir©ctor r©pr©s©nt th© dormitory to univ©rsity

wid© m©©tings and committ©ss,

r©qu©sts, room choosing,

administ©r k©y

and diss©minat© administrativ©

information.
Th© co-r©sid©nc© dir©ctors ar© ©l©ct©d ©ach fall to
s©rv© th© y©ar in that function-~th© sam© as th© H©ad
of R©sid©nc© in th© pr©viously d©scrib©d dormitori©s.
All individuals

(r©sid©nc© and staff)

in th© stud©nt run

co©d dormitory ar© und©rgraduat©.
In summary,

th© r©sid©nts of th© all stud©nt run

co©d dormitory hav© b©©n giv©n th© gr©at©st opportunity
r©sponsibility)
dormitory.

(and

to participat© in th© gov©rnanc© of th©ir

Th© r©sid©nts s©l©ct th©ir co-r©sid©nc© dir©c-

tors and couns©lors ©ach y©ar and hav© th© opportunity to
att©nd a "town mooting" form of govornanc© wookly.

Hoad

of Rosidonc© in th© thro© othor dormitorios montionod
ar© soloctod only upon rosignation of th© prosont Hoad
of Rosidonc©.
Yot, bofor© th© rosoarch study turns to an analysis
ot th© data and tost rosults not© should b© mad© of th©
major difforonc© botwoon th© tost sitos.

Thro© of th©

four sitos ar© locatod in on© rosidontial aroa.

Th©

staffod cood dormitory is th© ©xcoption boing locatod
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about half a mile from the other three test sites in a
different residential area.

Both areas stress the im¬

portance of student input into the decision process.
All test sites are equally distant from the academic area
of campus.

Thus,

this difference shouldn't cause a sig¬

nificant change in student responses.
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CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS

Before entering into a hypothesis by hypothesis
analysis of data and results,

the research study will

present statistics relative to occupancy and response
rate.

This will be followed by a brief discussion of

the control graphs and a discussion of how to evaluate
"Ex Post Facto" research .

The occupancy test site was:

Site

Possible
Occupancy

Occupancy

Traditional Female

188

172

92%

Traditional Male

186

171

92%

Staffed Coed

142

133

94%

All Student Run Coed

210

190

91%

Rate

The response rate by test site was:
Response

Rate

Site

Occupancy

Traditional Female

172

109

63%

Traditional Male

171

114

67%

Staffed Coed

133

81

61%

All Student Run Coed

190

81

43%

The control graphs presented in this research study
were developed from the means computed by the "Least-square
and Maximum Likelihood General Purpose Program"

(LSMLGP)
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Figure 3

Comparison of the Correlations of Perceived Actual Control of
Life Style in Four Dormitories and
Positions within Dormitory Hierarchy

Hierarchical

Traditional Female
Traditional Male
Staffed Coed
All Student Run

Positions
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Figure 4

Comparison of the Correlations of Perceived Ideal
Control of Life Style in Four Dormitories and
Positions within Dormitory Hierarchy

Hierarchical Positions
Traditional Female
Traditional Male
Staffed Coed
All Student Run

= ....
= =
=
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Figure 5

Comparison of the Correlations of Perceived Actual
Academic Control in Four Dormitories and
Positions within Dormitory Hierarchy

Hierarchical Positions
Traditional Female
Traditional Male
Staffed Coed
All Student Run

= ....
= =
=
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Figure 6
Comparison of the Correlations of Perceived Ideal
Academic Control in Four Dormitories
Positions within Dormitory Hierarchy

Hierarchical Positions
Traditional Female
Traditional Male
Staffed Coed
All Student Run

= ....
= =
=

and
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Attention is called to two general trends revealed
by the above figures.

First,

the actual control graphs

are lower in amount of control than the ideal control graphs,
and secondly,

the life style sub-section of the environment

is higher than the academic sub-section of the environment.
Finally, before turning to the hypotheses,

consideration

must be given to the type of research that was conducted and
the type of conclusions that can be drawn from this study.
Kerlinger

(1964)

refers to this form of research as

facto" research and defines it as

"ex post

"that research in which the

independent variable or variables have already occurred and
in which the researcher starts with the observation of a
dependent variable or variables.
ent variables in retrospect,

He then studies the independ¬

for their possible relations to
T

and effects on,

the dependent variable or variables."

Thus

this research study is ex post facto in nature and falls under
the subdivision of "Field Study" in Kerlinger's terms.
There are three major differences between ex post facto
and experimental research.
is different.

First,

the structure of the study

In the experimental design the scientist

manipulates the independent variable x and then observes the
concomitant variation in the dependent variable y.

If the

variation expected or predicted in y occurs from the variation
in

X,

then the scientist has evidence for the validity of the

proposition, x-»-y.

The important concept is that the scientist
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has predicted from a controlled x to y.

On the other hand,

in ex post facto research the experimenter is dealing with
a structure as it exists and therefore cannot manipulate the
X.

This is evident from the definition of ex post facto re¬

search given above.

Secondly,

in the experimental design the

researcher uses the principle of randomization for the placing
of his subjects in groups and assigning treatments to groups.
In the case of ex post facto research the experimenter cannot
use the principle of randomization.

The subjects usually choose
2
their group and treatment by "self-selection."
Finally,

experimental research allows for the results to be interpreted
as causal.

That is, x->y or x causes y.

In the case of ex post

facto research the results must be interpreted much more
3
cautiously.
Kerlinger summarizes the limitations of ex post facto
research with these words:
major weaknesses,
pendent variables,
(3)

-:

(1)

"Ex post facto research has three
the inability to manipulate inde¬

(2)

the lack of power to randomize,
4
the risk of improper interpretation."

From the above discussion,

and

one might be led to conclude

that ex post facto research is "trivial" or "merely correlation¬
al" and therefore experimental research is "better."

These

statements are oversimplications and the conclusion is un¬
warranted.

Keringer concludes his discussion of ex post facto

research by defending its use with these words

"Despite its
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weaknesses,

much

ex post

psychology,

sociology,

research problems

in

facto

research must be

and education

the

social

done

in

simply because many

sciences

and

education do not

5
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ex post

ployed.
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aimed
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study"
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scientific
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the
em¬
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among

and educational variables

in real
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into

6
social
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two broad
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testing.

The

is

than predict

rather

hand,

the

by Katz:

exploratory

exploratory

field

study

relations

hypothesis-testing

to

scientific

Kerlinger
"strong

considers

in realism,

advances
the

On

are

the

aimed

in this manner

in

the

strengths

significance,

to determine what

formed.

studies

and

and hypothesis¬

seeks

to be

field

covering or uncovering relations
dispensable

have been divided

social

of

field

other

at dis¬
are

in¬

sciences.
studies

as

strength of variables,

theory

8
orientation
is

obvious.

closest

and heuristic
Of

to real

all

the

life.

types
The

measured

on

a

strength

of

the variables
the

rather
is

strength

of noise

of

The

studies,

significance

social basis

many occasions
a great deal

quality."

not
of

than

strength of
the

of
a

field

study

is

study

scientific basis.

an unalloyed blessing.

the variable

that makes

the

field

realism

is

the

is
The

On

accompanied by

for great variance.

Thus

it

is
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not easy for the experimentor to separate the variables.
Field studies are also highly heuristic.

Once an experimentor

starts to study an area other hypotheses fling themselves at
the experimentor.

It is very hard for the experimentor to

keep his mind on his original study.

Finally, because of the

method employed and the richness of the study,

this research
9
methodology helps in theory orientation and/or revision.
Despite those strengths,

the field study is scientifically

the weakest form of experiment.
its ex post facto character.

Its most serious weakness is

"Thus statements of causal

relations are much weaker then they are in experimental re10
search."
In conclusion, the field study is a very important
form of research as long as its weakness:
variable manipulation,

(2)

(1)

no independent

lack of randomization and

the limitation of interpretation are kept in mind.

(3)

Thus in this

study it is recognized that the experimentor did not either
manipulate the independent variables or randomly assign sub¬
jects to treatments.
The final weakness - the limitation of interpretation - must
be remembered at all times.
that follows,

In the discussion of the hypotheses

it must be recognized that the relationship

between the different dormitory structures and their respective
amount of perceived control and member satisfaction are cor¬
relational and not causal.

Thus the results must be interpreted

as the amount of perceived control and satisfaction correlated
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with a specific structures and not that that structure caused
the amount of perceived control and satisfaction.

Now let us

turn to a hypothesis by hypothesis discussion.

Hypothesis I

There will be a significant difference in the actual
and ideal control,

observed by the residents, between the

three types of governmental control structures in the three
types of dormitories—traditional,

staffed coed and the all

student run coed.
The Null Hypothesis states that there will not be a
significant difference between the actual and ideal control
observed by the residents of the three types of dormitory.
The analysis of data for the first half of the hypothesis--the significance of F tests requires the examina¬
tion of two sets of two tables each.

The first set will

be the analysis of variance of the actual and ideal life
style while the second set will be the analysis of variance
of actual and ideal academic control.
Control of life style—analysis of variance.

The

actual life style control graphs were analyzed using the
analysis of variance method presented in Table 1 below:
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Table 1

Comparison of the Correlation of Perceived Actual Control
of Life Style Using the Analysis of Variance on
The Four Dormitories, Position within the
Hierarchy and the Interaction of
Structure with Position

Source_d. f.

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squar

Structure

3

199.49

66.50

40.09

.005

Position

3

327.71

109.24

65.85

.005

Interaction

9

442.78

49.20

29.66

.005

2528.16

1.65

Remainder

Note:

1524

SignifiF_cant at

For all tables of analysis of variance the following
explanation applies:
Structure refers to the four test sites.
Position refers to the position within the
control hierarchy.
Interaction refers to the interaction of struc¬
ture and position.

The ideal life style control graphs were analyzed
using the analysis of variance method presented in Table
2 below:
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Table 2
Comparison of the Correlation of Perceived Ideal Control
of Life Style Using the Analysis of Variance on
The Four Dormitories, Position within the
Hierarchy and the Interaction of
Structure with Position

Source

d. f.

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

Signifi
cant at

Structure

3

217.07

72.36

52.36

.005

Position

3

838.80

279.60

202.33

.005

Interaction

9

473.88

52.65

38.10

.005

2105.99

1.38

Remainder

1524

The above two tables suggest that the four test
sites differ significantly on control of actual and ideal
life style.
than

The significance level in each case is greater

.005.
Academic Control—Analysis of Variance.

The actual

academic control graphs were analyzed using the analysis of
variance method presented in Table 3 below;
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Table 3
Comparison of the Correlation of Perceived Actual
Academic Control Using the Analysis of Variance
on the Four Dormitories, Position within
the Hierarchy and the Interaction of
Structure with Position

d.f.

Source

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

Signifi-.
cant at

Structure

3

146.39

48.80

26.20

.005

Position

3

241.40

80.47

43.21

.005

Interaction

9

252.29

28.03

15.05

.005

2838.21

1.86

Remainder

1524

The ideal life style control graphs were analyzed
using the analysis of variance method presented in Table 4
below:
Table 4
Comparison of the Correlation of Perceived Ideal
Academic Control Using the Analysis of Variance
on the Four Dormitories, Position within the
Hierarchy and the Interaction of
Structure with Position

Source

d.f.

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

Signifi
cant at

Structure

3

177.19

59.06

36.07

.005

Position

3

932.07

310.69

189.74

.005

Interaction

9

405.99

45.11

27.55

.005

1524

2495.48

1.64

Remainder
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The above two tables suggest that the four test sites
significantly in actual and ideal academic control.
The significance level in each case is greater than
Discussion.

The above four tables and significance

,

levels reported for the F tests
Hypothesis I.
Hypothesis I,

.005.

suggest support for

Yet, before closing the discussion on
the research study will present two further

analyses to clarify the significance of the F test.

The

first analysis will consider control of actual and ideal
life style by structure while the second will consider
actual and ideal academic control by structure.

This will

be done in order to determine if the significances of the
F tests reported above are caused by differences between
all the means or only some of the means.

The differences

between means will be tested by using the Duncan MultipleRange Test.
Qf life style.

The results of the Duncan

Multiple-Range Test on the four means for control of actual
life style by structure are presented in Table 5 below:
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Table 5
Comparison of the Correlation of Means for Perceived
Actual Control of Life Style between Four
Dormitories Using the Duncan MultipleRange Test

III

Types of Structure
Means

2.18

R*
R*Sd
Note:

IV

II

2.95

3.00

3.15

2.77

2.92

3.02

.202

.213

I

.221

For all Duncan Multiple-Range Tests the following

explanation applies:
Types of Structure

Means:

No.

I
II
III
IV

=
=
=
=

Traditional Female
Traditional Male
Staffed Coed
All Student Run Coed

Mean for specified structure for type of
control under consideration.

of Means:

No.

of means to be computed.

R’:

The range value from the Duncan MultipleRange Test table.

R’S^:

The significant studentized range value.
The difference between means must exceed
this value in order to be significantly
different.
The number of means not underscored by the
same line are significantly different.
The number of means underscored by the
same line are not significantly different.
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Discussion.

Table 5 suggested that the Traditional

Female, Traditional Male,

and All Student Run Coed

dormitories do not have significantly different correlated
levels of perceived actual control of life style when
consideration is given to a structure by structure
analysis.

Thus,

the F value of 40.09 in Table I is mainly

produced by the significantly lower correlation of per¬
ceived actual control of life style that is recorded
by the Staffed Coed dormitory.
The results of the Duncan Multiple-Range Test in
the four means of control of ideal life style by structure
are presented in Table 6 below:

Table 6
Comparison of the Correlations of Means for Perceived
Ideal Control of Life Style between Four
Dormitories Using the Duncan
Multiple-Range Test

Types of Structures
Means
No.

of Means

R*

R*S:5

d

III

II

2.35

3.20

3.30

3.31

2

3

4

2.77

2.92

3.02

.202

IV

I

.213

.221
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Discussion.

Note that this finding is exactly the

same as the control of perceived actual life style which was
reported in Table 5 above.

Thus,

the F value of 52.36

in Table 2 is mainly produced by the significantly lower
correlation of control of perceived ideal life style that
was recorded by the Staffed Coed dormitory.
The use of the Duncan Multiple-Range Test in Tables
5 and 6 give greater insight into the significance levels
of the F test that was reported in Tables 1 and 2 of
the analysis of variance.

The research study will now

consider actual and ideal academic control by structures.
Academic control.

The results of the Duncan Multiple-

Range Test on the four means for actual academic control
by structure are reported in Table 7 below:

Table 7
Comparison of the Correlations of Means for Perceived
Actual Academic Control between Four Dormitories
Using the Duncan Multiple-Range Test
Types of Structure
Means
No.
R
R-S^

of Means

III
1.75

II
2.31
2
2.77

.202

I

IV

2.53
3
2.92
.213

2.57
4
3.02
.221
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Discussion.

Table 7 suggests that the Traditional

Female and the All Student Run Coed dormitories do not
have significantly different correlated levels of perceived
actual academic control by structure and the correlations
produced in the remaining two dormitories differ signifi¬
cantly from each other and from the two mentioned above.
Thus,

the F value of 26.20 in Table 3 is produced by the

significant difference between the correlations of the
Traditional Male,

the Staffed Coed and the Traditional

Female and the All Student Run when considering actual
academic control by structure.
The results of the Duncan Multiple-Range Test on
the four means for ideal academic control by structure
are presented in Table 8 below:

Table 8
Comparison of the Correlation of Means for Perceived
Ideal Academic Control between Four Dormitories
Using the Duncan Multiple-Range Test

Types of Structure
Means
No.
R-

of Means

III
2.25

II
2.96

2
2.77
.202

I
3.03
3
2.92
.213

IV
3.21
4
3.02
.221
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Discussion.

Table 8 suggests that the correlations

produced by the Traditional dormitories are equal to
each other when viewing ideal academic control by structure.
Also that the correlations produced by the Traditional
Female dormitory and the All Student Run Coed dormitories
are equal to each other on ideal academic control by
structure.

All other combinations are unequal.

Thus,

the F value of 36.07 in Table 4 is significant because of
the other significant differences identified by the Duncan
Multiple-Range Test above.
Summary of hypothesis.

The limiting of this analysis

to the use of the F test would have produced total support
for this hypothesis.

Below is a summary of the Duncan

Multiple-Range Test which must be taken into consideration
in evaluating this hypothesis.
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Table 9
Suininary of the Duncan Multiple-Range Tests
frorri Tables 5-8 while considering only
Differences

Relationship
of Means
M4^M3

Ideal
Life St

Actual
Life St

Ideal
Academic

Actual
Academic

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

M^^Mi

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

y.3^M2

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Reject Null

M,=M.

Note:
= Mean total control for the All Student Run Coed dormitory.
M^ = Mean total control for the Staffed Coed dormitory.
M2 = Mean total control for the Traditional Male dormitory.
M^ = Mean total control for the Traditional Female dormitory.
Significance level is p

>

.05 and in the predicted direction.

Tables 5-8 have been summarized in Table 9.

The use of

the Duncan Multiple-Range Test has resulted in the rejection
of the Null hypothesis in seventeen of the twenty-four hypo¬
thesized relationships.

Attention is called to the fact that

four of the seven acceptances of the Null hypothesis resulted
in the relationship of the Traditional Female to the All Student
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Run Coed.

In all four measures of the correlation of

average control is not significantly different as was hypothesized.
Hypothesis I was based upon the assumption that in¬
dividuals would match their needs for control with avail¬
able structures and this would result in different expressed
levels between structures.

Even though the organizational

control structures and needs of occupants of structures I
and IV are different their average perceived control are the
same.

The differing needs will be tested in subsequent

hypotheses.
Attention is also called to the fact that the correla¬
tions produced by the traditional structures

(I and II)

are

equal as hypothesized in three of the four comparisons,

and

on the basis of actual academic control the difference is
just beyond the significance level of

.05.

Thus, by using both the F test and the Duncan MultipleRange Test, one must conclude that there is partial support
for Hypothesis I.

Hypothesis II

The actual and ideal control graphs from Hypothesis
I will be ordered as follows:
(2)

staffed coed;

(3)

(1)

all student run coed;

traditional.

The ranking will be

determined by significant differences in the height of
the actual and ideal control graph with
highest and

(3)

(1)

being the

the lowest.

The Null Hypothesis states that there is some revers¬
ing of the rank order outlined above.
The testing of this hypothesis is really an extension
of Hypothesis I.

Hypothesis I stated a difference would

exist between structures while Hypothesis II states that
the difference will follow a specific ordering.
The methodology of testing will be the use of the
Duncan Multiple-Range Test.

The results of the Duncan

Multiple-Range Test have been previously reported in
Tables 5-8.

Table 10 below summarized the results of

tables in relation to the rank ordering stated in
Hypothesis II.
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Table 10

Sununary of the Duncan Multiple—Range Tests from Tables 5 8
while Considering a Rank Ordering

Relationship

M4 > M3
M2

Actual
Academic

Ideal
Life St

Actual
Life St

Ideal
Academic

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

M4

>

M4

>

M3

>

M3

>

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

M2 = M^

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Reject Null

M2

Significance level is

Note:

.05 in the predicted

direction.

Discussion.

As stated earlier this hypothesis is an

extension of the first hypothesis.

Hypothesis I suggests

that there is a significant difference between the correla¬
tions of structure and the average amount of control which
members of structures perceived they maintain.

Hypothesis

II suggests that the correlations follow a rank ordering
according to the amount of participation the control structure
insures for its members.

Again,

the traditional male and

traditional female dormitories, because of their equaling each
other in average control on three of the four measures and
just missing on the other occasion,
same.

are considered to be the
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The rationale was
structure was,

that the more participative the

the more participative the member would be

and therefore perceive his
level.

This

control at a commensurate

in turn would cause the average control

for

the structure to be significantly higher than a structure
which did not insure that level of participation in the
control structure.
A possible explanation for the failure of support
for this hypothesis
matches his
structures

is

the

fact that the individual

level of needed control to available control
and the best fit does not always occur in the

more participative structures.
tions of structure

Tables

5

and

6,

the correla”

to control of actual and ideal

suggest that the traditional dormitories

life style

and the All Student

Run Dormitory have equal average control and are

significantly

higher in average control than the Staffed Coed dormitory.
Tables

7

and 8,

the correlations of

ideal academic control,
ories

structure to actual and

suggest that the traditional dormit¬

are different in actual academic control but not ideal

academic control.
dormitories

Furthermore the means of the traditional

fall between the more participative structures

with the All Student Run Dormitory higher and the Staffed
Coed lower.
This

alternative explanation can be summarized by stat¬

ing that the expectations

created by the more participative
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structure might cause the perceived control level to
be not as high as it actually is.

Thus,

the individual

may really have increased control but due to his higher
expectations his perceived control is equal or lower
than the traditional dormitories.
Thus,
changed.

these findings imply that theory should be
The correlations produced by the relationship of

structure to perceived control do not support the theory
that the more participative an organizational control
structure the higher will be the resultant average per¬
ceived control.

A modified theory which must be more

situational in nature and must consider the relationship
of individual need to the ability of the organizational
control structure to satisfy the individuals needs, will be
presented in the Summary of Structure section of Chapter V.
In summary. Table 10 suggests that the Null Hypothesis
be rejected nine times while being accepted fifteen times.
Table 10 supports Hypothesis II in only 37.5% of the
relationships measured.

Thus,

the above analysis suggests

that the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis II must be accepted.

Hypothesis III

The control graphs from Hypothesis I will become
more "democratic"

(the lower end of the hierarchy of control

will increase its control more than the higher end of the
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hierarchy

of

control)

traditional,

to

as

staffed

the
coed,

The Null Hypothesis
from Hypothesis
structure
to

all

is

this

noted

caused by

Control

of

section of
Table

this
11,

coefficients
by

in

structure.

by

coed.

the

graphs

control

"democratic"
to

present

one

resultant

differences

Ideal

11-15

the

results

Ideal Academic
Tables

11 will

compared by

correlate

present these

from

student run

as

staffed

a discussion of

Life

Control
the

to

are

their

slope

the

coed,

four

It must

to

them.

between

structure.

Tables

of Actual

format presented

coeff¬

coefficients were

Life

Actual Academic
Table
in

not

Thus

the
12-15

Style,

Control
16 will

and
summarize

the methodology

study.

presented below,
the

slope

tests.

correlate

respectively.

research

the

results

differences

for Control
Style,

the

tailed T

structure but merely

statistical

graphs which

into

Table

that

the

that

change

coed.

hypothesis

also be

states

all

from traditional,

entering

that were

to

not become more

changed

icients

the

do

student run

Before
of

I

structures

summarizes

categories

the

slope

of perceived

control

and
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Table 11
Presentation of the Four Slope Coefficients - Actual Life
Style,

Ideal Life Style, Actual Academic Control,

Ideal Academic Control - by Structure Based
Upon the Correlation of Slope Coefficient
to Structure

Structure
I
II
III
IV

Control of
Actual Life
Style
-.126
-.308
+ .128
-.134

Control of
Ideal Life
Style
+ .526
+ .538
+ .669
+ .266

Actual
Academic
Control
+ .150
-.170
-.293
-.430

Ideal
Academic
Control
+ .552
+ .514
+ .630
+ .387

The results of T tests performed on the differences
between slope coefficients for Control of Actual Life
Style are presented in Table 12 below:

Table 12

Comparison of the Correlation of Four Dormitory Structures
and Their Control of Actual Life Style Slope
Coefficients by Using the T Test

I

II

Ill

IV

I

—

1—1
o

.001

N.S

.001

.02

II

•

IV

—

1—1
O

III

•

Structure
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The results of T tests performed on the differences
between slope coefficients for Control of Ideal Life Style
are presented in Table 13 below:

Table 13
Comparison of the Correlation of Four Dormitory Structures
and Their Control of Ideal Life Style Slope
Coefficients by Using the T Test

Structure

I

II

Ill

IV

I

—

N.S .

.01

.001

.01

.001

—

.001

II

—

III
IV

—

The results of T tests performed on the differences
between slope coefficients for Actual Academic Control
are presented in Table 14 below:

Table 14
Comparison of the Correlation of Four Dormitory Structures
and Their Slope Coefficients for Actual Academic
Control by Using the T Test

Structure

I

II

III

IV

I

—

.001

.001

.001

.05

.001

II
III
IV

—

.05
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The results of T tests performed on the differences
between slope coefficients for Ideal Academic Control
are presented in Table 15 below:

Table 15
Comparison of the Correlation of Four Dormitory Structures
and Their Slope Coefficients for Ideal Academic
Control by Using the T Test

Structure

I

II

III

IV

I

—

N.S .

N.S .

.001

—

IV

1—1

III

O
•

—

CN
O
•

II

.001
—

Tables 11-15 will be summarized in Table 16 .

The

results of the above five tables will be recast into the
hypothesized results of Hypothesis III.
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Table 16
Summary of Slope Coefficients from Tables 11-15 Used to
Compare the Four Slope Coefficients per Dormitory
Structure with its Hypothesized Relationship

Hypothesized
Relationship
Control of
of Slope
Actual
Coefficient_Life Style
>

Actual
Ideal
Academic
Academic
Control_Control

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null Accept Null

Reject Null

Accept Null

Accept Null Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null Accept Null

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null Reject Null

>

Reject Null

Reject Null

Accept Null Accept Null

=

Accept Null

Reject Null

Accept Null Reject Null

>
«4

Control of
Ideal
Life Style

«3
^2

>
>

^2
Note:

®2

Significance level is

p

>.05 in the predicted direction.

Again it must be noted that the slope coefficient of the control
graph is determined by the control graph which is not caused
by its structure but merely correlates with that structure.
Discussion.

The results of Table 16 suggest that the

structure being more participative in design does not in¬
sure the correlation of the slope coefficient with structure
as being perceived as more democratic.

Of the eight actual

control graphs slope coefficients computed only the Control of
Actual Life Style for the Staffed Coed and the Actual Academic
Control of Traditional Female were democratic.

That is,

these
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situations
other
the

actual

ideal

the

slope

slope

Again
be

recorded positive

actual

slope

coefficients were

negative.

coefficients were positive

a possible explanation of

inability

who occupy

coefficients.

to gratify

this

phenomenon
The

the

participative.

resultant control

produces
or even
The

an

the

implications

sented in

structure's

insignificant difference

the perceptions

the

these

of

less

results

Summary of

In conclusion,

a

cases

could

individuals

structures may have

expectations which exceed
Thus,

all

or democratic.

expectations.

the more participative

In

All

ability

graph either

in democratic

democratic

have

Structure

to be

on

control

theory will

section

of

control
graph.

be pre¬

Chapter V.

the analysis in Table 16 suggests

support for Hypothesis III on only eight measures, with
acceptance of the Null on sixteen measures.

Thus,

the

analysis only supports Hypothesis III in 33.3% of the
measures.

It is for this reason that the Null Hypothesis

of Hypothesis III must be accepted.

Hypothesis

In each of
dents will be
for

the

IV

structures

significantly

the

ideal

greater

than

control
the

for

actual

resi¬
control

residents.
The Null Hypothesis

residents will

be

greater

states

that

the

than or equal

actual
to

the

control
ideal

for

control
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for residents.
The data needed to analyze Hypothesis IV are presented
in Table 17.

Table 17
Comparison of the Correlation Between Actual and Ideal
Control at the Residence Position in the Hier¬
archy of Control in each Dormitory Structure

I

Structure

IV

III

II

Actual Life Style

3.07

2.56

3.40

2.95

Ideal Life Style

4.33

4.27

4.47

4.12

t Value

7.00

10.78

5.48

5.70

Actual Academic

2.78

2.05

2.49

2.82

Ideal Academic

4.27

3.93

4.28

4.28

t value

7.72

11.24

7.97

6.91

Note:

All T values significant at t >

The information

.001.

presented in Table 17 considers the correlation between
structure and actual and ideal control at the residence
position.

In no way can the data be interpreted as causal

but merely as correlational.
Discussion.

The data presented in Table 17 fully sup

port the concept that the residents,
structure in which they live,

regardless of the

showed a correlational re¬

lationship which implies the desire for significantly greater
control.

The t values are significant at p

>

.001 in each
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measure.
Hypothesis

Thus,

the above analysis suggests that the Null

for Hypothesis IV must be rejected.

Hypothesis V

In each of the structures the ideal control for staff
will be significantly greater than the actual control for
staff.
The Null Hypothesis states that the actual control
for staff will be greater than or equal to the ideal control
for staff.
The data needed to analyze Hypothesis V are presented
in Table 18.
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Table 18
Comparison of the Correlation between Actual and
Ideal Control at the Staff Position in
the Hierarchy of Control in each
Dormitory Structure

Structure

I

II

III

IV

Actual Life Style

3.45

3.59

3.32

3.40

Ideal Life Style

2.65

2.56

2.68

3.30

t value

4.66*

6.75*

3.07**

Actual Academic

2.73

2.60

2.79

2.91

Ideal Academic

2.49

2.35

2.67

3.04

t value

2.20**** 1.49***

Note:

^ 55*****

.55

.55

p >

.001
.005 > p > .001
. 10 > p > . 05
.25 > p > . 10
.40 > p > . 25

*
**
***
****
*****

Caution must be noted when interpreting correlational data.
It is again noted that these levels of control are correla¬
tions between levels of control and their respective struc¬
ture and not caused by their respective structure.
Discussion.

This hypothesis was stated to be congruent

with the literature.

Most of the studies of Tannenbaum

and his associates suggest that a "crossover point" will
not occur.

That is,

that in most of the studies the mem¬

bers of the organizations have requested that ideal control
be increased for all members of the control hierarchy with
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the major portion of the increase to be received by the
lower end of the hierarchy of control.

A crossover point

occurs when the control gained by the lower end of the hier
archy of control is at the expense of the higher end of
the hierarchy of control.
An examination of the means in Table 18 shows that
in seven of the eight positions a crossover occurs.
is,

the ideal control is lower than the actual.

In the

other case, Actual and Ideal Academic Control,
crease is very small and significant at the
level.

That

the in¬

.40

>

p

>

.25

Thus, Table 19 summarized the acceptance or

rejection of the Null Hypothesis on Hypothesis V.

Table 19
Summary Table for the Acceptance or Rejection
of Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis V by
Structure and Control of Life Style
and Academic Control
IV

III

II

Structure
Life Style

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

ContrSl'^

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Accept Null

Note:

Significance level is p

>

.05 in predicted direction.

Thus from the results of Tables 18 and 19 the Null
Hypothesis of Hypothesis V must be accepted.

This is

exactly what the research study stated would occur in the
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operational hypothesis section of the research report.

Hypothesis VI

That individuals will experience the same level of
satisfaction regardless of the type of dormitory structure
they reside in.
The Null Hypothesis states that individuals are not
equally satisfied.
The data used to test this hypothesis were gathered
from questions 11 and 12 in the questionnaire.

The means

for questions 11 and 12 by structure are presented in
Table 20.

Table 20

Comparison of the Correlation between Four
Dormitory Structures and Satisfaction
with that Structure by using the
F-test
F Value

I

II

III

IV

Internal
Threat

2.73

2.72

2.72

2.83

.248*

External
Threat

2.80

2.82

2.94

2.94

.495*

Structure

Note:

*F insignificant at p

>

.05.

The means noted in Table 20 represent the correlation of
internal and external threat to their respective structure
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and are not to be interpreted as having been caused by
their respective structures.
Discussion.

The F test between the four means for

internal threat was

.248 which suggests that the means are

insignificantly different.
threat was
Thus,

The F test for external

.495 which is also insignificantly different.

the means for reaction to either internal or ex¬

ternal threat are statistically equal.

The use of

questions 11 and 12 as measures of satisfaction is based
upon the rationale that if the members of the organizations
will react to protect it they must be satisfied with the
organization.

The question could be raised that the above

scores are all between doing "something"
little" but closer to doing "something".

and doing "very
The research

study would state that the use of the F test suggests
that the members of the four dormitories are equally
satisfied or if you wish equally dissatisfied.

From the

above analysis the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis VI must
be rejected.

Hypothesis VII

That the number of individuals, by academic major,
in each dormitory will vary in a systematic manner.

The

students in the all student run coed will be significantly
different from those in either of the traditional single
sexed residence halls.
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The Null Hypothesis states that there is no systematic
difference between dormitory by type of academic major.
Table 21 presents the raw data of majors by structure.
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In order to compute a X
cells.

2

there cannot be any empty

For this reason Home Economics, Nursing and

Public Health majors are combined and the School of
Engineering was combined with the School of Business
Administration.

The combined majors by structure are

presented in Table 22.
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The computed X
cant at p

>

.001.

o

•

•

•

= 84.11 on 24.d.f. which is signifi¬

The data is further reduced by combining

the "Professional Schools".

The Professional Schools con¬

sist of Public Health, Nursing, Home Economics, School
of Business Administration, School of Engineering and
the School of Education.

This is done to further con¬

dense the vocational schools vs.,
arts.

the college of liberal

The results of the combined "Professional Schools

are presented in Table 23.
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Discussion.
is significant at

The computed X

2

.005 > p>.001.

= 37.65 on 18 d.f. which
Thus,

from the above

tables and analysis the correlation of academic major to
dormitory structure differs significantly.

Thus,

the Null

Hypothesis for Hypothesis VII must be refected.

Hypothesis VIII
That each type of dormitory will attract a certain
type of academic major and that each dormitory will vary
accordingly:

traditional—most vocational;

staffed coed—

middle group;

all student run coed---most unvocational.

The Null Hypothesis states that the predominant
academic major does not follow the above ordering.
The data used in analyzing this hypothesis will be
a visual analysis of the percentage of the three types of
majors who reside in the four test sites.

The non-vocation-

al majors will consist of categories 1 and 2 of Table 23.
The middle range majors will consist of categories 3,
and 5 of Table 23.

Finally,

4,

the vocational majors will

consist of category 6 of Table 23.

The percentage compari¬

son will be made excluding the "No Major" category.

Table

24 presents the percentage distribution by the above defined
types of majors and by the four test sites.
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Table 24
Comparison of the Correlation between Four Dormitories
and the Percentage of the Types of Academic
Majors they attract
Non-vocational

Middle Range

Vocational

Structure

I

43%

18%

43%

Structure

II

35%

38%

27%

Structure III

27%

42%

30%

IV

55%

15%

30%

Structure

Discussion.

The fact that the computed X

2

's in

Hypothesis VII suggests that there are differences between
the correlation of academic majors to type of dormitory they
choose suggests that this analysis will also reveal significant
differences.

Hypothesis VIII extends the prior hypothesis

in that it suggests how this significantly different cor¬
relation will be distributed.
The hypothesis suggests that the all student run
coed dormitory will correlate with students who are predomin¬
antly non-vocational majors.

Table 24 suggests that 55% of the

residents of the all student run coed dormitory are nonvocational majors.

It also suggests that the staffed coed

dormitory will correlate with students who are predominantly
majoring in what has been defined as the middle range majors.
Table 24 suggests 42% of the students of the staffed coed
dormitory are middle range majors.

Finally,

the hypothesis

suggested that the students of the traditional dormitories
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will correlate with predominantly vocational majors.

Table

24 suggests that the traditional dormitories correlate
with students of a diverse academic background.

When

combining the two test sites the percentages by academic
major are:
38% non-vocational 28% middle range 35% vocational
Thus,

from the above discussion of Table 24 there appears

to be partial support for Hypothesis VIII.

Hypothesis IX

That individuals will experience the same level of
satisfaction with their dormitory regardless of their
academic major.
The data used to test this hypothesis were gathered
from questions 11 and 12 in the questionnaire.

The means

for questions 11 and 12 by academic majors are presented
in Table 25.

The twelve academic majors reported corres¬

pond to the distribution of raw data academic majors used
in Table 21.
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Table 25
Comparison of the Correlation between Academic Major
and Satisfaction with their Individual Dormitory

Academic Majors

Question 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.80

3.01
2.91
2.72
2.70
2.97
3.11
2.20
2.62
2.82
3.43
2.80
3.50
1.539*

2.68
2.75
2.73
2.84
2.76
2.27
2.53
2.77
3.00
2.72
3.75
. 885*

11

12
F Value

*F Value is insignificant at p
Note:

Question 12

The twelve
Table 21.
Discussion.

>

.05.

majors refer to the majors identified in

The interpretation of the data in

hypothesis IX must be made in the light of the fact that
the means are correlations of academic major to satisfactions
and not satisfaction caused by academic major.

The F tests

from the above table suggest that there is an insignificant
difference between the correlation of satisfaction to
academic major.

The prior hypotheses suggest that a cor¬

relation of academic major to dormitory structure does exist
(Hypothesis VII)
scribed pattern

and that the correlations follows a pre¬
(Hypothesis VIII).

This correlation of

academic major to dormitory structure results in the same
level of satisfaction.

From the above analysis the Null
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Hypothesis of Hypothesis IX must be rejected.

Hypothesis X
That as an analysis of responses by age changes,
the level of dissatisfaction will not become significantly
greater.
The Null Hypothesis states that as one's age changes
the dissatisfaction becomes significantly greater.
The data used in the analysis of Hypothesis X are
presented in Tables 26 and 27.

Table 26 will present

the information relative to the X

2

test by age by structure.

Table 26
Comparison of the Correlation Between Four Dormitories
ahd the Distribution of Students therein by Age

Structure

18 and
Under

19

20

21

I

Act.
Exp.

34

34

22

14

Act.
Exp.

20

Act.
Exp.

29

Act.
Exp.

14

Total

97

II

Ill

IV

Note:

32.8

27.7

21

30
24.1

20.3

X^ = 21.55
d. f . = 12
Sig. @ .05 > p

19

>

.025

81

3

10

4.9
80

7
9.4

45

112
6.7

9.5

21.4
102

115

6.6

13.2

21.6

Total
109

8

9

19
24.4

20.6

12.8

29.9

33.7

5

12

42

30
28.5

29.1

22 and
over

4.8
23

382

equals 21.'>r> which

The computed
, - .

si.cr:it:LC^t at: *05 ^ c

>.025.

The v-\bove X

2

in

nuqqcnt tlini.

thar-a is a si^ificant difference between the correlationn
cf st:z-act:ure ic distribution of students living in n
QCznrat02-\' by ace.

In order to compute the X

2

it was

necessary" to combine the first and last categories
noa have any empty cells).

(X

2

can-

In the first category there

were two students under the age of 18 and both lived in
dozrrr-itory I.

This further reinforces the concept that

their is a correlation between younger students and their
occupancy of traditional dormitories.
On the other hand,

there were students who were

combined in the over 22 age group.

These eight students

were distributed as follows:

Table 27
Distribution of the "22 and Over" Age Category by
Dormitory
Structure
Structure
Structure
Structure

I
II
III
IV

1
2
1
4
8

Attention is called to the fact that Structure IV older
students exceed expected and that these expected older
dents are 50% of the over age 22.

This reinforces the con¬

cept tJiat tliere would be a higher correlation of older
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students residing in the most participative dormitory.
It also appears that the best fit for the Staffed Coed
dormitory occurs with the middle range age group.

This

result is similar to the finding by academic major.
Table 28 presents the results of the F test performed
on the means to questions 11 and 12 by age.
Table 28
Comparison of the Correlation Between Age and
Satisfaction with the Individual's Dormitory

Question 11

Age
18 or under

Question 12

2.85

3.04

19

2.80

2.92

20

2.64

2.74

21

2.66

2.64

2.70

2.87

22 or over
F value

.749*

*F insignificant at p

>

1.680*

.05.

The analysis of means by age and the computing of the
F test suggests that there is an insignificant difference
between the means for satisfaction by age.

The analysis

presented in Table 26 suggest that there is a correlation
between the selection of a dormitory of residence and a
student's age.

It is suggested from Table 28,

that the
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correlation of

age

to dormitory coincides

significant difference between
with

one's

Null

Hypothesis
The

that

dormitory.
of

research

can be

drawn

it has

for

future

research.

Thus,

by

Hypothesis
study will
from this

organizational

the

X

levels

the
is

above

of

an

in¬

satisfaction

analysis,

the

rejected.

now turn to
study,

with

the

theory and

the

conclusions

implications

suggestions

for

that
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This
The

chapter will be divided into three sections.

first section will

tegrate their results.
ize

from the

summarize the hypothesis and in¬
The second section will general¬

integrated results

chapter and present the

in section one of this

implication the results have

on organizational theory.

Finally,

the research study

will present two major considerations which should be the
focus of

future research.

Summary and Integration of Hypotheses

This

subsection will be divided into four sections.

The sections will consider structure,
age and integration of hypotheses
Structure.

academic major,

respectively.

There were six hypotheses presented on

the subject of structure.

The first hypothesis suggested

that the correlation of structure to total average control
does differ from structure

to structure.

the correlation to total average control
two types

level of

Tables

5,

is

structure

for the

of traditional dormitories would be equal was

supported in three of four measures
the

The concept that

6,

significance was
and 8

and on the rejected measure

just above the

.05

level.

suggest support for the interpretation

that the correlation of total

average control to structure
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for the two traditional dormitories
average control.

This

the area by actual
traditional

are eaual

in total

significant difference occurs

academic control.

in

In this case the

female dormitory's correlation of perceived

average control to structure on actual academic control
was

significantly higher than the corresponding correlation

for the traditional male dormitory.
stated considers
iable and thus,

structure as

The hypothesis

as

the only independent var¬

disregards the importance of

sex.

The Penton

and Gleason study conducted at the University of Massachusetts
suggests
than male
ents,

that female students desire more student control
students.

both male and

This research study assumed that stud¬
female,

would through the

self-selection

process match their needs with that of the degree of part¬
icipation offered by the different organization control
structures of the respective dormitories.
of the sex variable is
differences are

seen in Tables

5

-

The influence
8.

The mean

in the direction predicted of the Penton and

Gleason study and only significant in the area of actual
academic control.

Thus,

the research study supports

ings of Penton and Gleason and emphasizes
importance of the
The

the

find¬

the overriding

structure variable.

second hypothesis

suggests that the correlation of

total average control to structure would be ordered in a
declining rank from the most participative type of dormitory
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to the

least participative type of dormitory.

That

is

the

All Student Run Coed dormitory would have the highest
correlation of average control
which

followed by the Staffed Coed

in turn would exceed the traditional dormitory.

This

hypothesis was based upon the assumption that if the or¬
ganizational control structure was more participative,

it

would attract members who need more participation and this
matching would result in higher average perceived control.
Hypotheses VIII and X suggest that students needing more
participation correlate more highly with the more participa¬
tive types of dormitories.

Yet,

the correlation of average

total control to structure did not conform to the hypothesis.
In fact,

on most occasions the more participative dormitories

correlated with either insignificant differences or sig¬
nificantly lower differences

of control

than the traditional

dormitories.
The research study considered two other measures of
perceived participation in order to reaffirm the acceptance
of the Null Hypothesis

for Hypothesis

II.

The two measures

were computed from the data in response to questions
8

in the questionnaire.

5

and

Question five considered the amount

of subjective participation the organizational member exerted
within the dormitory.

The research study would hypothesize

that in the more participative

structures would correlate

with the members perception of more subjective participation.
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The data to analyze this hypothesis

are presented

in Table 29.

Table 29

Comparison of Four Dormitories

and Individual

Subjective

Participation
Structure

Mean of Subjective Participation

I

2.41

II

2.06

III

2.72

IV

2.81

F Value

8.07*

*Significant at p

>

.005.

The data in Table
icipative

29

that the more part¬

structures do correlate with significantly more

perceived participation.
traditional

lowest,

This

The rank ordering would be male

followed by female traditional,

staffed coed and the all
tive.

suggests

student run

coed most participa¬

also suggests that the traditional dormitories

are grouped together at the low end of
tion.

Thus,

the results of Table 29

subjective participa¬

support the alternate

hypothesis and not the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis
This,

then

of course,

is

II.

in conflict with the results of the cor¬

relation of average control results of the control graph in
which the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis
Furthermore,

II v/as

accepted.

the research study would hypothesize a
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correlation such that the members of the more participative
dormitories would perceive
trol

in this

themselves

as having greater con¬

selection of the staff who worked in their

dormitory.

The results of data computed from the responses

to question

8 bear upon this

topic.

The amount of influence

by position in the control hierarchy in the selection of
staff was
Members'

computed by structure using a X
and Officers'

.

Governance

position in the control hierarchy had

to be combined to avoid a
itory.

2

zero cell in the Staffed Coed dorm¬

The results of the

analysis

Table

are presented in Table

30

Comparison of Four Dormitories

and Control of the

Selection of Staff by Position in the Control
Hierarchy

Structure
I

II

III

IV

Res .

Act.
Exp.

59

Act.
Exp.

25

Act.
Exp.

58

Act.
Exp.

62

Note:
d.f.
Sig.

&

Off.

48

50
49

24

14
28

38

31

26
145

96

92

14

16
37

165
52

47

66

Total
157

73

67

= 104.49
6
at p > .001.

Staff

44

63

204

Total

Gov't
Memb.

29
161

510

30.
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The above

table suggests

a correlation of

the dis¬

tribution of control in the selection of dormitory staff
by position in the control hierarchy and by structure is
significant at p

>

.001.

Attention is called to the

fact

that the correlation in the traditional male dormitory
suggests

that the major force in the selection of staff is

the staff itself.
suggests

In the traditional

female the correlation

the control of staff selection is distributed more

evenly with the staff and residents having about equal
power.

Yet,

in the more participative structures

correlation suggests
as

that the students perceive

the controlling factor.

themselves

The correlation in the staffed

coed dormitory suggest that 60% of
by the residents

the

themselves.

the control

The trend is

is exercised

further rein¬

forced in the all student dormitory where the residents
exercise

67%

of the control in staff selection.

results of Tabel

Thus,

30 suggest that a correlation exists

the
such

that the more participative structures do in fact control
more of the selection of their staff.
the alternative hypothesis
Hypothesis

II.

This

This

result supports

and not the Null Hypothesis of

result is

in conflict with the results

of the correlation of average control results of control
graphs

in which the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis

II was

accepted.
The above two analyses

suggest the acceptance of the
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alternative hypothesis rather than the Null Hypothesis
in Hypothesis

II.

During the discussion presented under

Hypothesis

this

author suggested that the results

II

might have been caused by the expectation--ability gap
reported by Fromm.

Fromm considers the difference between

freedom from and freedom to.
participative structures,

In the case of the more

the residents have more

freedom

from an externally controlled environment in that they
can make the decision for their dormitory.

Yet,

the

increasing of expectation of the ability to control
may cause those expectations

to exceed the structure's

ability to satisfy their increased need to participate.
Thus,

the ability to,

freedom to,

desired and this gap causes

is not as high as

the average control to be

in some cases even lower than the traditional
This means
tive,

that just because a structure

structures.

is more participa¬

it will not result in a correlation of perception of

higher average control.

The really important concept is

matching of needs with structure,
matching of

the

or put another way the

freedom from to freedom to.

In conclusion,

the data presented in Tables

29

and 30

suggest that the alternate should be accepted rather than
the Null

as was

the case.

hypothesis will be made
of this

chapter.

A further comment regarding this

in the future studies

At any rate,

subsection

the original hypothesis

and

mtheodology used suggest that the Null Hypothesis of Hypoth-
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esis II must be accepted.
The third hypothesis suggested a correlation such
that the slope coefficient of the control graphs by struc¬
ture would become more "democratic"
slope)

(increased positive

as the structure became more participative.

The

results of the data analysis did not offer support for this
hypothesis.

The argument used under hypothesis II above

could be used to support the acceptance of the alternate
to Hypothesis III

(increased subjective participation and

increased control of staff selection)

rather than the Null.

The discussion in the future research section of this research
study will have suggested impact upon this hypothesis as
well as Hypothesis II.

At any rate,

the original hypothesis

and test methodology used suggest that the Null Hypothesis
of Hypothesis III must be accepted.
The fourth and fifth hypotheses considered the "fixedpie" power concepts vs.,
of Tannenbaum.

the "variable-power" concept

Tannenbaum and his associates suggest

that the members of an organization will desire total
increases in power and thus

the variable-power concept.

Hypothesis four tested the concept that the residents
will desire more control in the ideal situation.

In this

hypothesis the correlation of actual to ideal was such that
the Null was rejected.

Hypothesis five tested the same re¬

lationship yet at the staff position in the control hierarchy.
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In this case the Null Hypothesis was accepted.

This occur-

ance suggests the existence of a "Crossover Point" where
the staff would experience a lesser amount of control in
the ideal situation than in the actual situation.

In seven

of the eight cases the means were in the predicted direction
and in the other case the difference between actual and
ideal are insignificantly different.

Thus, hypotheses

four and five suggest the existence of a fixed-power pie
rather than the variable power concept of Tannenbaum.
Both hypotheses were shown to be significant in their pre¬
dicted direction.
Finally,

Hypothesis VI compared the correlation of

levels of satisfaction of mem.bers between structures.

The

means of satisfaction follow a trend which would suggest
a correlation such that the satisfaction is greater with the
more participative structures yet the F test shows that
this trend is insignificant in its increases.

Thus,

the

analysis of the data suggest that the Null Hypothesis for
Hypothesis VI be rejected.

The correlation of satisfactions

by structure are equal.
Summary of Structure.

The hypotheses on structure

produced correlations that suggest that the residents are
equally satisfied with their dormitory choice that in the
ideal sense the residents desire increased control and that
this increased control will be at the expense of the staff
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members of the dormitory.
support the hypothesis

Furthermore,

the correlations

that the residents of different

dormitories perceive significantly different levels of av¬
erage control.

Finally,

the research study was unable to

show correlations which would support the hypothesis

that the

more participative a dormitory's control structure the higher
its

average control and the more

"democratic"

coefficient of its control graph.

the slope

Now let us consider the

affects of the above two non-supported hypotheses upon
theory.
Hypothesis

II,

which was not supported,

suggested

that the correlations of structure to perceived control
would increase significantly as the structures became more
participative.

Hypothesis

I

showed that the correlations

were significantly different yet Hypothesis

II

failed

to support the theory that the more participative the control
structure the higher the average control.
which this hypothesis was based was
that demonstrated that as control

The theory upon

the work of Tannenbaum

structures became more

participative their average amount of perceived control
creased.

It should be noted that in the studies

by Tannenbaum,

this

reported

the test sites demonstrated the existence of

the variable power pies
'exists when the

in¬

concept.

The variable power concept

ideal control graph exceeds the actual.

research study Hypothesis V shows that a crossover

point occurs

in 7 of

8

cases

and therefore the test sites

In
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adhere to the traditional power concept

(fixed pie)

rather

than the variable-power pie concept advanced by Tannenbaum.
In the Tannenbaum studies

the members of the control

structure were viewed more cooperatively.
members,

That is all

regardless of their position in the control hier¬

archy were given more control
of control went to the
research study it was

and the greatest increase

lower end of the hierarchy.

In this

seen that increased member control

was gained at the expense of the staff position in the
hierarchy.

Thus,

the members view the control

as competitive or contriant.

This

structure

interpretation would

suggest that theory be revised such that when the control
structure

is viewed as

competitive or contriant that the

average amount of control becomes an inappropriate measure
to correlate different degrees of participation in a control
structure with average control.

The above modification of

theory should be tested through replication of my study or
in other instances where the

fixed power concept is

adopted.

The general theory that the more participative the
control

structure the more

trol the members exercise

subjective participation and con¬
is

supported by Tables

It is only in the limited case of
control

29

and 30.

fixed power or competitive

structure that the appropriateness of using the average

amount of control

is being questioned.

Another explanation of the non-support for Hypothesis

II
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is the matching of needs with structure.

Hypotheses VII,

VIII and X suggest that there is a correlation between type
of control structure and the members of the structure by
age and academic major.

The correlations from Hypotheses

VII, VIII and X are such that the less participative
(technical students)

and younger students reside in the

structures which have the less participative control struct¬
ures.

Thus,

their expectations are not the same as the

residents of the more participative control structure.
Yet when it came to the comparison of expectations to
structure the differences are not in the predicted directions.
In Tannenbaum's union study it v/as shown that the
correlation of participation to "broad general goals" was
complete.

Yet in this research study the goals of each

structure are different and therefore the comparison to
achieve a correlated ranking is inappropriate.

Therefore,

the use of the amount of average control can be questioned
when structures differ in goals.
Therefore,

in the first explanation the suggested theory

change would be the limiting of the general theory to cases
when crossover did not occur.

In the second explanation the

appropriateness of the comparison using the average amount of
control was raised and this would result in no change in
the present theory.

In any case,

subsequent testing or

replication whould be done before the theory is modified or
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the measure is ruled out for use in similar structures
with different goals.
Hypothesis III which was not supported,

suggested that

as a control structure became more participative it would
correlate with a more "democratic" control graph

(Dem¬

ocratic structure being measured by the slope of the control
graph).

The use of more "democratic" comparison should be

limited to structures with the same expectation.

This al¬

ternative explanation is similar to the second alternative
explanation for Hypothesis II given above.

The expectation

of the different structures are different due to the fact
that the members differ by academic major and age.

Thus,

because the structures have different expectations it is in¬
appropriate to use the slope cofficient measure for comparison.
In Tannenbaum's study the correlations of democratic
control to participation was not complete
third positions were reversed)

(the second and

yet the union's locals

were interested in the sam.e goals.

In this research study

the expectations of each position in the control hierarchy
may not be the same.

Of particular interest are the control

graphs and slope coefficients of the staffed coed dormitory.
Note that the average control for this structure was always
lowest and its control distribution, which affects its slope
coefficient is the most non-conforming.

Yet it must be

noted that this difference is by design and not chance.

It is
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because of

the differing expectations

hypothesis

III was not supported.

and design that

Thus,

the theory must

be modified so that it is used in situations where the ex¬
pectations of members
control structures

are consistent and the design of the

are similar.

Academic Majors.

There were three hypotheses pre¬

sented on the subject of academic majors.

The

literature

research suggested that individuals of certain academic
majors

sought more control of their academic requirements

and course content.
in Hypothesis VII,

For this reason,

it was suggested

that individuals would correlate signifi¬

cantly by academic major according to dormitory structure.
The X

2

performed on the distribution of academic ma3ors

by structure suggested that this hypothesis was
ported.

From that analysis

in fact sup¬

the Null Hypothesis was rejected.

The eighth hypothesis predicted how this
difference would be distributed.

significant

This hypothesis

suggested

that the non-vocational students would correlate with the
most participative dormitory

(all student run coed)

the

middle range student would correlate with the middle parti¬
cipative dormitory

(staffed coed)

while the vocational

students would correlate with the least participative dorm¬
itory

(the traditional dormitories).

The data in Table

24

show the percentage distribution of students by academic
major by structure computed upon the X

2

distribution from
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hypothesis VII.

The results

from Table 24

the predominant academic majors
all

suggest that

that correlate with the

student run dormitory are non-vocational and that the

predominant academic majors

that correlate with the staffed

coed dormitory are the middle range academic majors.
hypothesis

faulters a little

The

in the case of the traditional

dormitory where the correlation of the academic majors
appears

to be of a diverse representation rather than merely

vocational.

From the above analysis the research study

suggests that there

is partial support for Hypothesis VIII.

Finally,

IX sugaests

Hypothesis

that the correlation of

satisfaction by academic major to structure would be equal.
The F test performed on the correlations
hypothesis

suggests

to test this

that levels of satisfaction within

residence hall by academic majors

are insignificantly

different and therefore equal.
Age.

The literature

search suggests

that as

students

grow older their need for more participation and control
will

increase.

The literature

of the reasons for the exodus
Hypothesis X suggested

(1)

search suggested this as one
from the residence hall system.

that students would vary sign¬

ificantly in the self-selection of dormitory by age;
this difference would be

(a)

(3)

that

younger in the traditional,

middle age in the staffed coed and older in the all
run coed;

(2)

student

that the satisfaction with dormitory would be
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equal by age.

Table

26 presents the results of a X

formed on the correlation of

2

per¬

age to structure which suggests

that students do in fact vary significantly by age by type
of dormitory and that the hypothesized age grouping did occur.
The younger students

live

in the traditional dormitories,

the older students congregate
and the middle age students

in the all

while

student run coed

reside in the staffed coed.

Table

27 computed the F value for the mean correlation of satisfaction
to age and the differences between means were
Attention is called to the
is

insignificant.

fact that the trend in means

in the general direction of more satisfaction for the

more participative dormitories yet the trend is
From the

above analysis

insignificant.

the Null Hypothesis of Hypothesis X

was rejected.
Integration of results.
case of dormitories,
al control

structure,

The results

suggest that in the

the independent variables of organization¬
academic major and age correlate with

the dependent variables of perceived control and satisfaction.
The control graphs were used primarily in the relationship
to the organizational control structure.

The control

structures

selected differed in their degree of allowed member participa¬
tion.

These differing levels of allov/ed participation cor¬

relate with differing levels of average control.

Yet,

the

levels of average control did not correlate with increases
in the degree of participation in the control

structure.

The
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control

graphs

also

failed

structure becomes more

to

show a correlation

participative

graph becomes

more

democratic.

a

that

the

correlation

regardless
graphs
staff

also

the

the

in

the

the

desired by

The

residents

dormitory

suggest

position

control
of

of

slope

control

desired

in which

existence

control

the

the

a

is

as

the

graphs

control

did

suggest

control

reside.

The

control

"crossover point"

hierarchy.

residents

of

increased

they

of

that

Thus,

partially

the

at

at

the

increased

the

expense

staff.

In the
through

area

of

satisfaction

self-sfelection

needs with

the

of

their

organizational

tion was

supported on

three

suggests

correlations

such

satisfied by
major,
control

the

search

the

Hypothesis

supported

concept

this

correlated

to

were

in

the

area of

of

dormitory

concept was
correlations

and

also

found

age,

control

the

The

literature

the

that

the

levels

X.
of

VI

equally
case

of

academic

student needs
in

for

a pre¬
that

satisfaction was
satisfaction

academic major.

search

assump¬

suggested

Finally,

that choice

structure would vary predictably.

tested by Hypothesis
such

are

correlated

equal by

their

This

correlations
it

students

Hypothesis

academic major

along with

to be

in

that

IX presented

academic major.

levels

residents

suggests

and participation vary by

dictable way.

First,

Secondly,

that

will match

structure.

occasions.
that

suggested

dorm.itory,

control

dormitory chosen.

literature

it was

Hypothesis

This

X produced

satisfaction by

and
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type of dormitory are
the

insignificantly different.

Thus,

independent variables or organizational control

structure,

academic majors

and age correlate with satisfaction.

The key to student satisfaction is

the ability to self¬

select the dormitory in which one resides.
of self-selection allows
dormitories'

abilities

for the matching of needs with the

to satisfy these needs.

The major implications
istrators .

This

The process

for university dormitory admin¬

research study has offered an important

insight into the area of dormitory administration.
literature

search pointed out that older students

The
and students

of certain academic majors desired increased control over
their dormitory.
research study.

These hypotheses were

It is also noted from the literature search

that more and more

students are moving off campus.

is emphasized by the
by the responses

supported by their

This

following table which was produced

to question four.

fact
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Table

31

Comparison of Four Dormitories

and the Number of

Semesters of Occupancy

5
No.

of Semesters of Occupancy

1

2

3

4

and
over

Total

Structure

I

10

58

12

18

11

109

Structure

II

8

45

3

35

23

114

Structure

III

13

45

7

14

2

81

Structure

IV

12

13

10

24

4

81

43

179

32

91

40

385

Total

A X

2

computed on the

12 d.f.

is

above distribution was

significant at

to an analysis

of the

.001.

Further attention is called

5 semester and over category which was

combined in order to compute
of

41.78 which for

the X

2

.

five semesters or more residents

itories which are distributed as

Table
Distribution of the

"5

Note the concentration
in the

traditional dorm¬

follows:

32
and over"

Semesters of

Occupancy Category by Dormitory

No.

of Semesters

5_6_7_8_Total

28-1

11

II

2

17

1

3

23

Structure III

2

-

-

-

2

Structure

2

Structure

I

Structure

IV
Total

8

2^
25

1

6

40
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This exodus

is emphasized by the

the residents of the dormitories
for longer

than two years.

fact that it is

fact that only 10% of
lived in that dormitory

Even more important is

the traditional dormitories

the

that have

8.89% of all students residing on campus over two years.
This

topic will be returned to in the future studies
/

section of
Thus,

this

from this research study,

implications
First,

chapter.

for university residence hall administration.

universities must insure

of dormitories continue

that a variety of types

to exist in order to meet the

varying needs of students.

This

supported by some of the authors
Secondly,

there are three major

concept has

also been

in the literature search.

the concept that more participation will insure

greater satisfaction has been called into question.
suggested that students

It is

in the more participative structures

perceived significantly greater level of control regarding
staff selection and experience higher levels of subjective
participation but this did not lead to significantly greater
levels of satisfaction.

It is

suggested that their increased

control of staff selection and subjective participation is
offset by their increased needs
This

in turn results

in the same

by organization control

to control and participate.
levels of satisfaction

structure,

academic major and age.
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Finally,

consideration and research should be instituted

to determine

the

formation of dormitories based on academic

major or closely aligned major and on the basis of age
groupings.

The

closeness

of

fit concept and self-selection

process

appear to be determining this

result to date but

perhaps

direct counseling and administrative backing might

encourage the formation of an experimental project along
these

lines.

Implications Regarding Organizational Theory

The results of this research study support the broad
concept of organization theory upon which it was based.
The concept was

advanced by March and Simon from their

study of organizations.
participate only as
less

It states

that members will

long as their subjective costs are

than their subjective returns.

This study suggests

that a variety of organizational structures
to meet the varying needs of members

are needed

and that correspond-

ing independent variables of age and academic major must
be sought in other organizational settings

to help the

organization theorist construct organizations to better
meet the needs of members.
implications

Thus,

the

three major

for organizational theory are:

1)

variety of structures must be maintained,

2)

there must be a matching of individual needs
and organizational offerings and.
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3)

search must be continued on all organizational
settings

to identify the independent variables

upon which more satisfying structures can be
designed.
Finally,

the two non-supported hypotheses

dealing with structures that are

suggest that when

similar in organization

yet differ in their expectations of the different positions
in the control hierarchy it may not be appropriate to use
the average control or

"democratic"

the use of average control
"crossover"

concepts.

Furthermore,

is questioned in cases

involving

points.

Directions of Future Research

More research must be undertaken to determine if the
"crossover"

point does

total control

in fact make the use of the

inappropriate.

Secondly,

average

studies must be

made which use both similar and different expectation of a
position in a control hierarchy in order to test the

in¬

appropriateness of using the measures of average control
and slope coefficients

in these

instances.

Finally the research study identified two major thrusts
for future research.

The first concerns

an alternate

method for comparing actual and ideal control responses
and the

second concerns

dormitory residents.

the turnover of membership of

.
The

first concern was brought to light in an analysis

of the results of Hypotheses
study.

II and III of this

The use of average control

research

for comparison is

called into question when considering the results
the
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staffed coed dormitory.

average control on all
style control
Hypothesis

for

This dormitory had the

four measures

lowest

(actual and ideal

and actual and ideal academic control)

life

in

II but this was really the result of the design

of the organization control
in that dormitory is

the

structure.

The only officer

"moderator" who volunteers

only elected when two or more volunteer for the

and is

same month

and cannot resolve who will wait until next month or months.
The extremely low control

accorded the officer position

in the staffed coed dormitory is
as noted earlier,

then easily explained,

occurs by deliberate design.

the slope coefficients

for this

and

Furthermore,

structure were the highest

in three of four measures and third on the other measure
in Hypothesis
styles,

III.

Regarding the control of actual

life

which this author considers to be the most important

section of the dormitory environment,

the staffed coed

dormitory was

the only dormitory to possess

coefficient.

Furthermore,

control of the actual
reveal the

an analysis of the means

slope

for

life style at the Residence Position

interesting and important factor.

is presented in Table

a positive

The analysis

31 and made using the Duncan Multiple-
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Range

Test.

Table

33

Comparison of Perceived Actual
in Four

Dormitories
in

Types

of

the

the

Control

Structure

Means

No.

and

Control

of

Residents

Life

Style

Position

Hierarchy

II

IV

2.56

2.95

3.07

2

34

2.77

2.92

3.02

.40

.43

.44

of Means

R
R*S^

I

III
2.41

The number of means not underscored by the same line
are significantly different.
The number of means under¬
scored by the same line are not significantly different.
The
of

the

life
to
yet

results

staffed

style

the

using:

the

the

31

the

suggest that

highest mean

residence position.

exerted by

significantly

run coed or
For

coed have

at the

control

it is

from Table

the

greater

traditional male

above

reasons

residents

control

This

traditional

the

mean

female

than either

the

for
is

actual

equal

dormitory,
all

student

dormitory.

consideration

should be

given

to
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1)

The Duncan Multiple-Range at all positions in
the hierarchy of control and interpreting the
results

2)

in light of the organization design.

Computing correlation coefficients between
actual

and ideal control per structure and com¬

paring the differences between structures using
an appropriate statistical methodology.
The second concern centers on the turnover of dormitory
residents.
of the
years.

Table

32

suggests

that only 10%

four test sites have lived there
This

fact is

confirmed by the

has mentioned the exodus

of the residents

for more than two

literature search which

from campus.

These are two basic

areas which must be examined:
1)

Where do the students go who leave these
dormitories?
and if so,

Do they go to other dormitories

what type of dormitory,

or do they

go off campus?
2)

Most of the residents who remained in these
dormitories

for more than two years

traditional dormitories.
residents

like?

their ages,

What are these

That is, what are their majors,

and any other information which

might aid in attracting others
to

are in the

live on campus.

like themselves

The dormitory system is

doing something right to keep them on campus
and should work to identify what they are doing
right and then try to duplicate

their efforts.

Appendix I

Original Questionnaire
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions are designed to shed light
on the process of perceived freedom.
there

is

Needless to say

a great deal of variability possible and there are

no right or wrong answers.

Your cooperation is

greatly

appreciated.
The

following definitions

sponse categories

are given to clarify re¬

and each category should be used only

when applicable:
a)

Staff - Head of Residence,

Residence Director or

Counselor.
b)

Officer - elected official holding a title such
as president,

vice president,

director or co-director,
c)

dormitory

dormitory chairman.

Governance Member - A corridor representative or
tenants'

d)

treasurer,

association member.

Resident - Self explanatory.

Furthermore,

this

study is considering perceived

freedom in two areas:
e)

Internally - within the dormitory in question.

f)

Externally - in relation to the total University
"community" which consists of students,

faculty

and administrators.
g)

When a question asks
1 is

the

for a numerical evaluation -

lowest and 5 is the highest.
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1.
Rate the following groups on their ability to
influence internal dormitory policies.
Staff
Officers
Gov'n. memb.
Residents

the

Very
Very
Very
Very

little
A
little_A
little _
A
little _
A

great
great
great
great

deal.
deal.
deal.
deal.

2.
How much can each of the following groups change
"living-learning" environment in your dormitory?

Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

least
least
least
least

most
most
most
most

3. Rate how each of the groups below identify with
your dormitory?
Staff
Officers
Gov’n memb.
Residents

least
least
least
least

likely
likely
likely
likely

most
most
most
most

likely,
likely,
likely,
likely.

4. If an academic proposal were to be made by your
dormitory - - it would be generated by:
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

least
least
least
least

likely
likely
likely
likely

most
most
most
most

likely,
likely,
likely,
likely.

5. Rate the following on enforcing dormitory regula¬
tions .
Staff
Officers
Gov' n memb.
Residents

1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5

6. Rate the influence of each of the following groups
on the Southwest Council (the administrative body of
Southwest.
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

none
none
none
none

a
a
a
a

great
great
great
great

deal.
deal.
deal.
deal.
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7. If funds were to be expended by the dormitory—
indicate the influence of each on the decision of how to
spend.
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

1
1
1 _
1

5
5
5
5

8.
When considering University "long-range planning"
(administrative and academic) how much would each of the
groups
below affect it?
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

1
1_
1
1

5
5
5
5

9i
When inviting a guest speaker—how much influence
does each of the following groups have on the invitation.
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

a
a
a
a

little
little
little
little

great
great
great
great

deal,
deal,
deal,
deal.

10. If you had an academic problem how much help would
each of the following group's potential be:
Staff
Officers
Gov' n memb.
Residents

1
1_
1
1

5
5
5
5

11. When considering a change in the internal organiza¬
tion of the dormitory how much will each of the following
affect the decision?
Staff
Officers
Gov' n memb.
Residents

1_5
1 _
5
1
5
1
5
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12.
If you had an administrative problem how much
help would each of the following groups potentially be:
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

not
not
not
not

much
much
much
much

a
a
a
a

lot
lot
lot
lot

Appendix II

Interim Questionnaire
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions are designed to shed light
on the process of perceived freedom.

Needless to say

there is a great deal of variability possible and there
are no right or wrong answers.

Your cooperation is

greatly appreciated.
The following definitions are given to clarify response
categories and each category should be used only when
applicable:
a)

Staff - Head of Residence,

Residence Director or

Counselor.
b)

Officer - elected official holding a title such
as president, vice president,

treasurer,

dormitory

director or co-director, dormitory chairman.
c)

Governance Member - A corridor representative or
tenants'

d)

association member.

Resident - Self explanatory.

Furthermore,

this study is considering perceived

freedom in two areas;
e)

Internally - within the dormitory in question.

f)

Externally - in relation to the total University
"community" which consists of students,
and administrators.

faculty
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
1.

Class Year Grad._ '72_ '73_ '74_ '75_.

2.

Major _.

3.

Age _.

4. How many semesters have you lived in this dormitory?
1
2
3
4

semester
semesters
semesters
semesters

5
6
7
8

semesters
semesters
semesters
semesters

5. How much time do you spend working on dormitory and
dormitory related functions (administration, social,
cultural, athletic, etc.)?
(check one)
_
_
_
_
_

a great deal.
quite a lot.
some.
just a little.
practically none.

6. Did you vote in the last election for dormitory
governance member?
yes .
no.
7. Did you vote in the last election of dormitory officers?
_ yes.
no.
8. Which of the following groups has the most to say about
the selection of dormitory staff?
(check as many as
applicable)
_ residents.
_ governance members.
officers:
staff.
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DECISION MAKING:
9. In general, how much do you think the residents of
your dormitory have to say about how things are decided
regarding the internal administration (life style,
social and cultural events, etc.) of the dormitory?
(check one)
_
_
_
_
_
10.

a great deal of say.
quite a lot of say.
some say.
very little say.
no say at all.

they
they
they
they
they

have
have
have
have
have

a great deal of say.
quite a lot of say.
some say.
very little say.
no say at all.

In general, how much do you think the officers of
the dormitory have to say about how things are
decided regarding the internal administration
of the dormitory? (check one)
_
_
_
_
_

12.

have
have
have
have
have

In general, how much do you think the dormitory
governance members have to say about how things are
decided regarding the internal administration
of the dormitory?
(check one)
_
_
_
_
_

11.

they
they
they
they
they

they
they
they
they
they

have
have
have
have
have

a great deal of say.
quite a lot of say.
so^ae say.
very little say.
no say at all.

In general, how much do you think the dormitory
staff have to say about how things are decided regarding
ing the internal administration of the dormitory?
(check one)
_ they have a great deal of say.
they have quite a lot to say.
they have some say.
they have very little say.
they have no say at all.
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13. Indicate the amount of influence each of the follow¬
ing would have on the decision if the dormitory was
to expend funds from its treasury.
Staff
Officers
Gov'n memb.
Residents

least
least
least
least

most.
most.
most,
most.

14. In general, how much do you think the residents of
the dormitory have to say about how much the University
Administration supplies them in dormitory services
(bldg, maintenance, food service, and participation
in planning changes and renovations)?
Little _ _ _ _ _ A great deal.
15. In general, how much do you think the dormitory
governance members have to say about how much the
University Administration supplies them in dormitory
services?
Little___ A great deal.
16. In general, how much do you think the officers of the
dormitory have to say about how much the University
Administration supplies them in dormitory services?
Little_A great deal.
17. In
general, how much do you think the dormitory staff
have to say about how much the University Administration
supplies them in dormitory services?
Little ___A great deal.
18. How much influence do you think the residents of your
dormitory have in the determination of the academic
services (colloquia and course offerings) given in
and by your dormitory? (check one)
_ a very great deal.
quite a lot.
_ some.
a little,
none.
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19

How much influence do you think the dormitory govern¬
ance members have in the determination of the academ¬
ic services given in and by your dormitory?
(check
one)
a very great deal,
quite a lot.
some.
a little,
none.

20

How much influence do you think the dormitory
officers have in the determination of the academic
services in and by your dormitory? (check one)
a very great deal,
quite a lot.
some.
a little,
none.

21

How much influence do you think the dormitory staff
have in the determination of the academic services
given in and by your dormitory? (check one)
_ a very great deal.
_ quite a lot
_ some.
_ a little.
none.

22

How much do you think the residents of your dormitory
should have
to say about how things are decided
regarding the internal operations of your dormitory?
Little

23.

a great deal.

How much do you think the dormitory governance members
should have to say about how things are decided
regarding the internal operations of your dormitory?
Little

a great deal.
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24.

How much do you think the officers of the dormitory
should have to say about how things are decided
regarding the internal operations of your dormitory?

25.

How much do you think the dormitory staff should have
to say about how things are decided regarding the
internal operations of ;your dormitory?

GENERAL INFORMATION:
26.

Suppose that there was so much disagreement within
your dormitory that there was a real danger that your
dormitory's style of operation (living style,
governance system and domitory's degree of external
environmental control) might be discontinued.
How
much would you be willing to do about it? (check one)
_ I would do everything I possibly could do
to prevent the dormitory from being dis¬
continued.
_ I would try to do something in order to
prevent the dormitory from being discontinued.
_ I would do very little in order to prevent
the dormitory from being discontinued.
_ I wouldn't do anything at all in order to
prevent the dormitory from being discontinued.

27.

Suppose that, as an austerity measure, the University
Administration was considering closing your dormitory.
How much would you be willing to do about it? (check
one)
I would do everything I possibly could do tb
prevent the dormitory from being discontinued.
I would try to do something in order to prevent
the dormitory from being discontinued.
_ I would do very little in order to prevent
the dormitory from being discontinued.
I wouldn't do anything at all in order to
prevent the dormitory from being discontinued.
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28.

This study is interested in the kinds of things you
think your dormitory should do - check as many as
you feel apply.
_ provide the function of an apartment house.
_ provide a social function.
_ provide a learning function.
_ provide a totally integrated "living-learning"
experience.

Appendix III

Pretest Questionnaire
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THE QUESTIONNAIPxE
The following questions are designed to shed light on the process of
perceived freedom,

Weedless to say there is a great deal of variability

possible and there are no right or v/rong answers.

Your cooperation is

greatly appreciated.
The following definitions are given to clarify response categories
and each category should be used only when applicables
a)

Staff - Head of Residence^

b)

Officer - Elected official holding a title such as president,

vice president,

Residenco Director,

and Counselor.

treasurer, domitory director or co-director, dormitory

chairman.
c)

Governance Member - A corridor representative or tenants'

association member.
d)

Resident - Self explanatory.

Furthermore,

this study is considering perceived freedom in tv/o area

e)

Internally - within the dormitory in question.

f)

Externally - in relation to the total University "community"

which consists of students,

faculty and administrators.

BACKGROUND INFORimTION s
1.

Class Year Grad._

2.

Major _

3,

Age

4.

'74

'75'

__

»

Hov7 many semesters have you lived in this dormitory*
5 semesters
1 semesters
“
6 semesters
2 semesters
“
7 semesters
^
3 semesters
8 semesters
4 semesters
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5.

How much time do you spend working on dormitory and dormitory related
functions (administration, social, cultural, athletic, etc.)?
_ a great deal.
_ quite a lot.
_ some.
_ just a little.
__ practically none.

6.

Did you vote in the last election for dormitory governance member?
_ yes.
_ no.

7.

Did you vote in the last election of dormitory officers?
_ yes.
_ no.

8.

Which of the following groups has the most to say about the selection
of dormitory staff?
(check as many as applicable).
_ residents.
governance members.
officers.
staff.

DECISION KiAKING;
The next three questions deal with the influence of various groups of
people in your dormitory.
Would you please make
sets of ratings:
A.
The actual amount of influence each group has,
B.
The amount of influence you feel each should have ideally.
(B)
(A)
Ideal
Actual
Influence
Influence
9. In general, how much in¬
fluence do you think the
following groups actually
and ideally should have
in the internal adminis¬
tration (life style, so¬
cial and cultural events
etc.) of the dormitory?
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Influence

(A)
Actual
Influence
10. In general, hov/ much influence do you think the
following groups actually
have and ideally should
have regarding how much
the University Adminis¬
tration supplies them in
dormitory services (bldg,
maintenance, food service,
infirary service and par¬
ticipation in planning
changes and renovations)?
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11. In general, hov; much in¬
fluence do you think the
following groups actually
have and ideally should
have in determining the
academic services (colloquia and course offer¬
ings) given in and by
your dormitory?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Q)

O

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

staff
Officers
Governance members
residents

GENERAL INFORI'^ATION;
12. Suppose that there was so much disagreement v/ithin your dormitory
that there was a real danger that your dormitory's style of operation
(living style, governance system and dormitory's degree of external
environmental control) might be discontinued.
How much would you
be willing to do about it?
(check one)
I would do everything I possibly could to to prevent the
dormitory from being discontinued.
I would try to do something in order to prevent the dormitory from being discontinued.

_ I would do very little in order to prevent the dormitory
from being discontinued.

_ I wouldn't do anything at all in order to prevent the
dormitory from being discontinued.
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3,

Suppose that, as an austerity measure, the University Administration
v/as considering closing your dorraitory.
How much would you be willing
to do about it?
(check one)
_ I would do everything I possibly could do to prevent the
dormitory from being discontinued.
_ I would try to do something in order to prevent the dormitory
from being discontinued,
I would do very little in order to prevent the dormitory
from being discontinued.
_ I wouldn't do anything at all in order to prevent the
dormitory from being discontinued,

4,

This study is interested in the kinds of things you think your
dormitory should do
check as many as you feel apply.
_ provide the function of an apartment hours,
provide a social function.
' Provide a learning function,
provide a totally integrated

living-learning" experience.

Appendix IV

Research Study Questionnaire
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The following questions are designed to help us understand the process of
perceived control. There are no right or wrong answers only your perceptions*
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
The foUowitlg definitions are made to clarify each response category.
Each response category should be used only when applicable.
a)

Staff -

Head of Residence, Residence Director, Co-residence
Directors and Counselors.

b)

Officer

-

c)

Governance Member

d)

Resident

An official holding a title such as president,
vice president, treasurer, administrative assistant,
counselor at large or moderator.

-

-

a corridor representative or tenants*
association member.

self-explanatory.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
1. Class Year

*73

*74

*75

*76.

2.

Major_

3.

Age_.

4.

How many semesters have you lived in this dormitory (including the
present semester)?
_1 semester

.

5 semesters

_2-'6eme6tere
_3 semesters

® semesters
7 semesters

4 semesters

8 semesters

5. How much time do you spend participating in dormitory and dormitory related
functions (administration, social, cultural, athletic, etc.)?
_a great deal.
_quite a lot.
_some.
_just a little.
_practically none,
3.

Did you vote in the last election for dormitory governance member?
_yes.
no.

7.

Did you vote in the last election of dormitory officers?
_yes.
no.

-

8.

2
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-

Which of the following groups has the most influence in the selection of
dormitory staff? (Check as many as applicable.)
residents*
_governance members.
__ officers,
staff*

DECISION MAKING:
The next two questions deal with the influence of various groups of oeople
in your dormitory. Would you please make two sets of ratings:
A.

The actual amount of influence each group has, and

B.

The amount of influence you feel each should have ideally.

(B)

(A)
Actual
Influence
In general, how much
influence do you think the
following groups actually
and ideally should have in
the internal administration
(life style, social and
cultural events, etc.) of
the dormitory?
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a) The Staff
b) The Officers
c) The Gevernance members
d) The Residents
19.

In g!afi«ral, how much
influence do you think the
following groups actually
have and Ideally should
have in determining the
academic services (colloquia
and course offerings) given
in and by your dormitory?
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
a) The staff
_
b) The Officers
__
c) The Governance members_
d) The residents
__
_

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

GENERAL INFORMATION:
U.

Suppose that there was
was a real danger that
governance system and
might be discontinued.
(check one)

so much disagreement within your dormitory that there
your dormitory's style of operation (living style,
dormitory's degree of external environmental control)
How much would you be willing to do about it?

_I would do everything I possibly could do to prevent the dormitory
from being discontinued.
_I would try to do something in order to prevent the dormitory from
being discontinued.
_I would do very little in order to prevent the dormitory from being
discontinued.
_ I wouldn’t do an5rthiii^ at all in order to prevent the dormitory from
being discontinued.
12,

Suppose that, because of the need to reduce expenses, the University
Administration was considering closing your dormitory. How much would
you be willing to do about it? (check one)
_I would do everything I possibly could do to prevent the dormitory
from being discontinued.
_I would try to do something in order to prevent the dormitory from
being discontinued.
_I would do very little in order to prevent the dormitory from being
discontinued.
I wouldn’t do anything at all in order to prevent the dormitory from
being discontinued,

13.

This study is Interested in the kinds of things you think your dormitory
should do - check as many as you feel apply.
_provide the function of an apartment house,
_provide a social function.
_provide a learning function.
_provide a totally integrated ’’living-learning" experience*
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